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THE Ok,DER AMERICANS ACT AND,THE RURAL
ELDERLY

J

MONDAY, APRIL 28, 1975

U,S. S'ENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,

. Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m., in room

a 3302, Dirksen Senate Of ice Building, lion. Dick Clark presiding.
Present: Senators Clark, Chiles, and DomeniL
Also present: David A. Affeldt, chief counsel, Deborah,K. Kilmer,

professional staff member; John Guy Miller, minority staff director;
Patricia G. Oriol, chief clerk: Gerald Strickler, printing asl.,istant;
and Joan Merrigan, assistant clerk.

OPENING STATFAENT BY SENATOR DICK CLARK, PRESIDING

SeGilIOr CLARK..TIle hearing will come to order. Two weeks ago,
over 1,100 people fror4 all across the country gathered here
in Washington, D.C., to attend the first National Conference oh Rural
America. That conference was.designed to help bring the problems
of rural people .to the attention of the public, the Congress, and th'e
executive branch of the Government. It gave all of us the opportunity
to find out from rural America's delegates what living in a rural area.
really means.

At the conference, there were many accounts '31 how thi Nation's
resources-and techhology have ignored the problems of rural citizens
who have been left behind, in terms of goods and services, health
care and decent housing, jobs.and educational opportunities, public
transportation, and public assistance.

The conference emphasized the need for our Government to pay
more attention to rui al Ame'rica, and that is one reason for this hearing,
We want to liaen to tale concerns of one very special group of rural
Americansthose over 6t. We want to find out how well the Federal
GuYernatentbis working with State and local governments to provide
these people with the services they need and how we can improve our
effo L,. .

preseht; there are 5.4 million people 65 and older who live 'in
rura An erica, and predominantly they live in nonfarm
The e tkIller Americans often are totally: ignored Ly service programs,
not by design, but simply because of their place of residence, the
additional costs in\ olved ill bringing services to them, and the limited
funds for rural services.

,((1)
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DECLINE IN RURAL SERVICES

The last two decades havebrought about a dramatic decline in
services to rural areas. Right'now, 138 rural counties do not have a
resident doctor, 146 bus companies have gone out of business in small
cities and rural areas in the past 15 years, and, rural residents do nut
have employment and manpower services available to them, even
though they are more likely to be-unemployed or underemployed than
their urban counterparts. All of tlese problems have serious ramifi-
cations for ever\! rural resident, but they have placed au especially
heavy burden oti.rural elderly. -,

The neglect and the deterioration of rural services may mean that
older people become housebound for months, that they cannot cret
to the doctor or to the hospital to take care of their health needs,
that older workers cannot find a job, or that older people cannot g,et
together with their neighbors and friends. The consequences of being
rural and,elderli too often are tragic attest, and, as a Nation, we have
not d a,one good job of providing them with much help. ,.

In 1965, Congress adopted the Older Americans Act to provide
the limited funds to help all of America's needy elderly, including
the rural elderly. That legislation was amended in 1973, and it now
provides for a number of services, including nutrition, health, trans-
portation, information, and referral, tough area agencies on aging,
coordinated by State units. Unfortunately, these programs have not
given enough attention to rural areas. .

Rift, in the next, few, weeks we will have the opportunity to help
change this as the senate considers legislation to extend the Older
Americans Act programs. We can evaluate the effect of the Act's
provisions on rural areas, putting into tion one of the'themes of
the current conMence on rural Americk. the right to be free froir
discrimination not only of class raid race, but also of place. s-s-.....

As the Older Americank Act now is written, there is emphasis on
low-income and minority elderly, but there is no special focus on the
needs of the. rural elderly. Senator Frank Church, chairman of the
Special Committee on Aging, has introduced legislation that would
'begin to recognize the special needs of rural elderly by including,
under title ITI of the Older Americans Act, support for demonstra-
tion programs to assist older rural people p.m1 ro improve the delivery
,systems of rural America.'

I am a coslionsor of this legislation and I know that it would be
very helpful to many rural elderly people. Much more needs to be ;
done as.well, and I hope that the witnesses today will give the Con
gressress their recommendation's.b

Today's hearing st rts off with one of- this Nation's leading ad-
vocates for the elder :. He certainly is one of their best friends, and t
he 1..s are old friem f the Congress as well. Governor David Pryor of
Arkansas served as a,- member of the U.S. House of Representatives
for three terms, and during those years he devoted much of his time
to helping our older citizens. In fact, the Governor was so concerned

. about this Nation's older citizens That he set up an unofficial House
committee on the aging in a trailer. -

Governor, We welcome you and your State director of aging, Ray
Scott, before this committee and invite 3 ou to begin 3 our, testunon3.'
We will follow With a discussion after that. t
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STATEMENT OF HON. DAVID H. 'PRYOR, GOVERNOR OF ARKANSAS;
ACCOMPANIED BY RAYMOND L. SCOTT, DIRECTOR, ARKANSAS
STATE OFFICE ON AorNq AND ADULT SERVICES

Governor PRYOR. Thank you very much for the ,opportunity to
appear before the U.S. SenatejSpecial,Committee on Aging. I would,
if I could at this time, like to.rntroauce Ray Scott, who is the director
of the office on aging in ,the State of Arkansas.

I would first like to basically state some of the 'characteristics of
the State or Arkansas. I will try to proceed with this testimony as
quickly as possible.

The 1970 census showed the total population of Arkansas' was
1,923,295, or approximately 2 million people. This population is
distributed throughout our State on ap oximately a 50 percent
urban and 50 percent rural basis. Only of 75 counties are con-
sidered urban.

The 1970 census also noted that 335,156 persons, or 17.4 percent
of tliat total population, were age 60 or older. This fact, according
to the Administration on Aging, ranked Arkansas-,second in the Na-
tion as to the percent of Ole. total population who are 60 years of
age or older. According to the latest unpublished estimates from the
Bureau of the Census, that figure now stands at 366,000 persons.

RURAL ELDERLY-77 PERCENT

In terms of geographical distribution, Mr. Chairman, .the 1970
census showed that only'23 percent of the elderly likred in urban areas
and 77 percent lived in rural areas. Obviously then, we are faced with
meeting the needs of a predominantly rural elderly population.

In order to meet thv needs of -this population under the authority
of the Older Americans Act, specifically,.the,1973 'amendments, we
currently have :,ix area agencleA on aging 'funded and operating.
These agencies cover six of our eight planning and service areas with
the two remaining areas to be.fundetl a'S area agencies on aging by
June 30, 1975.

Thes/agetu ies, for the most part, are doing an excellent job develop-
ing transportation, information, and referral, outreach, and nutn-
tion services.

Our reporting system for title 111 is nct as well developed as that
for title VII, we can, -therefore, only estimate that at least 60,000
elderly. persons received some type of service from July 1, 1974,
through February 28, 3.975.

In our title VII effort we have funded 17 of 75 counties which have
established 58 feeding hi t et; . These sites served approximately 5,800
different elderly individuals and a total of 331,000 meals from July 1,
1974, through February 28, 1975.

Like many States, we have experienced some difficulty establish-
ing, tile area agencies oh aging, but we feel they have been an asset
in further developing the program and are striving to strengthen
their role as the comprehenMve aging agency in our State regions.

(J 8
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ARKANSAS' NEW ELDERLY-AID BILLS

Our 70th general assembly, which has' just concluded, Mr. Chairman,
in the State of. Arkansas, reeently pasted several of my admini,tra:
tion's bills which will have a direct impact on the elderly.

As a brief summary, the major items were as follows:
1. A *measure allowing pharmacists to substitute a generic drug

for a brand-name drug, and allowing the posting of competitive
drug prices.

2. An appropriation of $750,000 to be used its a 12.5-perceni!
State share of the 25 Krcent necessary to match $4.5 million of
title XX funds. These funds will go to develop aging and adult services
programs such as lammakerihome health, foster care, day care;
and protective services.

3. An appropriation of $35,000 to assist local communities in
developing the matching fund, necessary for the, Urban IN las, Transit,
Act funds for transportation of the elderly and the handicapped.

4. An appropriation of $100,000 as a State supplement to the
title III funds available for establishing the area agencies of aging.

5. A revised property tax rebel measure to increase the benefits
available to the eligible elderly.

6. A measure providing for tuition-free admission to any public
educational institutiona uni,versity. college, vocational school or
community collegefor any c?tizen of our State G0 year of dge or
older. We may be'the first in the Nation to take this step, but I am
not (Tit in.

7. W have doubled our commitment and our a$prol5riation for
our g en thumb program, which has served our State and our elderly
citize s so well.

But despite ,these very significant Steps taken by the recent legis-
lature and the progress made by the area agencies on aging, much
remains to be clone.

As was pointed out earlier, approximately 17 peikent of the elderly
live in rural counties which encompass 70 percent of our State's land
area. These counties represent sparsely populated areas where services
are simply not available.

The following arms of need ar,9 highlighted merely ro dramatize
the problems facing our rural elierly.

Health fare.The latest figures available from health planning
sources show that approximate]) 65 percent of all licensed ph) ,icians
in Arkansas reside in eight urban counties. That leaves 35 percent
of the State's physicians to service the remaining 67 counties. This las
some obvious impact on the aging population's ability to u,tilize the
available health delivery system.

This distribution of health care services may force the individual
to delay routine health maintenance functions until a catastrophic
illness or other severe problem necessitates the seeking out of
assistance:

This distribution ,perpetuates a system which promotes an all or
no care proposition, either total care such as in an institution, or
little or no care such as in rural, sparsely populated areas.

Transnortation.There are many obstacles to providing trans-
portatiot services to the rural elderly who comprise 77 percent of
our aging population. The sheer geographical 'barriers such as Unpaved,

. it v
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and in some areas, extremely rough, roads, and the basic cost per
passenger mile or cost per unit of service are some factors bearing on
transportation services in rural areas.

URBAN VERSUS RURAL TRANSPORTATION COSTS

In regard to the expense of transportation services, we have com-
pared the cost of operating a, vehicle' in an urban area with the cost
for a similar vehicle in a rural area. This comparison is based upon .

figures of the 3-month period from January through March 1975.
The urban program provided 3,600 -rides at a total cost of $6,200,
or at an average cost Of $1.72 per ride.

By contrast, the rural program provided 480 rides at a total cost -
of $2,900 for an average cost per ride of $6.04. This cost differential

is obviously a product of fewer rides being provided in the rural area.
which.inflates the cost per riche.

It is inevitable that any discussion of program costs will.eventually
lead to the questions of efficiency versus effectiveness. In the simple
exam] e just presented it is obvious that in terms of cost/efficiency,
the urban program takes the honors. However, when we begin to

discuss cost effectiveness, who is to say that the 480- persons served
by the rural program did not derive as great or greater benefits from

the .service than did Ole 3,600 urban elderly, even though the cost

was considerably higher in the rural program? .

Therein, Mr. Chairman, lies the dilemma. The urban programs
can show greater numbers being served and at a lower cost, but the
rural programs are attempting to reach those in areas where services

Ware simply not accessible. This is not to say that the urban elderly
are without problems and that all the services they need are at their
doorstep, for we all know this is not the case. But it does show that
special service-delivery strategies are essential in meeting the trans-
portation needs of the rural elderly.

Housing. --A third specific area of need for the rural elderly of

Arkansas is that of housing. This problem is basic to the whole concept

of promoting independent living and maintaining environments that
will allow the elderly to remain m the community as long as possible.

In fact. in all of the programs to date in the State of Arkansas, the

basic thrust of those programs would be to prevent'institutional-
ization of our elderly citizens. .

According to figures available from the 1970 census, 27 percent
Of all housing units in the State were classified as having inadequate
living conditions. Of these 182,093 inadequate 14useholds, 41.5
percent or 75,677 were occupied by the elderly. Further analysis
shows that 68,076 or 90 pert t, of these households were occupied

by elderly with incomes of .1ess an $5,000 per year. .6
by

68,076 households were ccupied 51 percent by elderly

renters and 49 percent by elderly owners. These brief statistics should
certainly document the need for Agrams which can address the

housing needs of the elderly' in a variety of ways.
I feel at this point it is appropriate to relate to you an actual` case

which dramatically illustrates the three problem Areas which we

hay.e just discussed. This case is not meant to represent the majority
of Arkansas elderly, but it is most assuredly a case that could be
repeated in our State and I am certain in many other predominantly

rural States.
a

10
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Ms. Wells is 85 years of age and lives in a rural county approxi-mately 75 miles from a metropolitan area. She lives alone in a two-room house with no electricity and no plumbing; running water isavailable from a hydrant in the yard. She cooks on a wood-burningstove and has no radio, television, or telephone.
Recently, while Ms. Wells was heating water for a bath she spilledthe boiling water on her foot, -resulting in a severe burn.
Ms. Wells has no dependable means of transportation; there isno doctor in the county and only one public health .nurse. Therefore,she did not get to a doctor for approximately a week. This doctorattended to her burn, but found some severe allergic r actions forwhich he referred her to a physician in a large metro lit n areasome distance, away.
In order for her to get to this doctor, it not-too-distant neighboroffered to drive her there for $10. This is in addition to the $10 hecharges her monthly to drive her intn town to get her SSI checkcashed and for her to pay rent and other bills that she must pay.Again, this only points out some of the obstacles faced by ourrural elderly who try to exist in the face of adversity.
It is important to note, as I stated previously, that not all and,

hopefully, not the majority of our elderly should be viewed as I have
described Ms. Wells. I hear frequently from our elderly citizenswho are concerned about the stereotyped image of the elderly as thepoor, feeble, and defenseless Geritol generation. We must, therefore,be quick to recognize that significant numbers of our elderly havethe need to be of service as well as those who have the need to beserved.

In addressing you this morning and pointing out some specific areasof need, and now preparing to make recommendations on ways inwhich to meet these needs, I am very much aware that we in leadership
positions in State governments tnust :lad must sh o a greatextent, responsibility.

must move in directions that we fe 1 are best f'di, our States'e erly, as we have tried to do the recent legislative session men-ioned earlier. We must be advoca es for the elderly of our States andwork to insure that this segment of our population is not in any wayslighted nor taken for granted., "

RECOMMENDATIONS
4.It is with this commitment that I submit the following recom-mendations for consideration in your deliberations to extend and

strengthen the Older Americans Act through tl 975 amendments.
1. While respecting the role of the Congress ul the Administration

nieolf

on Aging in setting program direction through regulations and policy-
making processes, it is imperative that the State be given the-utmost
latitude to determine the most feasible courses to purshe for theirpopula ons.

k about coordination of services and information and referralin at where there Are little or no services fo coordinate nor services-to which persons may be referred seems to be an niappropriate_use of
already scarce funds. In Arkansas, all of the funds we can Ossibly
develop are needed in service programs to meet some of the needs
described earlier.

A
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2. In regard to the sharing of responsibility by the Federal and
State governments [yr financial participation in aging programs, I
must say that I am concerned about the recent proposals to increase
matching ratio could possibly be as great as 50-percent Federal and
50-percent non-Federal, this would create significant problOms for our
programing efforts.

CITY- AN BOUNTY SUPPORT

We are developing ever increasing support for our programs from
city and county governments. The bulk of this support is in the form
of inkind contributionsfor example, office space, supplies, pesonnel
et ceterarather than cash funds for non-Federal matching purposes.
If the percentage of the non-Federal share were to increase signifi-
cantly, these local sources of support would not be able to produce the
necessary amount.

Accding to our ,experience with the title VI Social Security Act
programs requiring 25-percent non-Federal, cash participation, local
communities in Arkansas could not produce the amount required.
This resulted in our being unabl utilize all the Federal funds
available and left many needed servi Ts undeveloped. As mentioned,
Mr. Chairman, we took steps in our recent legislative session to assist
these local communities with the development of new 'title XX
programs.

Based on these 'findings, I therefore respectfully recommend that
the matching requirements embodied in th er Americans Act be
maintained at the preAent ratios.

3. The title VII nutrition program as been a significant effort
toward meeting the needs of our pop aelon. Howmr, there is one
area in regard to the program that I N ould like briefly to explore.

I understand that the intent of Cong ess is that the title VII pro-
gram be kept separate and distinct from the ,other Older Americans
Act programs in order to determine the impact it is having on our>

.population. While I understand this rationale, it has been our experi-
ence that title VII programs and efforts under title III are so inter -

related. that they are implemented more effectively in a closely
coordinated strate, 3.

Our State has msen to utilize the area agencies on aging in as-
sisting the to implement the title VII program. I understand
that in so' e other States where the titlerIII and title VII programs
are not cl -elv coordinated, they have actually found themselves
competing for scarce local resources to the detriment of both programs.

I would therefore encourage any efforts to relate the-two programs
more closely. Our State has also taken significant steps to insure

A close coordination of the Older Americans Act programs with the
services to be developed under title XX of the Social Security Act.
Again, any efforts on the part of the Congress to assist the States in
this coordination would be beneficial.

NEW TITLE VII SECTION

4. We in Arkansas are attempting to develop a wide range of
services which will provide sufficient alternatives to meet the needs of -
the elderly. These services will provide for those elderly who simply
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do not fit society's sterecit\ pe, as well as for those who require special
-institutional care. A greAt deal of flexibility is required on our part to be
able to develop the %-afiety of programs that are needed.

pleased to see that in the 1975 ,amendments you are includingthe types of *grams necessary to help us develop these alternative-.
The special service programs for the elderly contained in the newtitle III section appear to be a significant step ill the right direction
and oertainly are in line with our .State:s program developmental
strategy.

. /1/1 5. I understand that. the Federal Council on Aging recently under-
took a stucly of the formula used to determine the allocation of funds
to the States. From my previous role in Congress, Mr. Chairman, I

-know it is easy to become embroiled in a debate between large and
small States over who deserves what share.

I will, therefore, not become involved in this quetion, but I do feel
%that several. points raised in-the council's report merit consideration,
espviallv the recommendations on increasing the minimuin amount
available to States for administering the programs. Also, the points
made earlier about the cost of service's in rural areas have implications
for determining the amount required to provide services in rural
areas.

LONG-RANGE PLANNING NECESSARY
At.

6. One of the-greatest hallenges facing our State aging program is
in the development of a State policy on aging. I see this as a necessary
process .which will enable us to begin looking at the long-range im-plications of our current progTaininrefforts, It will also

long -range
us tobe planning for the elderly population of the future. 4

The challenge is that of trying to meet the crucial needs of the
present aging population, :le at, the same time trying to address
ourselves to primary preventio strategies. These include retirement
planning, ethwational rogram dramatizing-nhe later years as asignificant Bart of the le cy 0; and efforts to alter our society's
attitude toward growing old in America.

To meet this challenge, the role of the State unit .on aging must be
expanded anrrEnust be strengthened. It must not be seen me,rely at,
an extension of the Administration on Aging re4onsible for only
Older Americans Act programs. Rather, it must be seen as the agency
within our State government, that government which is closest to
the people, that can undertake policy analysis and develop long-
range plans based upon population projections. It.must project aging
as an issue, a fact of life, which'other agencies of State government
must recognize in the deyel3pment of their various programs. It must
exhibit leadership in working within the established bureaucracies in
order to `influence the decisions that are made which have an impact
upon the lives of our elderly citizens.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I enaktiiii,gmeyOu to take prompt
action on the 1975 amendments to the Oho ci; Americans At and I
support, the additions to the act which I have discussed. Again, the
Federal Government and the State government share in the respon-
sibility for developing aging programs. I hope that, in some way, my
testimony today has strength6ned that cooperative relationship and
that my recommendations will be helpful to 3 ou, this committee, and

7,7
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to the Congress, in 3 our deliberations.-h is up to those of us in positions
of leadership to assure in every way possible that the late years of
life will truly not only be the golden years, but also years of respect,
and 3-ears of pride, and years of productivity.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CI Amt. Thank you very much, Guvernor, for an extel,lent

statement. We are all very happy that you have not lost your in-
terest in America's older citizens. The work that 3 ou accomplished in
the Congress, particularly in the nursing \home area, was, to my
knowledge, the first time a person in Coup-esA ever demonstrated that
kind of comnntment.. We are particularly very happ3 to see that you
have continued your interest, as Governqr of-Arkansas.

t 'SIMILAR PROBLEMS

As you went through these figures on health care, housing, and
transportation, it occurred to me that they are similar to Iowathe
state that I represent. Many of the same kinds of figuresI can't
remember the exact number of doctors in the largest counties, but we
too havt most of our doctors in the 16 or 17 largest counties.

Let me just review two or three of the statistics that I thought were
particularly interesting. Under health care: "The latest fignxes

available from health planning sources show that approximately 65
percent of all licensed ph3siciansin Arkansas reside in eight urban
counties. That leases 35 percent of the State's physicians to service
the remaining 67 counties."

Then it says: 'Ile urban program provided :3.600 rides at a total
cost of $6,200, or at an average cost of 81.72 per ride," and then in
the rural area it is $6.04.

Then in housing: "27 percent of all housing units in the State were
classified as living 'inadequate living conditions.' " Of those. 41.5
percent were occupied by the elderly and 90 percent of these house-
holds were occupied by elderly with incomes of less than $5;00 per
year.

I think those are probably very typical of the whole country where
we have some kind of urban rural comparison. Theymav be some-
what more pronounced in your State or in the State that I represent,
but I think they are really quite typical of the nature of the problem
ahelal of us.

I am interested' in your recot - adations. ant looking at your
prepared statement, the bottom of page 6:

-While respecting the role of the Congres and the AdmmiAration on Aging
in setting program direthon through regulations and pvlicymaking proce.-e-, it
1, imperative that the State- be given the utmo-t latitude to determine t)'e mot
ft .v41)/ft cour-ez, to pursue b..; their population.. "

DISASTROUS-50-50 MATCHING PROPOSITION

I think that is very wise. I am particularly interested to see your
report of the continued Federal non-Federal share of responsibility.
I think if we went down to a 50-50 proposition it would be disastrous.
I would doubt that the Congress would accept the administratioWs
proposals in those areas.

t^,
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On page 8 of your statement, the last sentence, you say:
I would therehre encourage any eflort:= to relate the two programs more

elok,ely. Our State 11£1:; also taken significant ,tepz, to insure clue coordination
of the Older Amencan, Act programs with the ,erucer. to be developed under
title XX of the Social Secunty Act. -

There are amendments pending that would bring those closer to{
getherSenator Frank Church, in particular, has an amendment of
that kind.

I think it is an excellent statement. There are just two or three
questions I want to ask. The Older Americans Act calls for a consider-
able amount of matching funds for State localities. You have outlined
that your State just last year responded and that the legislature

'appropriated funds. Ark there programs that you were not able to
get thraugh the leg,islaturb, that you are aware of, where matoliing
funds would have been available had you been able to convince the
legislature to approve them?

Mr. Scorn. No, sir, I don't,believe so, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CLARK. Did the legislature respond to each of your requests

in terms of matching funds for Federal' programs?
Mr. Scow. Maybe not to the ,extent we would have liked, but

they did respond.
Governor PRYOR. They were most cooperative in any program,

I think, which dealt with any need .or an elderly problem,
Mr. Chairman.

Lwould just like to go back and make one little brief statement,
if I May. The day that I was inaugurated Governors --I will try not to
be political todayI did make a statement that I hoped, and it was
my pledge, that the State of Arkansas would make the strongest

it commitment to the elderly and to the elderly problems of any State
in this Nation. That we would lead the way, because we are 'No. 2
at this time in the percentage of our population over age 60. That
percentage is arowing at this time. We know that there are problems
there; and we feel that the commitment of the State is there. We are
gbing toc, meet that commitment whatever it costs and whatever is
necessary. We have a long way to go.

REVENUE SHARING MONEYS

Senator CLARK. In that connection, do you know of local govern-
ments who are using revenue sharing or social service moneys to
supplement the specific aging program moneys? Do you know of any
revenue-sharing programs going to older people?

Mr. Scorr. es, sir. In some counties the governments have per-
mitted some portions of the revenue-sharing funds to be used in this
manner. But the problem We found with respect to that is that most
of the county governments are much more willing to invest those
funds in more visible kinds of programs such as capital expenditure
projects and things such as this.

However, we have been very pleased this past year with the re-
sponse of treal governments assuming more and more responsibility
for these aging programs.

Senator (.'LARK. There is no doubt that, as revenue sharing continues,
local governments will be somewhat more responsive to older people's
programs. Many of them are afraid that revenue sharing is going to
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last only months and They do not want to undertake programs that
are ongoingat least many have told le (hat. As we consider revenue
sharing this year, we should )tuthorize it for a longer period of time-to
have a better chance that die money will be used for, cocial proSgrams
for the elderly.

ARKANSAS' .MERCI PROGRAM'

Now, in Arkansas, you have a free mobile medical screen which
travels to rural area to provide service:, to 250 towns' resident.. Coulak
ou tell us a little about that? How is that funded? How did yOu

happen to start that program?
Mr. Scorr. I would probably have to-cikaracterize that as a success

story,in the sharing of respietsibility between The State and the Federal
Government., because it was a project funded several N ears ago under
the old title III strategy-. More recently, we refunded it under the
Older American. Act Amendments of 19-1;Ishis y ear the State legisla-
ture appropriated funds to the State health department to, in effect,'
take the prcgram over and make it an integral part of the health
program.

So it is being operated now with State funds through the State health
department. I think the thing that is most successful about that
program is that, even though in the counties we do have what we call
public health unitt as the case history here pointed out, in most
counties that amounts to one public health nurse. The problem with
this is that the public health nurse is located in the county seat and
is basically a staff of one. It still requires initiative on the part of the
elderly to, in effect, get themselves to the service. And the thing about
the MERCI program was that it took the service to the people. I
don't think that program visited any community in the State of
Arkansas with a population over 2,500. They restricted themselves to
the very, very rural areas.

Senator CLARK.. Another area that has been very largely neglected
is the question of unemploy anent or underemployment. Very little of
the money, that has been appropriated for employ merit programs has
been spent in rural areas. Could you describe to the committee how
Arkansas has supported any manpower efforts in the rural areas?

Mr. Scorr. I guess the most successful effort has been the "green
thumb" efforts around the State. It has been a very successful program
for us. Of course, at this time whet we are faced with unemployment
rates like all of the other States, it is hard to talk in terms of employ-
ment for older workers when there are so many nonolder workers,
out of work', too. -

We have been able to make use of CETA fundsThe Comprehensive
Employment Training Act fundsnot necessarily fur the employment
of older people, but for the employment of people to work in some of
the Older Americans Act programs. We have been successful in secur-.
ing bus drivers and personnel such as that to assist us in implementing
programs for the elderly.

Governor PRYOR. Chairman, may I add something?
Senator CLARK. Yes.
Governor PRYOR. You have raised a point that I ould like to

lOok into, myself, back on the State jevel. If we may ve the permis-
sion of The chairman, I would like to supply that f r the record if I

1-
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could within a few days, because I would like to go back home and look
into this particular point.

Senator (1..kitx.lt is a good idea. It 4, a very'diflicult problem and
one that I t4iink not only the :irate-, but also the Federal Govonnient
ha, not been able tc do mu( h about.

It is nth- feeling that the Older Americ an. Act ha, brim more bene-
ficial to the urban elderly tpan the rural Ofdeily. Do Sou shale that

'view? Do 3 on have any particular evidence one way or the other?
Mr. Scott?

RURAL PROBLEMS NOT CONSIDERED

Mr. SCOTT. When I read the legislation and the regulations that
come ont, and the type of program directions that they are setting,
I cant help but get the impression that they ( ertainlY did not have
Arkansas on their minds W hen they wrote eau.' Particularly the
example, we arced about information referral and coordination of
,rrtvice... This is nut to say there are-m4,-,ervices to comdinate or that
there are no sc:rvic es about which we need to inform people and refer
them to. Again, our funds need to be put into more direct types of
services as described earlier.

I think that thit problems in rural area have really not been ad-
dr-,..scrtl:, liarticularly .when you consider the cost factors that we
presented here. .

Senator CLARK. Governor. I know the interest that you have in
nursing homes. This committee recently issued a comprehensive
report entitled Nursing Home Care in tbe Un;ted*State.: Failure in
Public Policy. Again. if you have 'the time, I would appreciate your
taking a copy back with you and submitting any confluent, that you
might have on it. -Any applicability that report has to Arkansas
would be very helpful for us to know about.

Governor PRYOR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CLARK. We appreciate your testimony very much, You

have presented a lot of interesting and valuable information that we
wjll carefully review. The Older Americans Act will corny ,before the
Senate, I think. in about 2 weeks, and'howfully some cf the informa-
tion that you have provided us with will serve as a basis for some
amendments and changes in the Older American, Act to make it

. more effective in rural areas. Certaitily the number of statistic, that
Sou offer here should be helpful in that regard as well as the number
of recommendations von have mentioned. '-We thank you very mu( h.

Governor Pima. Thank you.,
Senator CLARK. Tlite Ilf`Na Willies, will be Woodrow .Morris. associ-

4 ate dean, college of medicine, UniNersit3 of Iowa. anti c hair nan of the
Iowa State Cortni-:sion on Aging. .

Dr. Morris. we have heard some interesting lestim ony from Gov-
ernor Pryor on tho problems of older people in rural amen,. I know
that 3 on have a great deal of experience in this area and a great deal
of knowledge. You are the associate,,dean at the University of Iowa
i i the college of inediriv, and c hairmakt of the low a Sfa te ColtiiniziOn
on Aging. Wec are pro( ularll hippy to have your testimon3 . You
can proceed in any way sou think appropriate and then we will haye

,' some time for disetpz;ion.. .

s
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STATEMENT OF WOODROW W. MORRIS, PH. D., ASSOCIATE DEAN,

COLLEGE OF MEDICINE, UNIVERSITY OF IOWA, AND CHAIRMAN,

IOWA (STATE COMMISSION ON THE AGING

Dr. Momirs. Thank you. Senator Clark.
I appreciate the invitation to par:i( ipate In this harin2.pni tz

'lady because our oun Senator Dick Clark isnow a member of this
distinguished committee and is conducting tin( hearing. It is also a
personal pleasure for me to renew my long friendship with Pat and
Bill Oriol and with John Gu.N Miller. And it is good to see Herman
Brotman hare, too. )

It is also a pleasure to appear in the same session wit Governor
Pryor. We are aware of his work th the Congress. I accept his challenge

to make Arkansas No. 1 in the Nation in its way of caring for the el-
derly. We a :e flied Or second place it,a the yercenitair,e,.Df people over
65. it Nvili be a case of \o. 2 that will he trN mg harder. Maybe we will

be able to compete on a very high level.
I was sn-u(k, too, sit'; with the similarities ktween the figures he

reported front Arkansas and those from Iowa. I am not, going to
present testimony the same way -tharGovernor Pryoi (lid his, because
I have prepared that kind of testimony in this advanced statement.
I would hope that this statement would be deposited with the ,secre-
tor N and that it be made a pent qf the record.

Senator CLARK. It will be made part of the record.*

CONFERENCETWOIMSHOPS:

Dr. Monars. Thank 3 ou. 1 would like to comment that last you,
starting in Nlay of 1974. the college of medicine, with the financial

assistance of Iowa program IMPACT, sponsored a series 0( nine

widely located conference.'worksikop4 about aging.
The theme of tiae conferences was "Planning for the Delivery of

Services Older.People." Two of the important conclusions we drew

from this experience traveling about Ole State of Iowa was the tre-
mendous need lo foster conummit au areness and community com-
mitment' to eittion on the development and delivery of services to
older people. and the vey significant roles the area 'agencies on aging

aro playing-in bringing about this kind of communitN organization
and commitment. The contrast between regions with area agencies
on aging, and tho which do not yet have the benefit of an AAA was
dramatic. r believe this is testimony to the vtaries of the provisions in
the Older America;; Act eAablisltn the iire3t. agency on aging pro-

).- . n

grain.
I believe, however, that even with .urea agencies on aging, rural

States such as Iowa have special problems related to the many small

rural communities which are spread out over fairly wide geographical

areas. Perhaps the-Most pressing problem is how best to organize these
disparate communities so that needed. services may be pr-ided to all
of the people, rind especially the elderly.

I believe Iowa haseil the way in 'demonstrating some solutions to
this problem. In mt prepared testimony 1 mentioned the college of

medicine eaperimptal model health care delivery programs. A signifir

See p. 20.
57,-714-75-2
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cant aspect Of\one of these, Red Oak, Iowa, I believe, will-prove to be
the development of satellite clinics in the smaller communities in the
service area. And I might mention for the record that Red'Oak is
in a rural part of Iowa.

, ,,A similar approach taken by the community mental health centers
has already demonstrated the utility of this method. This has been so
successful and so well received that 'these centers and-their satellite
offices now receive $5 percent of their support from local county and
community sources.

Housing, and the concern that every effort possible should be made
to help elderly people" remain in their own hthneslas long as they wish
and are secure, are additional problems seeking creative Solutions.,
As was shown in my piepared text, there is a particular need in the
area of residential care facilities,, especially low-cost housing.

.:.,
HOUSE OLDER AMERICANS ACT BILL

Now, if I may comment directly with respect to the House version
of the 1975 Older Aniericans Comprehensive Services Amendment, I
believe that it is regrettable that in the provisions for housing for the
elderly in title VIII,.particularly parts D and F, there are almost none
pertakning to the construction of new housing for the elderly.

It seems to me that in a time when we are trying as hard as we can
to move nursing homes out of theivra-when they were regarded as old
homes for old people to more molein buildings, we would do well to
try to develop some new housing instead'of a program of conversion
and renovation of old housing for older people.

We in Iowtt are blessed with a number of very fine retirement homes,
but they tend to bo either very expensive or moderately expensive.
We have found-ci-as.:ay in which some of these can bring a program of
services to older people of low income.

A few weeks ago I spent part of an afternoon meeting with the
health care committee of the board of directors-of Meth-Wick Manor
retirement home in Cedar Rapids. One of the ideas we discussed con-
cerned their establishment of a day-care center as a community re-
source. The Meth-Wick board adopted this idea unanimously and in
the short time since then they have been seeking local funds and
hope to enroll an initial 15 elderly people whose families will be able
td' drop them off at the center in the morning and pick them up again
in the evening.

The program envisages a whole range of services including physical
therapy, occupational 'therapy, teaching of self-care skills, group
therapy sessions, supervision of medicettion, therapeutic recreation,
counseling, congregate meals, social services, and a well-run elderly
clinic which will provide a routine checkup per physicians' orders
once a month, with a.week13- followup by a public health nurse.

If this plan can be implemented, the possibilities for similar centers r
in other retirement residences throughout Iowa are pleasing prospects
to contemplate.,

MANDATORY AGE RETIREMENT . .

Now, I would like to, comment briefly an the topic youpentioned a
moment ago to Governor Pyror, and that is mandatory retirement on
the basis of age and on efforts to employ retired persons.

19
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This has always seemed to me to be a strange dilemma of contra-

dictions. In general, people are forcibly retired on the basis of age,
without regard for their ability to continue to do their work, and then

we begin to develop programs to employ the elderly. The employment
of older workers has repeatedly demonstrated their capability to do a

lob well. Let me illustrate this with an example of a program now

going_on in Iowa.
The Iowa Commission on the Aging has embarked on a unique

cooperative experiment involving Federal and State governmental

units and private groups to provide employment opportunities to
low-income elderly persons. In our first such effort we will have 61

retired mend women who are working in a project 'to identify

outdated, banned, or otherwise nonsaleable pesticides' in the posses-...
sion of retailers.

The projectuses funds provided through title IX of the Older
America-its Act,which were awarded to the National Retired Teachers
Association andthe American Association of Retired Person/. Repre-
sentatives. of these group approached the commission on the aging `-

to develop an employment program. ThiS was accomplished by a

consortium of the Iowa State Department of Agriculture, the Iowa
Depaitment of Environmental Quality, the Iowa State University
Extension Service, and the community colleges working with the

commission. Supplementary funds to assist in transportation and

training costs were received from the U.S. Depktment of Labor.

A previous-session of the Iowa General Assembrfhad passed a bill

which focused attention on the pesticide problem. This led the
commission to propose that this statewide problem could be solved

by employment and training of older persons as surveyors.'
It is of some interest *at a number of persons raised objections on

the grounds that the quality of the 'work of retired people would not

be acceptable, that the training period would have to be inordinately

long since these old people would demonstrate a limited capacity to

learn, and that physically they would not be able to handle the chore

of going from store to store to inventory pesticides. One Federal

agency, in fact, sent representatives to sit in on 'the training sessions

and decided that the participants were, indeed, learning well. They

then felt that the woof would be out in the field, so they requested
that they be permitted to send two men out from Washington to

travel with the participants to determine for themselves whether these

elderly people could do the job.
These men spent 2 weeks in Iowa and made 15. trips with the

pesticide liaison personnel. Their reports were extremely good. and

indicated that the people had grasped the significant technical details

very well and were well-received by the retailers on whom they called.

it now, appears that by means of this program the work will be

completed in 85 of Iowa's99 counties by the time the funding expires.

Due to the success of this model, other States, such as New York

New Jersey, Texas, Mississippi, and Alabama, have expressed keen

interest in discussing the implementation of similar projects in which

retired persons will be employed.
-We are certain that -there must be additional useful enloyment

possibilities around our State and other States in which these or other

retired persons could perform functions.which would benefit society

2u
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inigenerc), and which would be meaningful to and re-enforce the "seiseof personal worth of the older employees in particular',-Finally, I cannot resist the opportut;Ity to refer to the House com-mittee's report- of a visit of a sulgommittee to the 'Ethel PerceyAndrus Gerontology Center at the University of Southern Californiato le9rn more about the issue in gerontology rcsearch and training.Me of the crying needs noted in both 'White I louse Conferences onAging was for the training of professional personnel in the field. Fartoo little is being done to implement programs to ha t those needs,and now programs are blossoming forth all over the Nation withoutthe kinds of U.:tined personnel needed to deal with programs designedto serve the aging and aged.

GERONTOLOGICAL ASSISTANCE PROGR Au

I will report to you iinother Idwa development which has come intobeing just recently which we call the Gerontological Assistance Pro--gram, Inc., or GAP. This is a no'nprofit corpora t ioirestAblished throughthe'good offices of the commission on the aging to stimulate educationaland training activities among Iowa's 4-year colleges, universities, andthe community colleges.
The fivst call has gone out to all these schools announcing the availa-bility of milligrams tO support projects -fro develop educational re-source materials in the field of aging; to develoli State or areawide massmedia programs; and to develop a statewide network of ongoing,community based. low-cost continuing education courses and work-shops for the elderly themselves as well as for staff people who areworkhig in the or Jigencies and in the State office. The pump wasoriginally prim 31 the. commission. It was anticipated that thisfledgling effort can be expanded to supiThit additional future educo-tional and training programs by the securing of additional funds fromothersources.

Again, let me say that I consider it a real Privilege and a pleasure-,- to make,tliis statement before this committee and before 3 ott, SenatorClark. I will be happy to expand'on cu4\of this or on my prepared tex-,as you desiKp.
Senator- CLUCK. Thank you very much for an excellent statement.I think what you have said here has a national application. It isinteresting to mite that Iowa is 25th among the 50 States in geographicsize and in population, so we are right in the middle of America. Ithink it is a very typical State,
It has always been interesting to me to watch theflarris and the

Gallup polls, that also tend to reflect the Iowa polls very accurately.It may be that we have a higher percentage of elderly people thanotherStates. Certainly that is true. But I' think, in terms of it beingan example for the rest of the country, much of what you have saidhere today will apply to the remainder of the country.I would like to first ask you a-difficult question, but I know withYour background and experiedce with problems of the aging perhaps,you nlily have same ideas about this: What do you thinkand norbeing 'bound by the/Older Americans Act or any other legislationthat we havethe policies of this Government ought to be on theproblems of the aging? Where would you start? What, policies would

2i
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you change? Would -N ou start'by ,trying to increase income main-
. ,

tenaure? Would 3 ou fleitl with problems of nutrition, housing, trans-.

portation, or manpowc Where do yoti think we are failing? What
change would be in order by the Fede-ral Government?

NDr. Mc;Ratts. That ..., an impossible question, so I will try to give
,c,,, .4

0 I I ff,not-loo-impo;sible answer. .

tienatog CLARK. All right. . . ,

Dr. MORRIS. In 1969 I alluded to this in testimony before this
conunittep in a hearing held in Des Moines.* The allugion that I
refer to is that there are three maffSr problems that the elderly face
in. general. These threelproblems are. income maintenance, health,
and the problemsof loneliness and dependency.

PROBLEMS NOT BEING SOLVED

Now, I flp not want to suggest that, as a Nation, we lire failing in
soh ing these problems. I think we wet e making some beginning steps
when we had the two White House-conferences. But I believe we still
are only in the beginning phases of a nationalrpolicy and a natimal .
program. I don't think we have yet reached the point of satisfying
these three basic\ needt of elderly people. There is the need to have an
adequate amount of money to live on and to maintain a:decent stand-
ard of living; the need,,fookadylhealth care when it is needed; And
preventive health care before it is needed; and something that speaks
to the problems that eldetly people face by virtue of factors in our
society which put thew in a dependency relationship which is char;
act erized by loneliness. . ..

I do not have a. ready program to salve all of these problems, but
I do think they focus attention on the primaey needs of older people in
general. ..

Senator CLARK. I think those are 'three excellent. points: income
inahitenance, health maintenance, and loneliness. Let us look at each
of those three points with a Rind of rural orientation. .

I)o NOB think. that inco maintenance is a greater problem or
somewhat less greater in rural areas than urban areas?

D-1. Mona's. 1 do not think there is any question about the fact
that it, is a greater problem in rural areqs. The urban areas are not
free of problem:, in the area of aging by any means, but I think it is clear
that in Iowa there are more families living below the poverty level in

n irural areas than in urba areas. The result of this is insidious in that
it tends to drivp away both the y winger and miidle-aged members
of the populatibn and the source:, of the services. i have heard pro-
fessional people sad quite frankly that they would nbt go to a rural
area to practice their profession because it is an economically de-
pressed area and it would not be Ncorthw.hile to go there to practice.
It is a 'complicated ,yfroblem .of ielationships and reciprocaF
rely tionships. .

Senator CLARK. Certainly your program deals a lot on health
care. You mentioned the ked Oak area as an example. I hope that
works out, because healthcare is a great problem in that part of Iowa.

See "Older Americans In Rural Aren!l,- part 1, Des Moines, Iowa, Sept, 8, 1969.
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TtANIILY. PRACTICE CLINICS

Dr. Mionnis. There is another move that you might be interested
in which is also emanating from the college of medicine through the
department of family practice, which is establishing family practice
clinic& in various parts of the State, both as a model l'or the provision
of family health-care, and also as an educational place where residents,
interns, and students can go to get experience and training. Frequently
they find out that it really is a good place to practice after all.

One of the theories behind this is that physicians tend to settle
ddwn' to practice where they got their training. So we have built
a strong family practice program at the collegeoof medicine. That
program is going out intq the State t places like Williamsburg,
Des Moines, Mason City, Manchester, oilier communities to
demonstrate what can be done in family practice and to provide
training opportunities for residents and senior medical students.

While it may be Coo early to make positive statementsw.e,are
already finding more young physicians graduating from our college
tending to stay in Iowa than was true b'eforg this program was
instituted.

Senator CX.ARIC. Let me ask some specific questions now. You
mentioned in your testimony, the two White House conferences that
have been held, the last one in 1971.1n-that conference, delegates
recommended that a broad program be developed which might be
described as a delivery system in rural areas; in other words, that
conference gave some emphasis to the whole question of rural elderly
and better delivery services to them.

In your judgment, has the Older Americans Act, as amended in

e
1973, given erteiglemphasis to this recommendation or has the
Administration ng taken any initiative to create.such a program?

Dr. MORRIS. Not that I am aware of.
Senator CLARK. I think this has been an area where we really

have not done very much by way of implementation.
Dr. MORRIS. If there has been implementation, and I subscribe'

wholeheartedly to all of Governor Pryor's recommendations, it has
been at the level of the State commissions on the aging, which do
have some flexibility and freedom to designate area agencies and to
allocate funds.

The first three area agencies on aging in Iowa were in the urban
area of Cedar Rapids, and two of the planning and service areas were
in the southern tier of counties along the Missouri border. These
latter are highly rural areas with a large proportion of elderly people,'
because for year the younger and middle-aged people have been
migrating awkv.from those areas.

FLEXIBILITY FOR STATE PROGRAMS P

We chose to put the major emphasis in, our- development of area
agencies in those areas. This was,a decision made, at the State ,level.
I subscribe to Governor' Pryor's plea that the State be permitted as
much flexibility as 'possible to do this kind of thing, because we are the
ones on the" home front who )Ixotr most about conditions and what
needs to be done about them f we do not do it right, we will hear
about it from the people in the State of Iowa.

23
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Senator CLARK. You mentioned in your testimony several points
abut the House-passed version of the Older Americans Act Amend-
ments of 1975. I know Senatit5r Church has a bill, S. 1426, which
includes a provision for a iv title \IIIThis gives special emphasis
to four services. transportaton, home health, legal counseling, and
renovation of boat-, repair. Do ou support that approach to these
services or do you have any comments about them?

Dr. MORRIS. In my prepared statement, I have mentioned that
we would support all of them. That we would hope that some of them
could be strengthened, particularl, the one about renovation of
housing. I "think that the addition olkoinemaker and. other related
services, if it can be broadly conceived to include home health"aitles
and home health care :4) that we could have a comprehensive home
care service program, would be a tremendous addition to the field
and welcomed by elderly people.

I really believe something needs to be done about housing. The
combination, therefore, of homemaker-home care services, broadly
conceived, and adequate housing would be a tremendous boon to all
of us.

The problems of transportation are illustrated in my prepared
statement by a letter I- inserted from northwest Iowa. When my
secretary typed it, she 'ymmented once that "We are in our third
blizzard uw".

Mrs. Mie Goldman, the planner in northwest Iowa, started ou
to develop a system of t insportation in nine very rural counties.
She found herself facing o le hurdle after another. Finally, the whole
effort dwindltd down to a, rogram in one county. Now there is some
question of whether that. is oing to be funded. So the problem of get-
ting a transportation system in rural areas is a difficult problem to
overcome. I hope that title will make it easier to accomplish.

I pould tin about the importance of the need for
counseling services. Yes; I ould subscribe to all of these. I would
hope, too, that somehow tl y would be funded, because I think that
the main thing now lackyi in fitle VIII is how such service vograms
are going to be funded and whether the appropriations will be forth-
coming to support them. It does not help too much to add" programs
and to take the money out of existing funds, because that mean s that
something else has to be deleted.

Senator CLARK. We will take ,a careful look at yont recomi enda-
tions amt anillysis. You feel That not only the House-passed amend-
ments, btlt S. 1426 are really inadequate as well. We will t e a good
look at those and speak with Senator Church about then and see if
he feels that changes must be made.

0E0 PROGRA MS ABOLISHMENT

With the abolishment of many service programs such as those
under the 0E0, is there even more of a cry for program services in
rural areas, and if so, is the area agency concept to coordinate services
a feasible philosophy in these areas?

Dr. MORRIS. I think it is too earl) in the game to be positive about
this, but I see the area agency- app.okach as a possible solution, partic-
ularly, if it is coordinated with other aspects of State government.
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Thus, if the commission on aging can develop programs along with
the alth department and the department of social services and other
as ects of the State government, there is a possibility of improving
be th the organization of services and the provisions of services.

I also think that through the commission _on the aging and the
ar ti agencies, which are interested in the same problems, if we spent
some time on creative solutions to problems, that we would stand a
better chance of coming up with some solutions than We do when we
sit at home and wrino. our hands and say it is tough and it is hard to
figure out what to

wring
There are creative solutions. I think the

day care center at Meth-Wick is a creative solution. I think the
Arkansas Mobile Clinic is a creative solution.

I personally would like to see some of the thoughtful people at
our universities Rd colleges given an opporenity and sonic support
to seek some of thee creatiNT solutions. By doing this, I believe society
would AtVt.

Senator %ARK. In your testimony before the committee in 1969,
you said that the regional administrative agency approach to providing
services for the rural areas should be functional. Has the area agency on
aging approach in title III of the act been instrumental in serving
rural areas like the original area ngeney was doing?

Dr. MORRIS. That predated the area agencies. Yes; I ithink there
is hope here. There are sonic problems that need to be ironed out in
relationships between the Federal Government, the State units on
aging, and the area agencies. But I see these as problems at the
beginning- of a process. There is hope that they can be solved and
we can go forward.

Senator CLARK. Dr. Morris, can yt tome back this afternoon
when we will have our panel discussion?

Dr. MORRIS. I would like to very much.
Senator CLARK. Good. Wd would like to include you in that

panel. , -
This concludes the questions that we have this morning. We are

very happy to have you here, Dr. Morris. We will look forward to
seeing you -this Afternoon. Your prepared statement will be inserted
into the record now.

[The prepared statement of Dr._Morris follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. W. W. MORRIS

IiiN a, like many other more or less rural States, is a State in transition. It is in
transition from rural to urban a, figure 1 shows. C. uncomitantly, it is gradually
shifting from a fainil farm dothinattd to a more industi ial, agri-busincss economy.
As thr,e,,changes occur, new and; s yet unsoh ed problems arise. As will be shorn
later on in this test imour, , these problems hay e particulak profound effects un the
aging and aged menibt rs of the population. Such, problems also tax the ingenuity,
of the Iowa Commission on the Aging, as sell a-, the units on aging in other rural
States. Since its inception, we hat ,e looked to the Older' mericans Act for help,
aid, and assistance in our efforts to seek creatix e solutions to the many problems
which confront us. There i, uo doubt about the tremendous rule this act has played
throughout our Nation in bringing Wu:misc. impossible program, and services to
our aging citizens.
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rough all the years of the Older Americans Act and its subsequent amend-

nun we have had the strong, steady support of this Special Committee on Aging

of the LT.S. Senate which has, III many ways, shown the way to legislation for new
and farsighted programs and services for the elderly. I am particularly pleased

and proud that our own Senator Dick Clark is now a member of this distinguished
body and, I believe, this hearing is an auspicious beginning to his service on the

committee.
II testified before the committee in Des Moines, Iowa, in 1969, at Nrthich time I

.introduced former Senator Jack Miller and the committee to the "senescity
Windex " a concept I believe to be particularly useful in looking at some of our

age-related problems. The seneseity index is a figure which represents the relative

weight of the population of any given geographical area which is 65 years .of age
and older, modiSied by other age-related, and dependency-related factors as shown
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below. The index is obtained by' multiplying the sevoral variables together.Below I have compared my 1970 census-based data with that presented in 1969which was based on 1960 census information:
Variable: 1960 1970-Proportion aged 65 and over 11. 9' 12. 4Median age

30. 3 28. 8Ratio of aged to number under age 5 I. 06 I. 22Average number of aged per family 0. 389 , 0. 391State senescity index 148. 67 170. 35

1
Thits, it would appear that the relative weight due. to senescity for the State of(ma as a whole has increased during the 10-year penod. The proportion of aged,two of aged to those under age-'5, and the number of aged per family all contnb-ted to this increase. The lower median age had a contrary effect, ,but the netult was an increase.

\ Aliee of the ways in which such an index is useful is to apply it to various politicaldivisions in order to identify those subject to relatively high and relatively lowsenescity factors. Using the index in this manner, I first calculated the senescityindex for each of Iowa's 99 counties. I then identified the twenty counties ateach end of the continuum. These are shown in table 1 and are located on the mapof Iowa in figure 2. As may he seen in the table, all of the high sencjty countiesare far above the State index ranging from 758.28 to 2116.65. The low-senescitycounties have index values which surround the State.

TABLE 1.-The 20 highest and lowest counties by senescity index

Iowa counties withhighsettescity index Iowa counilml with log.e*Deschy index

Rank and county Senescity
index

Rank and county Senescity
index

1 Wayne 2, 116. 65 80 Jackson 220. 262 Taylor'. 1, 753. 21 81 Jones 218. 703 Ringgold 1, 399. 50 82 Woodbury. 217. 774 Page
5.: Montgomery 1, 195. 57

1, 149. 54
8.3
84

:Marsha/I
Jasper

197. 12
196. 316 Monroe 1, 077. 61 85 Bremer 194. 957 Appanoose 1, 073. 38 86 Mu.seatine 183. 658 Guthrie ,... 1, 020. 87 87 Sioux 173. 509 Lucas 1, 016. 81 .88 Clinton 160.V10 Van Buren

11 Decqt-ur
1, 01-5:81
1, 004. 31

89
90

Delaware.
Buchanan

158. 44_
148. 21--12 Adams 956. 62 91 Pottaattamie 119. 8013 Clarke 920. 35 92 Polk 92. 3414 Keokuk . 893.02 93 Dubuque 86.0145 Davis 817. 17 94 Black Hawk 72: 5716 Adair 807. 98 95 Warren 70. 7817 Caih. 806. 37 96 Linn_ 65. 52 r18 IThion /88. 71` 97 Septt 64. 8519 Monona 785.00 98 Story 59. 1420 Fremont 758. 28 99 Johnson 28. 29

State index =170.35

7; am grateful to Mr Gary Miller of the CommIselon on the Aging staff for his help Inthese computations.

s,.
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FIGCRY. 2.Index, ranging from 48.29 to 220.26.

Figure 2 Counties with the twenty highest and
twenty lowest senescity indexes.

As was true in my previous report, the map shows that all but five of the
high-senescity counties are in the southern two tiers of counties and comprise
all of planning andTerviee area-14-and/nost of area 15. This is e&,entially a rural,
spar4ely populated portion of Iowa. On the other hand, the low-senesrity counties
include all of the major urban. areas of Iowa: Iowa City" (Johnson County),
Ames (Story County), Davenport (Scott County), Cedar Rapids (Linn County),
Waterloo (Black Hawk County),, Dubuque tbubuque County), 'Des :Mine,

County), Council Bluffs tPottawattamie Count ), Clinton (Clinton
County), Muscatine (Muscatine County), Newton (Jas County), Marshall-
town :Marshall County), and Sioux City (Woodbury Cou ty).

Some demographic characteristics of these two groups of counties are presented
in table 2. These data show that in the high- scnescity counties 18.3 percent of
the population is 6.53-eani of age and older, while in the low-senescity counties the
soinpai.za.le ntage is only 10.1.

9.-er half Trhe population of Iowa lives in the 20 low- senescity counties, and
only 7,6 percent Ilse in the high-index counties. The population projection for
-Iowa between 1970 and 1980 is a modest 2,4 percent gain. The low-seneseity
counties will gam some

riome

7 percent, while the high-senescity counties are projected,
to show a mechanloss of 12-percent. Thus, the counties now laboring under the 1%.
burden of an ever-increasing proportion .--.` z.!:.4.:-.1. people will continue along this
route, but with 17m.4 and less of a population base to support the economy. The
urban Areas, on the ether hand, will gain in population, have increasing numbers
but about the same percentage of older people.

TY'
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TABLE 2SOME DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF HIGH- AND LOWSENESCITY COUNTIES IN IOWA

High-senesaty.. State Lowsenescity
counties 0°. total counties

Variables r
Number u,Perort Number Number Percent

Population
Population 65 and over
Percent 65 and over
Projected PoPulaboa changes 1910 -80 (percent)
Percent rural. ..

s

214 661
n., 299

7 6
11 2
18. 3

12 0
78.1

2 824 376
350 223

12.4
--2 4
42.8

1,470 298
1t3 042

52.1
42.3
10.1
7 1
40 3

SOME INCOME AND POVERTY IMPLICkTiONS

Senescity also has significant implications in the areas of faraily income and
variou.s indices of poverty. The median income for all Iowa families in 1970 wasS8,069. In the high-seneseity counties the median was S7,154, 11 percent belowthe State level: while in the lowkenescitv counties. the median income of 5-'9.665
was about 20 percent above the State median. (These and other data are presentedin table I)

tsing OEO poverty guidelines. it was found that 14.5 percent of Wales in thehigh-senescity counties were living below the poverty levels compared to 8.9percent in the State as a whole, In the low-senescity counties only 7.6 percent -offamilies are living below poverty levehl..
The OEO has derived an index of the severity of poN:erty by combining theranks of each of Iowa's 99 counties on 20 categories related to poverty. This °serail

indek of poverty is shown for the State as a whole and for the two types of counties
in table 3 Poverty in the high-senescity counties is 25 percent above the median
index for the State as a whole; while-the index for the low-seneseity counties isover 20 percent below the State median.

The foregoing is based on 1970 census data. What thesituation, is in 1975 withincreased levels of unemployment apd highly inflated costs cannot he preciselystated. It is certain, however, that the aged, so many of whom must, perforce,live on fixed and inadequate incomes, are feeling the effects of these conditions
especially keenly. As table 3 shows, in the high-senescitv counties, over one-thirdof those over age 65 are living below the poverty level compared to the statetotal of 28 3 percent. Even in the low- senescity. counties, 27.9 percent of theelderly are living in poverty.

TABLE 1 COMPARISONS OF INCOME AND POVERTY CHARACTERISTICS OF HIGH- AND LOW -5E' ESCITY COUNTIES

Variables
High-ienesmty

counties
State
totals

Low-sertescity
counties

Median family income , V 154 58.06! 55, 665Number of families below povertrrevel 8 167 63.956 26.861Pace:into at State total .
s 12.8 37.5Median puicehtages 14.5 8 9 7.6

Meehan-Percentages of persons 65 and over 94 3 .28.3 77 9Overall index of severity of poverty (percent) 63 3 50.4 39.9Percentage above or below State total 4-25 6 20.8
1

HEALTH MANPOWER AND RESOURCES

The data in table 4 are fairly accurate and up-to-dade estimates of the numbers
of various categories of health manpow er personnel now active m Iowa. '

The high-senescity counties ar^ somewhat below ?heir fair share of physicians
in relation to'stotal population (6.2 percent to 7M percent), and this deficit is even
more striking when taken in relation to the proportionof rlderly fri the populat:.'a46.2 percent to 11.2 percent) livirg in thzse counties. On th^ other hand. 59.5
percent of the physicians are located in the low v co,u where they
serve only 52.1 percent of the general population, and 42.3,percent of the.aged
population.

A similar state of affairs exists it _the instances of 'clenti..t., re,gi.-tared ntirses,
dental hygienists, and phi sica/ therapists. Licensed practical nurses are located
in the two types of counties in about the right proportion in relation to the general
population, and optometrists are present in a zaiglitly re% ersed ratio to the general
population. However, even the latter two are in short supply in the high-seneseity
counties.

2 9 e.
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adchd baton of inti're-.4 1- the fact that theoratio of gem ral practitioners to
-pr-wlist phy.ieiit lit high- and loo-st.ra-scity counties are re-spec ti% cly about
2 to I and 1 to 2.

Thus, the tided., MI,+ as a group are more subject to long-term, debilitating,
aironi illrie.se, and injunis, not only find health cart personnel in short .uppIN,
but the y art p...pecially in the carious specialty areas. All too frequently health
e,a4 iroi-t put-idi; their hoiet (ut.irons.

TABLE 4 COMPARISON OF HEALTH CARE PERSONNEL IN HIGH- AND L 014-SENESCITY dotiaTiES

Highsenescity State Lowsenescity
counties total counties

ariables Number Percent Number Number Percent

Physicians 147 6 2 2. 373 1.419 59. 8
Dentists 65 5 7 1.139 660 57.9
Registered nurses l. 009 5 3 18. 381 10.619 57. 8
Licensed practical nurses 616 8. 6 7, 817 3,944 51.7
Dental hygierusts i 4 2 0 202 158 78.2
Optometrists_ 32 10.0 321 140 43.6
Physical therapists 8 3.2 249 179 71.9

In the area of health care resources mailable to the aging and aged, table 3
ghee. the pertinent data for three categories of long-term care beds in Iona. Tau
stnkitig facts emerge from t his analysis. First, Iowa is sadly deficient in skilled
nursing home and extended care beds and the, is especially true of high-scncscity
counties. In these 20 counties there are a total of only 20 beds in the face of an
estimated need for 337 beds. In 18 of the 20 counties there are no skilled or ex=
tendd care- beds .4.11 Iiy this fact the, elderly are being effectively chea.ted_out
of their medicare nursing home benefits which can only be obtained in skilled
nursing homes.

:second, Iona appears also to be deficient in custodial care beds (custodial,
boarding, and adult foster homes). Again, the elderly in high-senescity counties
fetA this deficit more than their counterparts in the low-senescity counties, yy here,
despite a need-for additional beers, the percentage of existing beds far outstrips
but h the general population as well as those 65 and older.

Paradoxically, Iona appears to be Loy ersupplied with intermediate and basic
nursing home beds. This is particularly true in the high-genecity counties. In the
ion -sentscity counties, no doubt due to the large numbers of elderly, there is a
need for additional bect.. 01 these types.

TABLE 5 COMPARISON OF LONG-TERM CARE BEDS IN HIGH- AND LOW-SENESCITY COIL IES

Hfgh.senescity
counties

State
total

Low.sen escity
counties

Variables Number Percent Number Number Percent

.L

Skilled nursing home and extended :re cacildy beds
Existing 20 1.1 4. 8'25 , 1.126 61.7
Needed 337 10.1 3, 329 ''' 1.523 45.7
Additional need 317 21,1 1 504 397 26.4

Intermediate and basic nursing home beds.
Existing 3 247 11 5 2& 286 11, 31( 40.0
Needed. 2 861 10 9 26 342 11, 724 44.5
Additional need is 386 19 9 1.944 410 , 21.1

Custodial beds
Existing
Needed.

87
5751,

8 10 4
11 1

8 397
14 233

3.436
6.297

77.0 s
44 2

Additional reed 705 12.1 5, 836 2,134 48 6

This. then. u the situation in -ty inch the aging and aged of Iona find themsely es.
If one looks back over the data which has been presented on the high-senescity
"counties, nhich are essentially rural areas, a gloomy picture emerges. In summary,
these areas already hay e an rge proportion of the aged, they are losing
population as younger people aye to move to urban areas, per capita and per
family income is ion, arid es:sem 'al sericees as illustrated by health care personnel
and long-term care beds are lacks
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But it would be misleadingg to say that all is well in the urban areas. It is to
these centers that many of t we leaving the rural areas are oing. It is in the
cities where it is necessify to deal with larger numbers of Iderly who must
compete for services with the rest of the urban p ulation, but t ey are a relatively
smaller proportion of the population. This is at the sociolo refer to as theurban -rural dilemma.

Now I would like to address in.1f; to some of the problem.; these situations
pose to the conimission on the agineand to other aspects of State government
charged to serve this segment of our population. These cOmments will be related
specifically to the Older Americans Comprehensive Services Amendments of 1975
as recently passed by the House of Reprentativei. But I would base these
remarks on our recent experiences as we have- administered the program in Iowaover the past 2 years.

As of the end of the, last fiscal year, the Iowa Commission on the Aging was
funding 9 areh agencies on ,agine (AAA) comprising 10 of the State's 16 planning
and service areas. (These ni0 areas as. indicated by encircled numbers in figure .3are 2 5, 4, 7, 9, 10, 1 r, 13, 14, and 13.) These 9,.AWA's serve 2,139,186 people, or 76
percent of the total population of*the Staty. Included in these areas are 352,987
people 60 years of age and 'older, which is 74 percent of the State population in
this age range. These areas also include 76 percent of those persons in Iowa whoare living below the poverty level.

As proud as we are of these accomplishments, this could a14o.be reported in a,different way giving a wholly different impression. Thus, thee were still six Aff4
planning and service areas (1, 3, 6, 8, 12, and 16 shown by circled numbers 4,n;
figute 3) which had no AAA's. These involve 31 counties and 685,190 peopleor
24 percent of the State population. These areas also include 124,405 people in
the older age group, or 26 percent of the population of elderly people in Iowa.
They also include 24 percent of the State's population living below the povertyleveL

FIGVRE 3.Pwa planning and Service areas

The existing AAA's demonstrate our concern that we serve both the rural and
urban segments of our population. These areas include 19 of the 20 high-senescity
counties; and they also include 15 of the 20 low-senescity counties.

The commission is justifiable proud of the fact that it has established 104
congregate meal sites under the title VII program in 45 counties. These sites were
serving a peak of 4,200 meals per day last summer, and during the bad weather
of this past winter they have been serving 343;174:als per day on the average.

roForty -nine percent of these - programs are in as.
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But, again, this means that there are 54 Iowa counties which still have no
congregate meals programs at all, and I am aware of no funds and no prospects of
any funds for establishing nutrition progrards in these counties.

As may be seen from the foregoing, there are still many, many older people in
Iowa who are not reeeiving the benefits of these programs, people who are just
as worthy and clierving as those in the areas which do have programs.

Difficult EL`i it is pros ing to be, it is Our itifention C%entually to serve all Iowans.
As was, indicated in our 1975 State plan, the commission plans to have eight
area agencies which will blanket the entire State by the end of this fiscal year.
This is being accomplished by the merger of planning and st rs ice areas as shown
in the map (figure 2) on which the merged areas are marked off by heavy black
boundaries. The long-range success of this effort will depend to a major extent
upon the mailability of sufficient funds. While Federal funds emanating from
the appropriations in support of the Older Americans Comprehensis e Services
Amendments of 1975 are of great importance, we hope to be able to generate a
real financial commitment on the part of the State in the form of adequate appro-

t priations of State funds, and also additional commitments of funds from local
governments, soluntury organizations, and by business and industrial interests.

Tuorneet some of the challenging needs our elderly Lice at least in part and in
support of programs stimulated by the Older Americans Act, the commission
11118 taken an ambitious legislative program to the general assembly this year.
While it is tiu early to forecast what success we are likely to achieve, we are
hopeful that some, if not all, of the following proposals 'Will be enacted:

1. Additional funds to supplerpFnt Federal funds to support our forthcoming
eight merged area agencies on aging.

2. Additional funds to supplement Federal funds to enable us to extend
congregate and home deUered meals throughout the State.

3. Funds to support at least three model well-elderly clinic.
4. Vunds to establish a deinonstratiun project for the employment of ,retired

citizens.
5. A State housing authority as proposed by Governor Ray.
6. Funds to provide supportive services to help keep elderly people relatively

independent and in their own homes.
7. Funds to match and' supplement Federal Department of Transportation

funds to begin the development of a transportation service.
As may be seen, some of these proposals anticipated new program ich are

incorporated in the 1975 amendments as passed by the ouse. And n Iowa
would congratulate the House, and especially the Br demas commit o the
thoughtful way in which these new programs were des loped. We belies e a of
them are worthwhile and worthy 'of the support of the nate. Some comm is
and suggestions are in order' which we hope will help -trengthen some of t e
prOvisions and point out some of the serious obstacles, w ich Iowa and many f
the other rural States are encountering as we try to translate into action t
major theme of the itet of assisting older people to meet their critical needs so
that they may lead more meaningful and independent lives.

TITLES ITT AND VII

Tice major fin.ami leading to our decision to creak merged area agencies on
.a.,,,ng was the limitation of 15 percent of-ttur title III funds allowed for area agency
administration. In order to cos er the entire State, the only fealible way was to
reduce the total number of administrative units so that each would have at least
a reasonable amount of money for administrative purposes.

Our concern, upon achiesing merger, w ill be whether there w ill then be suffice
funds to mount effective programs and services within the newly merged areas.
As is made clear in,figure 2, the geographical areas avulsed tend to be very large.
We were pleased to note that in the act as it came from the House, area planning
arid social sc.r.ice programs would receive an ir.cr2ase in funding on a graduated
scale each year for the nex"r3 years. We commend this enthusiastic support for
aging programs and hope that tite,propuspd amounts find their ways through the
appropriation process unscathed.

The nutrition program also needs to be funded as fully aspos.sible and we say
the same prayer for the gradually increased amounts proposed for the title VII
program.

A particular problem dcserves special mention at this point This concerns, the
funds allocated to the S`tate units fur administration. Currently there is a minimum
allotment of $.160,000 -to the smaller States. This amount is designated for use in
the administration of both title HI and title VII programs.
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W t concur in the folios' tug -tat( meth sent to me by Mr. Joseph Gaida, executive
director of t he f m on Aging of t he Stai 0 of 'Nebraska : 'V 4

"The 5160,000 st te.ulnuwistrative lee el is much too small for effect is e adminis-
tration of ck ry sparsely populated /IMP. which contain a large percentage of pupil-
lation aged 60 and uvtr Although It is'quite for to allocate the funds according
tk; the number of Indic iduals us er a certain age. the impact of the programs on the
Matt should lac of ekiki:d consideration Because low a and Nebraska are basically
tied for second Wiws in the country . . . on population user the age of 60 per
tk potation . . . it contributes to a rather -high dependency ratio. There-
fore, it is the impact of the elderly On the State's population lc hich should be of
consideration . . . not only the number of individual heads.

"Ad(htionally, the nu r( geography of a large State reouires a rather large outlay
In terms of travel expenditure,. For example, it is mach faster, easier, and econom-
ical for an Indic idual from our central office in Lincoln to reach Chicago,
sonic two states distance , than to reach the other end of our State. These consid-
t rations are of important( wh( n we are forced to go to the legislature for adminis-
tratick fuhds . because the Federal floc t runs tit cannot provide enough
admirustratic c money to manage title III . . much less title VII programs.

"Tht Ntraska Commission on Aging has had considerable difficulty explaining
to State officials the necessity for using State moneys to administer the title VII
program. We find that a large share of our evaluation and management time is
spe in the administration of title VII activities for which we receive not one
p ny."

Thi re is likely to be an inert used nved for an additional administrative
if the new service programs ens isaged in parts 13, C, ll, and E of the new

amentina ills are added t. the administrative oversight of the State units on aging.
1Ve regn t that the House took no aotion to change the allotment formula for

funding of St.tte programs, despite the fact that the Federal Council on Aging
recommended such a change. I would hOpe that the Senate might take this matter
into consideration as it studies the 1975 amendments.

TlaNSPORTATION

Because yif the long distances people i,p Iowa and other rural States must travel
for -hopping purposes, entertainment, and to obtain needed se'- vices, and because
of the almost complete lack of public transportation, it is not surprising that the
need for such sem, ices is at the top of the list of prio es among our elderly citizens.

,We applaud, therefore, the Oro% isiuns in the net act under title VIII, part E,
which are designed to encourage and assist State a local agencies to undertake
programs to meet the transports Lon needs of elderly ersons. I am pleased to note
that it cc as the. ense of the Ilkkuse Committee oil Education and Labor that trans-
portation services should lit provided to individuals under the age of 60. It would
seem to me wise to also ,make such set-. ices ay ailable particularly to handicapped
persons under the age of '60.

Now -"I believe this eonunitteeshuuld be a3Vare of .some of the problems local
agencies encounter nth it they try to do something about establishing a transporta-
tion program in a rural area. I insert here, therefore, an account prepared for me
by Mrs. hint' Culktinan w who is the merger plantar for areas 3 and 4 in northwestern
Iowa:

If Shakespeare w ere alive today, he would ho doubt find ample material in.our
recent transportation giant for a major tragedyor, perchance, a modern "Com-
edy of Errors"! Let me try to' calidate this wry comment by sharing with you the
step-by -step saga of the efforts of the Area III Agency on Aging to apply for fund-
ing to help alleviate some of the acute transportation needs of the nine predomi-
nantly- rural counties in the northwest corner of Iowa.

_" Word was received just after Christmas that a new Federal transportation
grant program had been authorized to help rhea the needs of the elderly and
handicapped. Because this sector of population was precisely the group of
people that the agency un aging is charged to aaaist in alio, Laing their problems of
isolation and resultant hardships, the news of the transportation grant was re-
ceived with unmitigated joy!

About this same time, wD. learned that another Federal grant program had
been authorized strictly for ?Ural transportation demonstration projects and it
seemed that this might be the program for which a grant application should be
made. How ccer, we were deterred -by- seseral factors. First, the deadline for the
rural transportation demonstration grant application was Febrhary 6, and it was
then the end of Decentber. Second, we had over 5,000 square miles to cover in
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gathering information, setting up the details of a proposed transpoilation net-
work, and securing matching funds and incidentally, in referring to tde fact that
`we' had these responsibilities to fulfill, 'we' means one person). Third, because the
competition for the limited funds would be so rigorouswith the largest per-
centage of the applications being submitted by professional grant writerswe were
advised that it was highly unlikely that we would have a chance for obtaining any
of these funds. Consequently, it was decided that we would-proceed with making
application for the UNITA grant that we had originally heard about.

The necessary processes were set in motion. public hearings were-scheduledsin
each county to provide information, time was requested at the meetings of the
county boards of super% Lsors and city councils to gain support, and contacts were
planned with community organizations to solicit contributions for the matching
funds that would be required. The entire month of January and the first 2 weeks

- in February were filled to capacity with these,seheduled meetings in order to
complete all the neceIs.s*,' grounduoik prior to' February 22d, which was the
deadline for -tiling the application for the grant.

"And then the great blizzard struck northwest Iowa! The first onslaught came
on January 10; the blizzard raged continuou.sly for 2 more slaysand for 3 more
days after that all activity remained at a total standstill: no school, no church, a
major share of businms places closed, highways blocked entirely for with only
one-way traffic), and akmeetings canceled.

"We tried to reschediae all the meetings that had been set up to plan for the
transportation grant -application, it the complications encountered were stu-
pendous, particularly since there were three more major snow storms between
January 15th and February 15th!

"In the meantime we made the disheartening discovery that the Area III Agency
on Aging couldn't qualify as an'-applicant for the grant, after all, because the pro-
gram stipulates that only private, nonprofit corporations or associations are
eligible. The area-agencyson4iging is A public, nonprofit group. This meant that
we would have to find aprivate corporation that would be willing to makeimplica-
tion for the grant, &member of the advisory board of the area agency on aging
suggested that perhaps it would be simpler for the board to form a separate private
nonprofit corporation for the purpose of applying for this badly needed funding.
But this suggestion couldn't be implemented becaustothe grant stipulated that the
corporutiou making application had to already be in the business of providing
transportation to the elderly and handicapped.

"The days moved inexorably on. February 22,the cut-off date for applications,
loomed ominously near. Something had to be dolke, and quickly, to try to secure
funding for transportation for a nine-county area that had absolutely no public
transportation system whatever.

"Then we had what seemed liken breakthrough. The developmental disabilities
council (made up of directors and representatives of various handicapped groups
throughout the nine-county area) offered to serve, as applicant for the trans-
portation grant. 'We do not want to operate the transportation system,' they
said; `119. since we are a private, nonprofit ,corporation, and since sonic of our
handicap centers already have minibuses in operation to serve our clients, which
would enable us to comply with'the requirement that the applicant already be
in the business of providing transportation to the elderly and handicapped, we
would be happy to let the grant application be made in our naive. But it would
be Understood that the area agency on aging would work out all the details of
such a transp,-,rt.Lion systentand actually oversee the operation of it.

"This seemed to be the answer to our dilemma, until we focused on the fact
that eligibility requirement No. 4 states. 'The applicant must provide the trans-
portation service itself. Any leasing out of the facilities, contracting for theservice,
or otherwise delegating the service is prohibited.' This, then, eliminated the de-
velopmental disabilities council as an applicant since that organization did not('
want to be responsibile for the operational details of the transpcutation system.

"Added to this disappointment was the-realization that only six of the nine
counties in area III could qualify for transportation after all because of anther
stipulation in the program which states: `. . . termini,,must be within an ap-
proved urban area. Urban area Means a municipality with a population of 5,000
or more. . . .' There are only three communities in our ninc-country area that
have a population of 5,000 or more. Because we are in such'dire need Of public
transportation in our area, a call was made to the Iowa Department'of Trans-
portation to inquire whether or not it might be possible to obtain aY waiver of this
population stipulation, but.we were infortned that such an exception could not
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be made This meant that only three counties could pdssibly benefit from trans-
portation funds under these circumstances, but it was felt that it would still be
worthwhile to continue in our efforts to find three private nonprofit corporations,
one in eaehof the threetounties, to make application for the transportation grant.

"On Friday, February 21 (the day before the deadline?, the director of the
Emmet County Handicapped Workers Activity Centerexpressed willingness to
make applie4iiion for the griintand operate the system through the auspiees of
the aetiv itenter. Fina 11) Wejiad found (me applicant that eoultkqualify on all
counts- a private, nonprofit corporation; already providing transportation to a
handful of handicapped in Enunet County, willing not only to apply for the
transpoition funding but to operate the minibus if the grant were awarded; and
locate an an 'urban area'--a comipunity of at least 5,000 population.

But this wasFebruary 21, and the cut-off date for applications was February
22.

"
I telephoned the Iowa Department of Transportation to explain the obstacles

we had encountered in trying to send in an application for the transportation
grant; and, surprisingly, but something for which we shall he eternally grateful,
the gentleman in charge of the intergov ernmentaLeoordination department gave
us an extension of 2 weeks, to allow time for a Meeting of the board of directors
of the Emmet County Handieapped Workers Activity Center, time for various
dealers to submit bids on a minibus, and time for the actual writing of a grant
application. Friday, March 7, was the final deadline.

"A' snowstorm on the night that the board of directors planned to meet to
take care or the technical details of approv ing the grant application) necessitated
a cancellation of the meeting. This, then, involved making copies of the grant
application, writing a letter of explanation, mailing these to all the board members
so that they could read the grant application and raise whatever questions they
might have about it; and each hoard member was asked to phone in his or her
vote regarding approval or disapproval of the grant application.

"On the 6th of March, in the late afternoon, the grant application was finished
and ready to bend to Ames, Iowa, to the office of the Iowa Department of Trans-
portation. But, rather than mailing the application, the decision was made to
ha* it hand-carried to Ames on Friday, March 7. Some memb&s of the faculty
of Iowa Lake- Community College in Estherville (Emmet County-160 miles
north of Ames) were going to a conference in Des Moines on Mareh 7. They were
leaving Estherville at 5'30 a.m., going through.Anies on theirway to Des Moines,
so they had offered to deliver the grant application in person to the intergovern-
mental coordinalor at the Iowa Department ocTransportation. I telephoned the
coordinator at Ames and joyfully announced that the grant applieatiot would
be in his hands the next morning about 8:30. He shared my feeling a joy and
relief.

"A severe snowstorm developed during the night.
"About 7 a.m., I received 41 call from the faculty member who was to hand-

carry the grant appliCation to Ames, saying that the conference in Des Moines
had been canceled because of the weather, so', obviously, he wasn't going to be
traveling to Ames. I didn't panic because I knew that an interstate bus company
had a route from Minnesota to Des Moines, coming through Estherville at 8.40
a.m., and I could put the grant application on the bus and then telephone Ames
and ask someone from the department of transportation to pick up our applica-
tion form at the Ames Bus Depot.

;'But the bus never came! The roads were so had that that particular bus run
was canceled for the day.

"At that moment, if there had been some hemlock available, I might have
been tempted to 'end it all,' like Socrates ages ago, whoif the truth were known
may have been working on a government grant just prior to his demise.

"Epilogue: Under the circumstances, the Iowa, Department of Transbor'ta-
tion said they would accept our grant application when it got thereand how-
ever it got thereby dogslki or helicopter. We. are presently awaiting word
frcm -"^gton as to whether or not our grant request has been approved."

1
IIEALTH CARE NEEDS

..t

serv-
ices

many years many of us have been agitating for comprehensive home serv-
ices for older persons. The availability of such services would allow many elderly
persons to remain in their own homes in more comfort and security. It would
also keep many from going to nursing,homes solely because they have no place
else to go when it becomes difficult to remain at home and take care of their
own basic needs.
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The provisions of, title VIII, part B, open up the possibilities for a concerted
effort in this direction. I would hope the Administration on Aging would be charged
to conduct appropriate studies to produce estimates of the demand for these
services so that the provisions of part B may be implemented at an early date.

As was noted in the carrier portion of this statement, Iowa has problems in-
volving health care delivery, especially in rural areas. I would call the committee's
attention to two recent de% elopments in Leta which may show the why to other
States which need to improve their situations in this regard.

The college of medicine hatl taken the leadership, with the active support
and cooperation of local practitioners and other segments of local communities,
in developing two model health care delivery 'programs. One is in Muscatine,
which is a medium-siied city in area 9. The other is in Red Oak, which is a much
smaller city in a rural area in area 13. In Red Oak the program involves the
grouping of solo practitioners, the recruiting of additional doctors, and the
development of satellite clinics. The major objective of these programs is to
experiment in innovative wavy of organizing a medical practice. We believe they
have mil implications for the care of the elderlyboth at home _and in long-
term care facilities.

A health related topic which is often everlotiked concerns the hearing problems
of the elderly. It was of some interest, therefore, to read in the House committee's
description of II.R. 3922 the committee's belief that the Administration on
Aging should support, under section 308(a), the development of (a) model proj-
ects designed to inform hearing-impitired elderly citizens of the need for and
availability of appropriate professional evaluation, diagnosis, and aural rehabil-
itation, and (b) model projects designed to expand or improve the delievery of
aural rehabilitation services to the bearing-impaired elderly.

I called,this to the attention of 'Dr. Charles V. Anderson, associate professor
of audio'higy in the ljniver,sity of Icova Hospitals who I knew was ipterested and
concerneu about the bearing problems of older adults, and I asked him to give
me a brief statement of his findings:" Dr. Anderson's statement follows:

a"Through the years, audiologists (the professionals most appropriate to pro-
vide evaluation and aural rehabilitation for hearing loss) have attempted, without
much support or success, to develop service progranisifor any citizen who is over
05 year's of age. In Gastern Iowti some of these attempts have been made by audiol-
ogists and students on a volunteer basis. Service, teaching, and research corn-
nutments of these volunteers in their regular employment has precluded having
sufficient time, space, and equipment to qcomplish the goals.

"The major aspect which has been accomplished is to 'scratch the surface' in
identification of problems. Referrals fur service from these identification programs
have been followed sparingly duty to a lack of followup and funding. The two
most common responses which we receive from the older citizens who have a
hearirig.problem are:

"1, I don't have' a problem which can be treated; I'm just ole,' and
"2, `If that costs money I'll have to wait.'
"The answers to these two sources of.xejection of referral obviously lie in the

matter of availability of personnel for followup and in funding to underwrite
" services The purpose of the followup is to inform (maybe convince) these citizens

that there are rehabilitative services which will improve their communication
ability and thus improve their socialization. The fuliding is needed to insure
that services are available at a cost which the recipient can afford. The services
which are needed include:

" ,I. Hearing evaluations which will define and describe the hearing loss and
provide a basis for decisions about aural rehabilitation.

"2, Hearing aids which with proper instruction can be used to improve
communication.

"3, Hearing aid orientation which will help the user take maximum advantage
of the assistance provided by a hearing aid.

"4. General aural rehabilitation which will teach the person with a hearing_ lop
to make maximum use of his/her hearini and vision to become an efficient
communicator.

"5. Uounseling and training for those who communicate with the person who
,has the hearing loss. This included counseling-with family and friends as well as
inserviee training for the personnel in retirement homes, extended care facilities,
and nursing homes.

"During the last 12 months, several of, my students and I have attempted to
respond to the pleas for help in the immediate area of Iowa City. This area in-

.
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eludes primarily a rural population. These ser% ices ha% c been pro% ided totally on a
volunteer basis. Two types of program, ha% e been offered and each was welcomed.
The one program is strictly identification and referral of mdi% iduals with hearing
losses. In this program the team of audiologists travels to sites such as congregate
meal programs and retirement homes. A short program discussing hearing loss,
hearing aids, and aural rehabilitation is presented. This is followed by hearing
testing (basically screening) and refurralgor.further ser% ices. Under this program,
discussions have now been held with 0%er 350 older citizens of which 168 received
hearing tests. Of these 16S people, 130 (77 percent) had hearing losses sufficiently
great to interfere seriously with communication. Nut one single indi% idual had
yet received what was considered to be adequate ser%ices furthe hearing loss
prior to the program.

In the second program the volunteer:, have tra% eled to retirement homes and
presented five 40-minute discussion sessions about hearing loss, good communica-
tion habits, and aural rehabilitation to residents who % olunteered to participate.
Although only two such programs ha% e been presented to date, the response has
been rewarding. Howeft again, providing adequate fullowup has,been difficult.

"Although we have requests to serve more than 300 additional citizens, we are
presently considering abandoning the program for that reason. It seems unwise
and maybe even harmful to the elderly to identify hearing problems which 'could'
be treated but which won't be because of lack of resources.

"Maybe we should accept, the response of the elderly that-they are simply
'growing old' and nothing can be done rather than point out their problems to
them without providing followup service..

"Obviously, personnel with special training in communication problems of our
older citizens will be needed. We arc attempting to integrate more of this into our
own program. This institution (tinivemity of Iowa) is a natural to be in the fore-
front in this; our concern is well known."

NURSING HOMES

We have long been aware of abuses and neglect of patients in some long-term
care facilities. The report of the Senate Special Committee on Aging entitled
"Nursing Home Care in the 'United States; Failure in Public Policy," confirmed
the existence of serious and disgraceful mistreatment of ,aging persons in some of
these facilities.

We in Iowa were made painfully aware of similar distressing conditions in our
own State by a recent report to Iowa legislators by the Iowa Student Public
Interest Research Group (ISPIRG). This report has been read also by the officials
of the Iowa State Department of Health which now has a bill under consideration
in the general assembly which should help correct some of the abuses by reducing
the number of levels'of care from seven to three, by writing carefully considered
sets of rules and regulations governing these facilities, and by enforcing inspection
findings with a system of citations and fines when standards of care are not met.

We would concur with the statement made to the Brademas committee last
January by Harry Walker who was then President of the National Association of
State Units on Aging who testified as follows:

"In our opinion, it would be appropriate and desirable fur the Older Americans
Act to provide incentives to State units on aging to establish within their agencies
effective and responsible nursing home ombudsmen. Such incontie should be at
least in the form of specific language calling on State agencies to perform this
function, thus strengthening the agencies' ability to do this successfully. Ideally,
the-ombudsman not only would investigate alleged abuses, but would let it be
known to patients and their families that there is a place to turn when they ha%e
a legitimate complaint."

Senator Clark, this concludes my prepared testimony. I appreciate having_ the
opportunity to present this information and my %iews to the committee.

[Whereupon. at 11:25 a.m., the hearing recessed to reconvene at
1 o'clock the same day.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator CLARK. .The hearing will come to order.
This is going to be a discussion this afternoon, although we are

going to ha* people testify at the outset.
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I thought what we might do is to just go around. the room and
have each person identify themselves so we can get to know one
another. ,Then we are going to hear from Harry Bryan, Mary Ellen
Lloyd, and Patrick Madden. I believe Elizabeth Myers is not here
yet. She flay conic at any moment.

Let's start over here with Mr. Scott.
Mr. SCOTT. Raymond Scott; I aril. the director on Ming in the

State of Arkansas.
Dr. MADDEN. I Am Patrick Madden from the department of agri-

cultural economics and sociology, Pennsylvania University.
Dr. MORRIS. Woodrow Morris, associate dean, college of medicine,

University of Iowa, and chairman on the commission on the trainer.
Senator CLARK. Scott Ginsburg of my si,afr.
Ms. limmtu. I am Debby Kilmer, committee staff.
Mr. MILLER. I am John Guy Miller, of the committee pn aging.
Mr. BROTMAX. I am Herman Braman. I am retired now. I was

formerly an asistant on the commission on aging. I am a consultant
to the Special Committee on Aging.

MF.'BRYAN.-.1. am Harry Bryan, executive director, South Carolina
Commission on Aging.

Ms. LLOYD. Mary Ellen Lloyd, director of the nutrition program
for the elderly in southwest Virginia.

SenatOr CLAJtx. Let's go ahead and hear the three witnesses first.
You can proceed in any way you like, Mr. Bryjiii, then ve can have
a ThscuSsion.

IMPROVEMENT FOR RURAL ELDERLY

I hope the discussion is centered around *ways of improving the
Older Americans Act with regard to the rural elderly. That is what
we want to try to emphasize.

Wn will start off wjth Senator Domenici and then we will turn to
Mr. Bryan'. .

Senator Domenici of New Mexico
Senator DOMENICL,Thank yo very. mt clr, Dick. I know you have

- a short period of time on a b e d strbjec I have my prepared state-
-ment. I would ask that it record.

Setiator CLARK. It Witt b
Senator DOMENIC'. Basically, I A r concerned as you are about the

fact that there are many areas wlie e there seems to be a disptopor-
tionatte thrust in terms of resources going to the elderly and the need
of the elderly ,in rural areas versus the heavily concentrated urban
areas. I know it is difficult to prepare programs for rural America.
Transportation witnesses all contribute to this.

But it seems to me, stressing as you are these problems, that dies
not mean there is not a great need and that does not mean that we
ought to let that condition exist and force our elderly to moVe to big
cities as a solution.

Rather than take up time Iwould rather listen to experts and have
my statement placed in the record.

:icrtator CLARK.-I apptcciate that very much. That is coming from
a former mayor of Albuquerque, too. It is even more meaningful.
He is aware of the problems of rural areas. His firsthand experience
in New Mexico is helpful to all of us here in the Senate, and we
,appreciate the Senator's interest in rural Americans.
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Without objection, the statement of Senator Domenici will be
inserted into the record at this point.

STATEMENT BY SENATOR PETE V. DOMENICI
.

Mr. Chairman, I am most pleased for this opportunity to discuss
the effects of the Older Americans Act on persons living in rural 2k
areas. Although the nilal and urban elderly face similar problems such.as low incomes, inadequate transportation services, unsuitablhousing, and an inadequate health care delivery system, thesepobleins take on different aspects for the rural elderly than for the
urban elderly because of differing geographical and economic
conditions.

There are nearly 9 tnillion persons age 65 and older living outside
our major cities representing 41 percent of the senior population. Therural elderly are essentially a low-income gtoup with one-third living
on incomes below the poverty level. This couipares to 25 percent of the
elderly-in the Central cities and 17 percent of the elderly-in suburban
areas who have incomes below the poverty level.

Transportation iS one of the most serious problems for older personsliving in low-density areas. According to the 1971' White House
Conference on Aging, rural transportation problems must be solved
before there can be effective solutions to rural health, income, employ-
ment, or housing problems. The rural elderly also must cope with an
in-adequate health care delivery system. Although rural people have
about the same access to general practitioners and hospitals as do..,
individuals living in metropolitan areas, they have to drive long
distances to these services and they ire not accessible to medical
specialists. They Ms° are in need of more home health care services
which maz often mean the difference between remaining in their home
and living in an institution.

As a result of activities under the Older Americans Act, an increas-
ing number of services are reaching the rural elderly. Escort services,
home repair services, telephone ireassurance, home-heajth, services,
meals on wheels, and information and referral services are examples
of the kinds of services now available to many elderly. Existing
services in rural -America, however, fall gravely short of the actual
need..

EQUALIZE RURAL ELDERLY SHARE

I am concerned that a disproportionate share of Federal dollars
allocated under the Older Americans Act, as well as other Federal
programs, are being spent in rural areas. Under 'the title III State
and area program, for example, State ,agencies on aging divide the
State into planning and service areas and establish area agencies on
aging which then serve a:, pl:-.1iners and brokers in developing compre-
hensive and coordinated service systems for the elderly. These agencies,
primarily, introduce older . people to existing services and spend
relatively Hare money in establishing new services in areas where
they are unavailable. We must realize that rural areas have top few
existing services.

The title VII nutrition program, however, does provide propor-
tionate service to rural elderly. Under the title VII nutrition program
for the elderly, 25' percent of the meals are served in rural sites. In
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my own State of New Mexico, I am happy to report that 68 percent
of the title VII participants live in rural areas. Nationally, 40 percent
of the participants live in rdral areas.

It is my hope that this trend will be followed in all programs serving
rural Americans. The Older Americans Act should generate commu-
nity interest in meeting the needs of older people and help provide the
stimulus needed to direct additional Federal dollars to those older
individuals living in less populated areas.

Senator CLARK. Mr. Bryan.

STATEMENT OF HARRY R. BRYAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR: SOUTH

CAROLINA COMMISSION ON AGING, COLUMBIA, S.C.

Mr. BRYAN. Slightly over half of our senior South carolinians, 521'
percent, live in rural areas, and I appreciate the otportunity to
represent them and speak on their behalf here today.

I aryt delighted to be able to emphatically state that the Older
Amerams Act is now helping many of the rural elderly. Reports
from our field staff, from our area agencies on aging, and from our
title III projects operating in rural areas where there is no area
agency, all indicate that the information and referral, the outreach,
and.. the transportation services being provided with the help of the
Older Americans Act are definitely reachingand in many cases
sustainingsome of the most needy, rural elderly. .

I have personally observed this encouraging development since we
initiated one of the first areawide model projects on aging several
years ago. ,

The rural elderly are also being served in the title VII program in
South Carolina. Seventeen of our 55 meal sites are in rural areas;
many others are in very small towns.

IMPROVEMENTS FOR RURAL. ELDERLY

But these sdvices to the rural elderly-cart and should be expanded.
I discussed this matter with some of my colleagues last week, some
from South Carolina, some from other States. Having the benefit of
their thoughts, I respectfully present the following suggestions for
improving and expanding services to the rural elderly through the
Older Americans Act :

I. The rural elderly need homemaker, home health, and chore
services, but we feel these should be provided through title 'XX of
the Sorial Security Act or other federally funded programs. To make
this possibility a probability, I recommend that the Older Americans
Act be amended to provide that Older Americans Act fluids can be
used as matching funds:to draw in title XX and other Federal dollars
to help provide these essential services to the needy elderly. This is
not a new concept. It has been done to help the inner city poor in the
model cities program and the poor in the Appalachian area With funds
allocated through the Appalachian Regional Commission. Why not
help another group of disadvantaged Americansthe elderlyin this
same way?

2. Help the rural areas, most of which have less resources to draw
on than do the urban areas, by mand,p,ting that the matching ratio
for Older Americans Act fpnds be the same in areas not' having an
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area agency on aging as it in areas that do, that is, 90-10. Let's
eliminate this particular discrimination.

3. Provide special funds for transportation as a mandated part of
e act. This will be especially helpful in providing linkage services
the rural areas. I support part E of title VIII of H.R. 3922, butf ds are needed to implement this.
4. it title V, of the act, so that buildings can be renovated to

be used as centers for the rural elderly. Facilities are lacking in. small
towns and rural areas and there are no funds to remedy the situation.

5. I also strongly support part D, sections 831 and 832, of the
proposed new title VIII, as renovations and special construction of
housing for the rural elderly are badly needed. We have been shockedat the
housing

conditions we have observed in some homes as we
have carried ut a winterization program with our model project funds.

I have at mpted to make my comments and suggestions brief,
but would e glad to discuss any of these points"further. I want to
take this o ortunity to thank y.au,Ssnator Clark; Senator Domenici,
and the of er members of the Senate's Special Committee on Aging
for the fine leadership you' are giving to help all older Americans.

Senator CLARK. Thank you. I think we will go on with the other
statements. Mary Ellen.

STATEKENT'OP MARY ELLEN LLOYD, DIRECTOR TITLE VII
NUTRITION PROJECT, CHRTSTIANSBUI VA,

Ms. Linn). The New_ River' Planning District in southwest Vir-
ginia lies along the Nei-- River within a great valley bound by the
Blue Ridge and Applachian Plateau. It is a predominantly rural area
and includes the counties of Giles, Pulaski, Floyd, Montiomery, andthe city of Ra ord.

The proble s of the elder,ly here are similar to those found in
urban areas, ut there is more rotation, less mobility, and not as
much to do th one's time. Also, there are fesVer.people within walking
distance o the nutrition sites and social services. The only public
transpor tion is in Radford.

At st one-third of our population of 14,000 persons over 60 are
low come, with as many as 60 percent low income in one county
al e. Even those on SSI are below the poverty level. One-third of

e elderly live alone, and most of these are women. Our elderly
opulation is 12.2 percent, and is expected, to be g2 percent of the
ntire population b} -1990.
The nutrition program for the elderly, which began in November

1973, is sponsored by New River Community Action, Inc., in Chris-
tiansburg, Va. We have 10 sites throughout the planning distriCt
and we serve a total of 320 meals a day, 5 days a week. This is a
10th Of the number, of meals served in our State. We are one of 19
projects but serve rnore meals,'chiefly because we are open 5 days a
week. In some of the rural areas they are not. Eighty of these meals
are taken to the homebound. We can have some discussion about
the homebound later.
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CAP-SPONSORED PROGRAM

We have one of the most inexpeniye program, in the State because
we are sponsored by a CAP agency. I believe this makes a difference,
because we have our components working together. For instance, our
kitchen, are Head Start kitchen, with our own cooks, so that we can
prepare food. More cheaply. Our food cost about 60 cents a meal. plus
15 cents for labor and 5 cents for disposables, amounti o SO cents

per meal per person.
I would like for you to look at our program through the e3 es of some

of our participants. persons over 60 who attend the Ate,, as they have
written or expressed themselves verbally to its.

We all know that Lood tastes and digest best when we are happy.t
So ,tart with fun and fellowship, the opposite of isolation and
loneiiness.

A 93-year-old woman writes:
We are in a rural .zection so we welcome anything that will help us to enjoy life

more. In olden times at this time of the year thore of us %ho are old now were young
then and it was chestnut time, picking up and taking to the local .:tores in exchange
for the winter clothing, shoe.:, and also books, and those tunas are only memories,
so anything that will bring more pleasure now wwarmly welcomed

Another said: "I don't come for the meal; I come for the fellowship.
It makes me forget that I'm alone now."

Old acquaintance, are renewed and new friends are made. Many dear
friends and spouses have died, and the circle of friends is getting
smaller.

Two women met at a site who had not seen each other for years.
"I hadn't seen her in 2 years and she recognized me."

There is increased mobility through the provision of transportation
to and from-the site, to the store, or to the doctor. One woman wrote:

This program gets ustlder people out that noirnally don't go anywhere, prob-
ably because there t nowhere else to go. We enjoy the safe transportation and the
helpful stop.: en route.

good nutrition and mental and physi911 health are all tied in to-
gether. To some people. what we are offering at our nutrition sites is
almost a matter of life and death. A widow remarked:

Vi ithout the program it would be hard for me to survi. e now. I almost had a
nervous breakdown, but now I don't think I will. for I have this to look forward to.
I ha% enlel t this wanted since my husband died.

Another commented:
My husband is getting a lot out of this program. It used to be scrthat I could

hardly get him out. He %emir, to envoy talking with others now.

And a thi n rained: "It keep, me from climbing the Walls."

Along with trans! rtation and food and fellowship come recrea-
tional and educational activities of all kinds. One gentleman wrote' I

Be-ides a wholesome eand well prepared meal each day, %%e learn and studs- many
useful things: What we .1bould eat, ups ongardening and insect control, handicrafts,
decorating the home,-preention of accidents, tips on general health care, and many
other ideas we gain Help from outside and local speaker.: and films brought in
enrich our lives. It's a comfort-to know we can get any kind of help we might need
at any time

4 ---
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A public health nurse and a community developer visit eabh site
once a month to give information and indiv. lual counseling and tomake referrals.

Opportunities for service are considered an ess tial part of our
program. Participants have made, among other thin lap robs for
nursing homes, quilts for Head Start children, and di v bags for theveterans' hospital.

MEALS FOR HOMEBOUND

One of our most important service projects is the delivery of home-
bound meals. We think of this as an extension of our site operation.
These people are very isolated. We therefore emphasize the socializa-
tion and information and referral aspects as much as the taking of
the meal. Most of them are delivered by the participants themselves
or by volunteers from the community. Those who deliver meals stayand visit whenever possible, give counsel, make referrals, and often
run errands. The daughter of an elderly woman receiving a homebound
meal exclaimed: "This is the greatest thing that ever happened in thistown."

Our program is reaching approximately 575 elderly persons amonth with transportation, a nutritious meal, fun and fellowship, and
other -essential supportive services. However, this comprises only 4
percent of the elderly in our planning district. We could reach many
moreoboth on site and homebound, if more funds were available for
food, transportation, and outreach /workers.

It was brought up that the cost per person for transportation in
rural areas is much greater. We use individuals' private cars mostly.
I think if we had minibuses we would have fewer trips, more people

' could -come, we could give more shopping assistance, and there would
be more time to visit the homebound, because volunteers would befree to spend time visiting rather than having to deliver food.

We also hope that matching funds will not be raised to 50-50, and
we believ e that the proposed legislation in title VIII, designed to
keep persons out of institutions and to give them more independence,
is really complementary to the nutrition program, and provides manyof the things that pie cannot provide, such as the homemaker and
health aides, tax relief, and renovation of homes. Eighty-three percentof the elderly in our nutrition program own their own homes. They
really could use this type of aid.

It is our hope that upcoming legislation will make these programs
pOksible. Then more of the elderly can say "Amen" to the following
statement which was part of a prayer given before a meal: "Our
government really must love us to have given us all of this."

Senator CLARE. Very crood.
''lease proceed, Dr. sadden.

STATEMENT OP PATRICK MADDEN, PH. D., DEPARTMENT OP AGRI-
CULTURAL ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY, PENNSYLVANIA STATE
UNIVERSITY, STATE COLLEGE, PA.

Dr. MADDEN. Thank you,,Senator.
Eight years ago, I served fts'an economist on the staff of President

Johnson's National Advisory Council on Rural Poverty. We produced
a report entitled "The People Left Behind." Today, we find the blderly
persons in rural areas are still left behind.

do
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4
I am a professor cif agricultural economics at the Pennsylvania

State University. Much of my research during the past few years
has dealt with poverty, rural development, and evaluation of pro-
gramsincluding the congregate meals program under title VII of
the Older Americans Ace.

PROBLE3IS IN RURAL SERVICES

Senator Clark ha, asked me to speak to this committee on the
problems of providing services to elderly persons in isolated rural
areas, and the problems posed by the rising cost of living.'Pennsyl-
vania has perhaps the greatest number of rural elderly persons than any

r State. Researchers at the Pennsylvania State University have
done onsiderable research relating to aging. I will submit a summary
of some of this research for the record.*

After Senator Clark invited me to testify, I prepared a brief paper
and a series of materials to be submitted for the record. Then, yester-
day morning, I had the pleasure of speaking with Mrs. Yolanda
Jeselnick, the director of perhaps the 'Nation's largest rural area
agency on aging. She directs the programs for the aging in a five-
county area of northern Pennsylvania; each day she feeds about 1,100
elderly pons. After talking with her for an hour, I decided to rewrite
my presentation for this committee, to incorporate some of her wealth
of experience in coping with problems of the rural elderly.

As we studied the results of the 1970 census, we were startled to
find that more and more rural counties are gaining population. But,
our research is also showing that this does not necessarily mean fewer
problems for the elderly. Elderly persons face different kinds of prob-
lems depending on the direction and rate of change in the population
and economic activity of their communities.

Those in rapidly industrializing communities often experience
severe financial hardship due to rising property assessments and
taxation, and rising costs of overextended services. On the other hand,
they may benefit in terms of access to new or improved services.
Research done by Frank Clemente'`* has highlighted the problems of
elderly persons in an inciustrializing rural community.

On the other hand, elderly persons encounter -a formidable array
of problems in the rural communities that are losing their working-age
population and economic base. The tax base withers while the cost
of providing services continue, to rise with inflationary pressure.
Many services cease to exist in the local community. Churches are
boarded up, or are consolidated along interdenominational lines.
Local stores, shops, banks, clinics, and other commercial establish-
ments in the small crossroads communities are shut crown.

RURAL GROWTH CENTRAL CONCEPT

With.an eye toward the economies of size in production of services,
especially schools, hospitals, medical specialities, water, sewerage,
and other utilities, economists and planners have, tended to emphasize

'See appendix 1: item 2. p.
"See appendix I. item 3, p. 73.
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the rural growth central concept. Indeed, it is true that for a largegeographic area as a whole, several minor civil divisions or counties,
the availability of services can be greatly enhanced, and the average
comet of providing the services can often be significantly reduced, by
pooling developmental resources and seeking funding for services
located at a growth center serving a large area, as opposed to a dis-
persed servic e delivery system. However, this kind of regional effi-
ciency-oriented model generally overlooks the distributional impacts,
particularly the effects on the rural elderly.

Frequently, the elderly persons residing at some distance from the
regional growth center are worse off rather than better off, in termsof access to at least some services.

Kenneth Wilkinson illustrates this process with the example of
Bellefonte, Pa., a city that was transformed from a prosperous 19th
century of growth and service delivery to a town struggling for sur-
vival in the shadow of the rapidly expanding State college area.Citing a study by Pierce Lewis, Wilkin sows that the Belle-
fonte Hospital and several public offic ave been relocated to theupstart new growth centera transition that has left many residentsof Bellefonte and surrounding communities embittered by a declinein availability of local services and an increase in travel cost andtime, required to get to the services.

In an era of tight budgets and rising program costs, economizingis imperativefiguring out ways to achieve the maximum benefit
from the 'limited resources. However, in the ubiquitous and unending
quest for economic efficiency, the values ,of equity, permanence,
tradition, and individuality often fall by the wayside, as discussedby Schiller in his book Small Is BeautUulEcortomies ThoughPeople flattered.

CHALLENGE OF SERVICE DELIVERY

The challenge facing our society is to devise service delivery
strategies that will be both economically efficient and equitable
making sure the service needs of the rural elderly, the poor and other
disacin\ied segments of society are not forgotten.

One important component of the overall service delivery systemfor the rural elderly Is transportation. Pennsylvania has recently
Made a major commitment to provide public transportation to all the
elderly, even those in isolated rural areas. No one knows at this
point how great the need for transportation really is among the rural
elderly, or how much this service will cost. The Pennsylvania Office
on Aging is currently providing moneys for transportation of elderlypersons.

The title VII congregate Meals program provides Some transporta-
tion. Because of a conscious effort to reach as many isolated elderly
as possible, a large number of sites serve 93,000 persons-143 sites
are in places with less than 2,500 population.

The transportation provided by this nutrition program is for aspecial purpose; even the program participants may still need trans-
portaCion to health services, shopping and recreational facilities,et cetera. Transportation of a more general _purpose is provided
through other programs, mainly through the Office on Aging and the
State department; of agriculture. And, while 'these, services do help,
they are nowhere near adequate.
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For example,, Yolanda Jekelnick tells me she knows of mangy cases
in which older persons stood outside for hours waiting for a bus
that never came. Backup buses and -replacement drivers often are
not provided in adequate numbers to insure reliable service. The
cost of maintaining and opeiating buses in isolated rural areas is
staggeritag. Services provided by different agencies are 'usually not
coordinated. School buses are idle during most of the day, when
they could be used to transport many of the rural elderly.

When funds are allocated uniformly on a per capita basis, rural
areas are often placed in double jeopardy. First, the funds are usually
inadequate because of the high cost of providing services in low-
density areas. Second, essential services are often simply nonexistent.
In her five-county area, for example, Mrs. Jeselnick tells me there is
not even one Social Security Office. She told me that While the Farmers
Home Administration does provide an excellent loan program that
could help many elderly persons inher area to obtain better housing,
the FmHA offices in the area are so Understaffed that a huge backlog
of loan applications have built up; and she says most elderly people
in her area do not even know the program exists. She knows of many
r.;ral elderly who. live more than 30 miles from the nearest hospital,
with no public transportation available.

These are,,, only a few of the problems faced by the rural elderly.
I wish to commend this committee for giving explicit .attention to
the problems encountered in providing essential services to elderly
persons in rural areas. Hopefully, your deliberations will include
hearings in some rural areas. If so, you are cordially invited to
Pennsylvania.

Senator CLARK. 'Thank you.very much. We certainly are going to
consider that invitation. We are going to be going into some rural
areas.

The plane has arrived so Elizabeth'Myers is here. I am going to ask
her to speak. She is the director of the Georgia Mountains Area
Program on Aging, in Gainesville, Ga.

:Ms. MYERS. The weather and the airlines apologize. -

Senator CLARK. That is fine.

STATEMENT OF ET.TZABETH MYERS, DIRECTOR, GEORGIA MOUN-

TAINS AREA PROGRAM ON AGING, GAINESVILLE, GA.

Ms. N1 -Em. The programs for the aging established under the
Older Americans Act of .1965 have probably done more for the rural
elderly than any other Federal program with the possible exception
of those administered under the various titles of the Social Security
Act. Their popularity among all segments of the rural population can-
not be denied and is attested to repeatedly in letters we receive from
family members of the participants, from written comments that we
get at public hearings, and from the program participants themselves.

You asked to focus on the program impact in our area. I can be
statistically accurate only with regard to the Georgia MountainsAging
Program but from conversations with other area agency on aging
directom, I gather that the impact of the program In our area is
repeated over and over in other rural areas.

The 13 counties of the Georgia Mountains Planning and Develop-
ment Commission, the designated area agency on aging in that region,

4
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lie in the northeastern part of the State. All or parts of the seven
northernmost counties are located in the Blue Ridge Mountains. The
terrain is rugged and well-paved roads are relatively sparse.

On the east and south, the zgion is on Georgia's Upper Piedmont
which ranges in elevation from 1,800 feet at the base of the mountains
to less than 1,200 feet in the rolling land farther south. There, too,
paved roads are sparse.

The population of approximately 200,000 is thinly scattered over
3,500 square miles and only one town in the region has a population
of over 10,00t1 four other towns having over 2,500. The rest of the
area live in smaller. communities or in completely rural settings.

Thirteen percent of the population-26,000falls in the 60-and-
over age range and 40 percent of these are below poverty level. Another30 to 40 percent live at near-poverty level. Another 30 to 40 percent
live of near-poverty or low-moderate income levels.

TITLE VII N5TRITION PROJECT

As the result of a needy survey of the elderly in the area, numerous
meetings with social agency personnel and with the help of a large
task force, a program was initiated in October 1973 that encompassed
a title VII nutrition project with at least one meal site in each county,
home delivered meals supplemented with title III moneys, areawide
suppolsting services which include a strong outrenh, information,
referral and counseling componentrand transportation in 12 passenger
vans and by a corps of volunteer driyers. Homemaker and home health .

services are the major gap-filling services to date.
In the 18 months of the program implementation, over :3,000-11.5

percentof the older people in the area have participated in one way
or another, at a cost, under our present fundi 0., of just under $200
per person per year. I have no idea how that cost compares with other
urban areas. The total funding under titles III and \ II of the Older
Americans"Act and title VI of the Social Security Act has brought
$500,315 into the area in the form of salaries for 47- people; hired to
work in the program, van purchase, gasoline; insurance, volunteer
and advisory council mileage reimbursementmost of these people
are over 60office supplies, rent, food, and other necessary items..
All personnel live in the area and most of them live in the counties
in which they work. 1

The geographic barriers of mountainous terrain is exacerbated by
the largely unpaved back roads where many of the participants live,
and that red Georgia earth becomes a slippery quagmire in the rain
and occasional snow. So far, we have been able to reach many of the
most poverty strickenthose who live on the back roadsbut it has
taken some creative driving and intricate arrangements to reach some
of these people who live on roads no van and few passenger cars can
maneuver. There are still some parts of the region where physical
accessibility is so difficult and costly in time and money and where
few telephone; are in service, that potential participants have not
been contacted.

INFLATION'S IMPACT

Inflation is having a growing impact on the aging program, not
only in the obvious areas of increases in gasoline and food prices, but
in more subtle ways,. too. Many participants have gone back to

47
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relying on fireplaces and wood stoves to help heat their _homes and

save fuel costs: This pose', a very rearfire threat and we find that during
cold weather the people leave the meal sites earlier and often cancel
needed medical and other appointments in order to forestall fires.

Inflation has. also put an onerous burden airs rural towns and
counties. These political jurisdictions are mandated to provide solid

waste Aispaal, sewer and water systems, police and fire protection,
schook and transportation to the schools, and jails and health facilities
that meet certain minimum standards. Only two counties in our area
meet the minimum standards of the National Fire Protection Agency
avd too many towns and counties are already operating on deficit

budgets. Increases in utility rates are straining county and city budg-
et beyond their ability to meet necessary costs. One county com-
ini,lioner' has stated the problem well when he said: "You can't run a
county for 7,000 people nowadays."

It is mrealistic to expect local jurisdictions to show local financial
support by picking up aging program costs, especially in light of the
larger local matching requirements for nonrtitle LH funding.

It is urgently recommended, by all that I have talked to in rural

areas throughout -the Nation, that title III funding to established area
agencie- on aging be sustained at a level commensurate with the
financial facts of our existence. There are other problems we come
across in rural areas and, I imagine, in the more metropolitan areas,

too.
The Administration on Aging requires that program components be

contracted to minority owned and/or operated businesses or agencies

in proportion to the percentage of the minority population in ,the

area. This is posing a very serious problem, whe,ther there is a low-
minority population as in the. Georgia Mountain--area-8 percent
and the program is implemented through mill,' six contracts, orrwherG

there is a high-minority population with few minority businesses

available. What is happening as a result of this requirement is that
title III moneys are being pent to set tip minority corporations rather
than for the social services defined in section 302 of

This is a clear instance where there is a conflict between two valid

values. We feel that a priority must be set which more closely carries
out the intent of the Older Americans Act in providing services to-the

elderly.
BARRIERS To COORDINATING SERVICES

Coordination of services is part of the function of the ,area agencies

on aging. However, the barriers to effecting such coordination are
often due to conflicting regulations and guidelines between programs
at the Federal level.

A step that can be taken to alleviate at least some of this problem

would be that all titles of the Older Americans Act be administered by

the Administration on Aging and that 1d14 appropriate titles be ad-
ministered through State and area agencies on aging to insure that
such programs come under a comprehensive and coordinated plan.
This would include such programs- as the retired senior volunteer
program, foster grandparents, and the woefully underfunded senior

companions program.
Prior to the proposeLtitle VIII legislation, the knguage in House

bill 3922 relative.to theTunding and administration of title VIII pro-
...
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grams is unclear. In addition, it seems that the services under partsB, C, D, and E are already defined as either supporting or gap-filling
services under title III. The services are certainly needed? but do weneed a new title to provide these services?

It is alvfays easy to find problems and pick at faults in any pro-gram. I do not want what I perceive as problems to overshadow thevast good that aging programs are doing in rural areas. I would like
to quote part of a conversation I overheard at one of the meal sitesin our area to underscore the valuable impact of the program:

I'm a widow woman and I'm almost blind, so I can't see to read: sew anymore. I used to be a nurse and the doctor says I have worn down the cartilage inmy knees from so much walking on hard floon. I can't walk much or garden at. allany more. I didn't care if I lived or died until I heard about this program. Comingher-, seeing and talking to people again, going on tripsall this has made me wantto live again.

Senator CLARK. Very good. Let's see if there are questions by mem-bers of the _panel here. Senator Domenici or Senator Chiles?
Senator DomEsicr. I have a couple of questions to direct toMr. Bryan.
First, you did not have any prepared testimony, did you?
Mr. BRYAN. I did not have enough copies to distribute.
Senator DOMENIC'. Can I talk to you about two things thatirou

have mentioned? You have mentioned mandating transportation asan ingredient to the program and then the remodeling of buildings.
I am impressed with both of those, Let's talk about the second onefirst.

OLD. BUILDINGS RENOVATION

I find that the remodeling of old building to serve as community-
type buildings iii-very intriguing. I have been through some of ourrural areas and they are having a great deal of difficulty finding sites.
No one is suggesting that you should build a brand new community
center for an area that serves 90 people. There are all kinds of facili-
ties. They may have an old church rectory in one instance: They mayhave a verST.old public school that they have acquired the temporary
occupancy rights under and have done a little remodeling on it.

Could vou address yourself to the fact that, if we were to broadenthis so that remodeling funds were made available under the act, how
would you take care a the great diversity in owner trip of the build-ings that they can acquire? Some borrow from a church; some borrowfrom a public school; some borrow from a county courthouse facility.
Is this presently a problem in your mind?

Mr. BRYAN. I see the problem you raise and I understand the ex-amples you have given. That is certainly what I was recommendingin these rural areas.
I feel that with appropriate stipulations, but I aip somewhat at aloss as to how those stipulations should be written into the regulations

that would prevent any undue gain coming to the actual owner, itwould work out all right. Perhaps you could get a commitment on the
part of the owner to make the facility available for a long period oftime.

In our State, Senator, most of these facilities would be madeavailable by governmental bodies and municipalities, but they aresmall and they have a hard time coming up N%:i h the dollars to providethe renovations.
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I think title V of ,the act, if this were funded, would be very helpful
in the rural areas. Again, as you said, we are not talking about fancy
senior centers, but some place where the rural people can walk to,
near their homes, for meals and other programs.

Senator DOMENICI. I am not as worried 'about a gain going to the
iowner-lessor as I am in Ilhat the regulatory body would do in terms

of adopting regulations or in terms of what kind of occupancy rights
a senior citizen group would have to have.

But to me it seems that if you are going to take a building that is
not very usable and spend $4,000, $5,000 or $6,000 to remodel it,
you ought not be required to have a 50-year lease or an ownership.
It seems to me there has got to be some real flexibility here in letting
them do it, based upon reasonable judgment, that they are going to
get good use out of it.

BRYAN. Yes, I agree,with that.
Senatbr DoNitsici. I have seen so much legislation where we

thought we did that. But then when the little local ageiicy applies,
they want the lease to be for a 12-year duration or a 25-year duration.
We are spending Federal dollars very meticulously. I suggest that
this is a serious problem.

I do agree that we ought to Voaden its scope in funding. I want
to share that concern with you!

Mr. BRYAN. Your point brings to mind the comment by Ray
Scott, from Arkansas, that we can be overregulated. We have to be
aware o iis; in some instances I think we have been overregulated..
I t Ii that is what you are referring to and I certainly agree. There
h o be some flexibility. Let the States handle it.

TRANSPORTATIO:S MONEY CONTROL

Senator DONIENICI. The.other one that concerns me, and everyone
has spoken about it to some extent so I will not direbt the question

#4k
only at youyou have pinpointed the matter very precisely with
regard to transportation. For instance, there is no doubt but that
senior citizen activity is run by different basic umbrella agencies
depending on _where you are. In parts of my State, CAP runs most
activitiesIn another part of the State there is a new nonprofit
Corporation that was formed and things fit into it.

As you know, they allocated some money for transportation and
it is administered through the Department of Transportation. You
know -what they did? They sent it on to the highway commissions
of each State. And then the highway commission had to make a
decision with regard to the best-administratively manageable pro-
gram, what kind of entity could apply for the money to run the buses
or vans or whatever. We ran into some immediate problems because
the highway department chose the easiest route and said that munici-
palities know how to buy insurance, they know how to plan in 'advance
for reserve drivers, and the like.

So the few thousand dollars we got in New Mexico, for example,
were spent by the highway department on only municipally owned
entities or government entities as a valid applicant. It does appear to
me that this was voi-our intent.

53-714-75-4 4
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On the other hand, there must be some kind of management tool
invsolved, in terms of who is going to be running the transportation,
who will buy insurance to cover the drivers, and the kinds of things
you have spoken of regarding adequate drivers, and the like.

If we made it mandatory, 'do you know what else we would have to
do to make sure that it could r k ? Nra.Mr. BitY,A N. I do not see that there would be air } great problem,
Senator. I think the point a;ou made addresses, the issue correctly.

The MO Americans Act litograrns should be administered by the
State agency on aging. The transportation program, the example you
gave, is a good one. This also applies to labor programs. These are
now being operated through national contracts that come into a
State with a mandate made on the national levelus to where those
programs are going. They are doino.,a good job, but we feel they are
not always put where they would do thd most good.

The transportation issue, as you say, is a good example; those
funds did not get down to u us. We are having to use some of the regular
title III funds for this parpose; some other States have also had to use
their title III funds for transportation.

The matter of the insurance protection has been handled in the
RSVP, and other programs, for transportation. I see no great difficulty
in working this out with similar programs in other parts of the Older
Americans act.

Senator DoNtExici. Do any of you have any observations on either
of the two points?

Ms. LLOYb. Just one comment about title V. Right now we have a
problem in Floyd County, where we have a very small store that we
are using for a nutrition site. We cannot add many new people, al-
though there are more who would come,, because the facility is not
large enough. We have found a building for sale and would ;like to
purchase it; however, we need a $10,000 deposit. We wish that there
might be funds for this kind of thing.

Senator DoNtExici. Thank you very much.
Dr. MORRIS. In my prepared srtttement* I have described an ex-

perience in northwest Iowa when an attempt was made to establish .
what was hoped to be a network system of transportation services in
the rural areas. in nine counties in northwestern Iowa.

UNITA GRANT "PUZZLES"

,There are a number of things in the UNITA grant application that
puzzled them and me. I will just mention them because they may be
worth looking into. One was that the applicant for a grant must be a
private or a nonprofit corporation or association which has had ex-
perience with providing transportaion. That makes an application in
many rural areas almost an impossibility right at the beginning.

Second, the applicant must provide the transportation services
itself, so it can't go to an area agency bectipse the area agency would
have to operate it itself.

Third, the termini must be within an approved urban areaan
urban area means a municipality with a population of 5,000 or more

S..e p. 20.
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There are only three conimunities in that nine-county area that have
populations of 5,000 or more, which means that maybe one or ,two
of the counties might work out a program, but the other six or seven

'could not do so under this program.
Senator DOMENICI. Was the program you were looking into in-

tended for seniors or to provide rural transportation?
With UNITAI served on that committee and I remember that

original language. It certainly was not intended to be a stumbling
block of the type you are talking about, but rather intended to not
put us into competition with the existing private mass transportation
by way of bus. We (lid not want to harm the"schoolbus system, which
is proprietary in many places. That was the intention.

So my question is: Were your efforts directed at putting one together
_ for seniors or for rural areas?

Dr. NIollms. For seniors.
Senator DOMENICI. That is where we run into problems, because

UNITA did not direct its motivation at seniors exclusively but,
rather, tural areas. That is a problem I think we ought to take up
with UNITA this year.

Dr. MORRIS. It might help a great dear.

CERTIFICATION STIGMA

Dr. MADDEN. One problem that was mentioned in regard to the
title money funding is that it was due at the certification of elderly
people as being, low income. This relates to tran?portation as well as
to some of the other services that we are talking about here. As long
as a person indicates that their income is above the poverty cutoff
there are no questions asked. But as soon as they indicate their, income
is below the poverty line then at least in our area it is necessary to get
a certification from the county board of assistance. This certification
carries with it a certain stigma, which keeps a lot of people, particularly
of rural areas, away from the program, which is a good way Of insuring
a low rate of participation in some areas.

So one of the problems which your committee may wish to address

is how to retain funding under these various titles while at the same
time not destroying the -self-esteem of the individuals involved.

Mr. BRYAN. Senator, going back to this matter of transportation
of the elderly, I feel special attention is needed here, because in so
many instances the elderly cannot take advantl-tge of the public
transportation services, whether it be commercial or is being provided
by an agency. We have 'found to get these individuals to the services
they need, they must be picked up at their doorstep and then need
to be taken back home.

The existing programs do not provide this service and, frankly, I
do not think they are going to. I don't think they are able to.

Mr. SCOTT. Senator, I have a comment about transportation, if I
may. One of the concerns that I have in the State of Arkansas is that
in our rush to implement transportation programs and to provide the
kinds of transportation services that the rural elderly needI oft
find myself wondering what we are going to do with all of those mini
buses we have purchaged when they become dilapidated because of
the rough urid roads.-If we establish some sense of dependency on a
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transportation system, we may find' in 3,to 5 years from now that we
do not have the funds to maintain them. I am thinking in terms of
replacement costs for. expensive equipment.

LONG-RANGE TRANSPORTATION PLANNING

I say that about our State because it is forcing us to do some things
we should all be doing anyway and that is trying to do some long-range
planning of projections down the road as to where are we going to be
5 years from nothr in providing transportation to the rural elderly. It
ci i s me a great deal of concern. v

Again, it is having to meet the immediate need that is out there.
You "have people who need transportation for essential services, but
at the same time we need to' be able to do this kind of long-range
planning and look to where we are going to be in the future.

Senator DomExict. Senator Clark, if you will permit me to comment
on that. I think that is an excellent observation. But on the other hand,
it seems to me that when you are speaking about the real rural areas,
you have no alternatives so long as you are not creating a new center
of dependency, so long as you are not trying to make 12 little rural
communities dependent upon one center and cause them to rely upon

*a minibus communication. It seems that the answer is that there is
no other way to do it. If you have done 6 years of very good service
there is no other way to get it there. .

I certainly do not think we ought to use transportation in rural areas
to the extent that, in place of having four little centers, we try to make
only one and use transportation skills to get all of the seniors from 100
miles around. I think the dependency would be critical because at that
point you have lost an awfully lot.

We are talking about within a 20-mile periphery of a little com-
munity center. There is no way for senior citizens getting to meals,
getting to the services that 'are there, and there are always others
-flint are related.

While I think your observation is an excellent one from the stand-
point of soundness, et cetera, I do think we have to pursue it, :none-
thelessi but there is no other way to get them there. e don't know of
any other way.

Ms. MYERS. May I address myself to that, also? In another area
we have been working 'very hard at putting ,different social services,
agencies, transportation, money, vehicles, and drivers together, and
working out reimbursement at the administrative level.

I just found out, and I will start implementing this in my next
year's transportation application, that you should put .085 cents
per mile aside as depreciation and amortization reserves. This is ono
way to help plan for the future for transportation.

Senator CLARK. Thank you very much.
Let's talk about the Older Americans Act itself and, NN hat we might

do to improve it, since it will be before us in 2 weeks. Several of you
made recommendations in your testimony. What do you think we
ought to amend?

CON:pit:MATE MEALS PROGRAM

One thing that did. strike me, before we got into that is that three
of the four statements either empluisized heavily or referred to the

.1%
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congregate meals prograIn. Is it fair to say that that program has
been more successful than any other program under the Older .Amer-
icans Act?

Dr. Mormis. It is visible and popular.
Mr. BRYAN. I think it is more visible. I do not think it is any more

effective than our outreach services in getting older people out of
isolation and into senior centeys and in to see the doctor. I do not
think the nutrition program is any more effective, but it has been
helpful.

Ms. M,YERS. What many people do not realize is that the meal
program is the glamor program. They could not exist in rural areas
without the outreach anti without the transportation.

Senator CLARK. Do you all agree with that?
Mr. BRYAN. Our peoplein my little quick survey last week

discussed what the big needs were. They wanted more' funds for
information and referral, outreach, and transportation.

ill also help the title VII program. Insofar as the development
of senior centers and the clay care concept are concerned, we can see
the expansion of the congregate meal idea, and this kind of a program,
into something like the day care centercombining the two con-

.. cents. We have relatively atv _people in the day care venters. By
adding more services to the title VII nutrition progrqm so that people
conic there and, in effect, are in a clay care setting with their nutri-
tional health, educational, and recreational needs ,met, we can ac-
complish more with the limited funds available. 4

Dr. Mortru. In a sense this suppotts the notion of bringing titles
III and VII as close together as possible so that you are not duplicating
the programs.

Senator CLARK. Was it in youi. testimony this Morning or was it
Governor Pryor who talked about that?

Dr. MORRIS. Governor Pryor did.
Senator CLARK. Let's 'talk about the Older Americans Act. How

should it be amended?
Mr. BRYAN. Sir, I would like to respond to that, relative to the

proposed title VIII; briefly.
As, I indicated in may earlier statem, -e feel that ne of the

services that we are talking about ail very much needed.
Perhaps I might seem to be a li e bit in disagreement wit your

fine chairman from kw a when said this morning that he d d not
want to see "old buildings for old people." I certainly agree with
that. What I was talking about, insofar as housing is concerned, is
renovating individual homes, not institutionalizelhousing. We do
see a need for renovations.

But the main point I want to make relative to title VW of these
amendments that are before you, gentlemen, is that without additional
funding of title VIII we cannot see how it would be helpful. I believe
one of your speakers referred to that. Tat means taking money away
from what we already have going, and transferring the emphasis to
a new service, we certainly do not need it. We do not see how that is
(-ming to improve the overall situation.

Senator CLARK. Of course, it would be Very-costly for individual
renovation.
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Mr. BRYAN. Well, not just individual home renovations but for
home health services and all of those services it calls for in the title
VIII program.

Senator CLARK. It Is a hard question to answer, you know, because,
on the one hand, it does npt do any good to offer a new program w hen
there is no available funding. And, if oil have no additional authoriza-
tion, there's not going to be any chance of more money . One does
not guarantee the other. You have to authorize thrt,e programs which
you feel are going to be most effective and work to try to get them
appropriated.

RURA-LIDEVELOPNtrNT ACT

One of the discouraging ,thing,, under the Rural Development Act
is the lack of funding. This act addresses many rural problem, but
it is woefully underfunded. I happen to be the chairman of the Rural
Development Subcommittee of the Agriculture and Forestry Com-
mittee. We have excellent authorization, but it is funded to the tune
of a little over 10 percent.

Everyone in the Congress- voted for it, and we did not have a single
Senator in August of 1972 vote against it. The President greeted it
with a great fanfare and said that the Rural Development Act w as
finally going to help co achieve a balanced national grow th. Three
years later, 1975, we have had a 10-percent appropriation, so this
demonstrates the problems we face.

Does anybody want to add anything to that? Particularly, we are
interested in the practical question of what we might do a, the Older
Americans Act comes before us. Do you have any suggestions of a
practical nature in regard to this legislation?

Ms. NITERS. Senator Clark. this may have been clarified before I
came in. I, as well as several of my counterparts throughout the
Southeast, really do not understand the language of title VIII. It talks
about 20 percent of t%fu n ]located to title III, or appropriated
to title III. We do notl w if thuds over- and -above or if it is taking
mane.- away from titl III and Fs-T-ozoiiig, to administer it through
State agencies, and thqefore,-area agencies.

Ms. KILMER. There are two different bills now before the Congress.
The House bill, which we refer to as H.R. 3922, was amended on the
floor to include a formula which states that title VIII funds will be-
based on a ntaintenance of effort. In other words, 20 percent of your
funds going for one, or it combination, of those four services will have
to be spent above whatever other efforts are going on in 3 our State.

One of the Senate bills, Senator Church's bill, S. 1426, does not
include that provision. In other wards, if your State has a c ombina-
tionof one or those four services, to be spent in the area of those four
services, then it is acceptable under the law.

MS. NITERS. That would be acceptable.
Ms. KILMER. There are two major differences.
Dr. Nforrrus. The question is really allocations of the States.
Ms. KILMER. Those authorizations for title III are expected to

include title VIII's programs. If 3 ou look at the Senate version of the
20-percent formula, a lot of the States already may comply with it.
They have one transportation program or one home health program
that might already take up the 20 percent of their State's total title
III allocation.

51)
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SenatorCLARK. Other continents?
.LLOYD. (hi the renovation of hoznes, we find in our area we have

labor, but we do not have money for materials. I think that if they
could concentrate on the materials we could probably get the work
done. It is a very good volunteer kind of activity for number-, of
people.

MODEL PROJECT FUNDS

BYRAN. Our model project funds are used to purchase the ma-
terials, and the state conanunity services agent y. with which'we have
worked out a statewide contract, gets the work done. Community
action agencies are providing the labor with Department of Labor
funds.

Senator CLARK. What kind of money do you think we are talking
about?

Mr. BRYAN. I do not have any idea on that, nationwide.
Senator CLARK. I suppose an average of several hundred dollars

per home.
,.Mr. BRYAN. Oh; ou mean per home? The particular program that

we are involved in, we started out with $100 per home.
Senator CLARK. Amortization?
Mr. BRYAN. 'Materials. But we cut it to SSO per home, because of

limited funds.
Senator CLARK. Are there other titles or other areas that you think

we ought. to be looking at as this bill comes before us?
Mr. BRYAN. Senator I realize it is primarily the specifics of the

bill that you are interested in, but I think basically the area agency
concept has worked well. Title VII is working well and title III has
also

In response to my request for suggestions prior to this hearing I
have a statement from one of our area director:, that I thought was
pretty much to the point. She points out that the main deterrent to
providing services to the rural elderly is not i I the act itself. She
said, "The major problem is lack of sufficient funding of the Older
Americans Act to deliver services to the rural elderly, especially
transportation, which is a very expensive 1Poposition.et body
says that today "It revires a lot of money and a lot of time,
enrrent levels of funding have forced project:, to choose between
serving mangy elderly living in urban areas or serving a few elderly
in rural areas," she wrote.

Dr. MADDEN. Senator, a group of officials from one of our rural
counties approached II* office recently with a proposal to cut back
the congregate meals program from 5 days a week to 1 day a week.
Their argument was that they could serve five times as many people.
I discussed this concept with others in the State and have received a
good deal of discussion on it. I would like to share with you some of
r'these ideas.

FUNDING-2 PERCENT OF ELIGIBLES

It is obvious that the current level of the program funding provides
coverage for only about 2 percent of the population coverage only
about 2 percent of the elderly population is now served by the congre-
gate meals program. If the program were to cut down to fewer days
per week then more people could be brought into the program.Hom ever,

cl U
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is not quite as simple a, that, as I understand it from talking with
various program officials.

One of the difficulties is that, in order to establish the kind of
rapport and trust that the people must have with the program, it
is necessary to meet quite frequently. They admit that it may not
necessarily require 5 days a week. 'but certainly more than one.
They 'do not know what the magic number is between one and five.
Perhaps some experimentation could be done- on the different level-
of the service. different number, of da) s. and perhaps this could he
facilitated through some,flexibility in the legislation.

If a greater number of people could be brought into the program.
at least for ',art of the project activity, this would expand the number
of people who would be helped by the program. But at the same
time we want to avoid becoming a mile wide and an inch deep, that
is, providing very low quality -ervicea very low outreach and
referral service to a large number of people. It is better to have some
impact on a few than no impact on a large number.

These are some of the ideas that have come up in my discussions
with people around the State.

Senator CLARK. We are trying to calculate about what percentage
of the elderly, nationally, are.being served. I suppose that would be a
fairly difficult figure.

Dr. MORRIS. I would think that the transportation problems
would be greatly increased.

Dr. MADDE.N. Yes. There are transportation difficulties in terms
of getting the people to the meals, but also you have a limited number
of professional personnel to serve these people. These personnel would
have to travel, to several locations around the county. which would
increase the transportation costs. In addition, the cost of rent,
setting up. renovating, and so forth, would be increased if you increase
the number of sites. There are certainly problems associated with
this.

Senator CLARK. It seems to me, ,if I remember correctly, that
Elliot Richardson used this program as an example along with
several othersof the kind of priority question that America has to
face in the next few years. At that time the appropriation for title
VII was $100 million, yet we needed about S.3 billion to effectively
serve those people who need the congregate meals program.

Of course, if you multiply that in each of the areas where there
really is common agreement that we ought to appropriate money,
such as this one, you begin to see theViure of the expenditure
problem that the Federal Government, or any government, faces.

I suppose before we really accomplish something of that magnitude,
we will have to "see some very basic changes in priorities in general.
It is difficult to imagine that we will begin to meet the needs of
Americans in this area and in other areas without some basic changes
in our attitude, on how to spend the Federal dollar.

Are there other areas that someone would like to address themselves
to?

NEW MEAL SITE AREAS

M,. LLOYD. We have felt that rather than going to the expense
of setting up new sites we could reach out beyond our present- 5-mile
radius to communities 10 to 20 miles away, bringing in people once a

4
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week for a meal, socialization and recreation, and information and
referral. Most of our sites could accommodate the additional people
along with their regular participants who live closer in, and although
we would not be giving them a nutritional meal every day it would
help break the isolation many of them experience, and would certainly
be better than nothing. But me would have to have more money to
transpoa these different groups, for minibuses and operation costs.

Senator CL.ARK. If we make our case before the Appropriation- Com-
mittee, if we can get away from this question of expanding authoriza-
tion, what do you think we ought to emphasize if we could push one
area of elderly service, in rural areas? What areas should we talk
aboutperhaps it should be transportation? Is that the area for
which we need additional funds, or is it housing, or nutrition?

M. NITERS. I would like to throw in another one inst to confuse
the issue.'

Senator,CLuik. Good.
AlrEas. It so happens in our area the people are very interested

in the senior companions program, giving low-income people a tax-,
free stipend, therefore getting more dollars into the area to be spent
in the economy in the area, and to help older peopleprobably as a
team, with mental healthwho need companionship and to get back
into the community from nursing homes.

I was disheartened to see that other program under the legislation
kind of shunted it aside, outside of RSVP and foster grandparents.
It is allocated very little money.

The people in our area feel very strongly that this is one of the most
valid projects that has come out and should be allocated more money.
I know that is not in the Older Americans Act at present.

Senator CLARK. What about other opinions or views. Dr. Madden?
Dr. 'MADDEN. Another problem area which I thought you were going

to address is health care. That is another critical area. The others are
certainly importantthe housing, transportation,' meals, and so
forth. all of these are important. We want to see that the older people
get to the health services.

HEALTH, TRANSPORTATION, HOUSING

Mr. SCOTT. In our Governcir's testimony this morning we spoke
primarily to the three biggest problem. areas we saw. That was health,
transportation, and housing. I would have to concur with him that
really health may be more symptomatic of other problem:..

As Dr. Madden addressed, your population densityit is very
natural for the doctors to migrate to the more metropolitan urban
areas. There are some very fundamental questions Ithink we. as a
State, have to address ourselves to in terms of health`.care.

e are now involved in various kinds of enticement efforts to try
to get physicians into rural areas through regional medical programs
and family practice in rural areas, this kind of thing.

We found that the doctors will go there and do their stint and come
right back to the urban areas to establish their practice.

Senator CLARK. You may want to look at our Iowa experience in
that they have been very effective in that respect.

The question is not whether we arezoing to set up health car under
the Older Americans Act, but whether this committee and otl ers the
rural development committee in agriculture, and" many othersare
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going to insist that any national health care proposal will adequately
provide for rural Americans. We must watch carefully that any
national health proposal has adequate provisions, both for rural
people and for elderly people, so that they are not left behind. That
is the challenge. We ought to be sure that when a national health
program enacted, it in hales the kinds of facilities and provisions
that we think are important.

Mr. ScoiT. This total concept that you are discussing now, about
coordination or interrelationships between various governmental pro-
grams, seems to me to be very c ntral to the whole issue here. I am
not convinced that more mon in the Older Americans Act is always
the only answer.

While the efforts in 'these coordinative agreements to secure some
agreement for coordination of the various programs is good, I think
the end result of that activity is always the determining factor of
success. I think just beeatise we. sometimes, get somebody to agree in
writing to do certain things, this does not insure coordination.

Before we convened here this afternoon, Mr. Brotman and I were
wondering at what point the Administration on Aging was to assume
responsibility for doing what. This is central to the whole issue of
housing in title III, or whether that should be a HUD-administered
program with AoA as a pass-through. That is a question that is not
really resolved.

Our saying in Arkansas is that everybody wants coordination but
nobody wants to be coordinated. That is kind of central to the whole
issue of the Older Americans Act.

Senator CLAM:. It is, indeed.
You mentioned Herman Brotman, who is a statistician in many of

the areas that we are talking about. Herman, is there anything you
would like to add at this point?

ISTATEMENT OF HERMAN BROTMAN, CONSULTANT, SENATE
. SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING

Mr. BROTMAN. T would like to step back in relation to what this
discussion has been pointing out. As one of the authors of the original
Older Americans Act, I think there are two basic concepts that we
struggled with in the development of the- act.

First is the realization that' government is organized, primarily.
along functional lines. As soon as you get into the advocacy of the
program for tke kinds of gri.ups you run across in the grain of govern-
mental organization, you have two choices. You can,try to take over
and become an operating agency for your client group. which foresees

kind of n governmental organization likesat Fmight be extreme
the department of prenatal affairs, the department of benefit affairs,
and so on. In each of these agencies, duplicating the facilities and
sentences of every other, but directed towards their client group. As
soon as you analyze that'thing,.you realize it is kind of

The other thing that we tried to get in writing the act was to have
true decentralization, Dot just lip service. But along with the decen-
tralizatiopt of responsibility, having the authority, the funding, and
the self-determination; in other words, the flexibility of having a
minimum standards and guidelines of the Federal regulations. .

5 11
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It ;would have been nice, for instance,' if we could have had the
funding under the Older Americans Act allocated to States in ,one
lump sum, and say . "Here are the minimum guidelines. Here is the
purpoi;e of the Older Americans Act. And you decide how you want
to organize y our area agencies. What are your local priorities? How'
doe-, it vary within the State? What kinds of programs can best serve
the kinds of people you are trying to serve?"

I think that parts of the Older Americans Act maintain, that con-
cept and push in that direction; parts of it do not. Within the admin-
istration of the act, of course, it gets into a whole additional area.

F,. RURAL AGENCIES NEED FLEXIDITY

Specifically, turning to the rural area agencies, I think we need even
more flexibility than on on db iii the urban areas, because, of the diffi-
culty of the resources, the transportation, the costs, and so on, that
have to be solved locally.

I would like to add one more word. A lot of people worry about the State
allotment formula and the amount of funds that become available to--
the State. I think that struggle in some ways is a little shortsighted.

The w ay We are going to provide enough money for the planning
process in community organization or coordination, and the advocacy
efforts of the State on local areas on aging, is by having larger appro-
priationsnot by playing around with the allotment formula to take
from one State and give it to the other because they have found some
factor that is better for their State.

I have prepared a short statement with some basic tables which
will be inserted in the record.*

I would like to point out that those tables are matched to others.
As I usually indicate with the statistician, you will probably find no
community in "'the United States that has exactly that picture. But
this is the total I have mentioned in the rough outline until you get
down to" your community.and find out what the situation there is.
Then you do your planning of your grogram on that basis.

Senator CLARK. Herman, on those statistics, did you point out the
factors that strike you as being the most signiftant.?

Mr. BROTNIAN. In terms of area planning and programing, I would
say that the most significant thing was that the older population is
found in the'urban areas.

Senator CLARK. The older population is what again?
Mr. BROTNIAN. Is 75 and older. It is more prevalent in the urban area

than in the rural. You find that the proportion of the foreign born is
much higher MI6 urbanAhan the rural, which means that you have a
slightly different approach for outreach and using the media and other
ways of reaching your older population.

REALTH FACTORS IN RURAL AREAS

In terms of one single indicator of health., I took the impact of
chronic conditions on the mobility of the older peroh, in other words,
how well is he able to get along on his own, how much aid does he
need tit get along, and how many are homebound. There the situation

See p. 56.
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is a little more complicated in, the rural area, which implies that you
are actually going to have more health ser\ ices; you are also going to
have to determine whether it is economically, 'effectively, and effi-
ciently better to bring services to people or bring people to the services.
This, of course, raises the problem of transportation, because in either
direction you need transportation. There you have trade-offs be-
tween the ,time and the expense of the person bringing the service,
and the cost of the transportation of bringing the large numbers of

people to the service. There are some interesting experiments where
there are interesting and involved systems. of transportation that
bring people to the county seats for 1 day a week in which it provides
as ninny services as possible. Then in the evening bring the people
back in R big circle and then you have emergency service, on the other
days of the week serving those counties, and so on.

I think there lire all kinds of fascinating experiments. I am hoping
that gradually the information on the referral system to the natio -1
clearinghouse could arrange for the exchange of that An interesting
technique, for instance, is setting up a nutrition site in a kitchen of a
large farmhouse and bringing six, seven, and eight people from the
surrounding area who have meals cooked by the farm lady . And some-
body from 'some central office comes up to provide the services.

Mr. BRY.O.N. The rural people need the recreation and the socializa-
tion perhaps more than the urban people do. The urban people have
more means to get to social services, and they have more services
available.

Mr. Scorn. I think it is interesting to note your analysis of the
original intent of the Older Americans Act in relation to how the
various State units on aging have found themselves lodged within the
State bureaucracies, where someof them do maintain somewhat of
an autonomous stance and have tried to influence, across program
linesbe it mental health, et cetera, versus other State units that have
found themselves within a welfare department, a social services de-
partment, or an umbrella agencyto identify, simply as another social
services program, but responsible only for aging.

I think it is a very interesting comparison from *ate to State as to
how people perceive the purposes of the State units On aging.

Mr. BROTMAN. We had hoped to recommend to the State units
but at that time we were a part of the Welfare Division of HEW and
could not get the recommendation out.

Senator CLARK. Without objection, the prepared statement of Mr.
Brotman will be inserted into the record now.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HERMAN B. BROTMAN
Mr name is Herman B. Brotman. Prio to my retirement from the executive

bradch, I was an assistant to the Commissioner on Aging, currently. I am a
consultant to this committee. 1 have been asked to take:is few minutes as possible
at the start of this panel discussion to summarize some basic data to highlight
the differences between urban and rural aged. To this end, I have prepared six
tables to acempany this statement and request that they be incorporated into
the record.

The data relating to health come from 1972 health temiew surveys by the
National Center for Health Statistics in HEW, the re mining data comes from
the 1970 dieennial census conducted by the Census Bureau. The Census Bureau
defines rural areas as places of less than 2,500 persons. Farms are defined by a

GI
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combination of acreage and dollar talue of sales. If there 6 time later in this ses-
sion, I should like to sa3 a %%tied about the difficulty of finding data classified by
urban-rural definitions and the census preference for a nietrupolitan-nonmetru-
politan classification.
, Table 1 shuAs that older persons, like the rest of the population, are more than

70 percent urban but are t era slight13 inufe pro tilent in rural areas than is true
of )(ginger persons. Black and other now% bite older persons tend, to a greater
extent,tizan the %%hue, to Inc uc urbaturather than -rural settings. Much higher
proportion, of older than 3 ounger persons are foreign born with the highest pro-
portions in the '`others" and in the NN hite4 and they are most pre aleat in the urban
areas

Table 2 sh,ms that the rural aged tend to be somewhat younger than the urban
aged and that the preponderance of %%omen among the aged is niuch niure marked
for the. urban aged than for the rural.

Table 3 :,,hums that the urban older women tend to be widows while the rural
older m omen tend to be wi es. The N uat majority of older rneu are married with
wife present fegardless of location. , -

Table 4 presents NN hat is commonly considered one of the best single indicators
of o erall status un an iiAL,lage basis, i.e., years of schooling completed. As might
Le e.weeted, females he more schooling than males, older people have less
bell() 01 I n g th-n du the 3utinger, and the rural aged hate less schooling than the
urban aged. It is interesting to note that mhile the younger rural farm population
has less schooling than the 3 uunger rural nonfarm resident, the ro erse seems to
be true for the aged.

Table 5 presents a summary of income situation by computing the proportions
of elderly LIN ing in households with total incomes below the official poverty thres-
hold for that specific kind and size of family. In addition to the fact that about+
.twice the proportion of older people are pour as compared to the under -63, the

er3 highest proportion of pour are found in the rural nonfarm areas, then comes
the rural farm, and finally the urban-in NN IliCh still one in eight family members
and every second older person living alone or with nonrelatives is poor.

Table 6 presents an o% erkill indicator of health status by showing the impact
of chronic conditions un mobility, the ability to get around. Unfortunately, these
data are tabulated by metropolitan-nonmetropulitan areas rather than urban-
rural but it is safe to infer that rural suffer more interferehce ith mobility and
will need more services in this regard than will the urbar..

TABLE 1.-PERSONS OF ALL AGES AND 65 PLUS, BY RESIDENCE. COLOR, AND NATIVITY, 1970

/Numbers in thousands/

Residence All ages

Percent

Number.

65 plus

Negro Other

of all
ages

White

Number

Percent Percent
foreign 'foreign

born Number born Number

Percent
foreign

born

Total 203, 210 20, 101 9.9 18, 360 16 2 1, 586 1.7, 154 46.9

Urban 149,.332 14,669 9.8 13,140 19.8 i, gib . 113 55.1

Rural nonfarm 45, 591 4, 533 9.9 4,170 7.1 327 35 23.1

Rural farm 8,787 899 10.9 850 4.2 . 43 ... 6 32.8

Percent of 65 plus:
Total 100,0 _ 91.4 7.9 0.8

Liman 100 G . 90 9 8.3 0.8 .. ..... .
Rural nonfarm 100.0 92.0 7.2 - 0.8
Rural farm . .._---100.0 ... . .. 94. 5 4.8 0.7.........

Percent distribution
Total 100 0 100 0 . _ 100.0 -100.0 100.0

Urban . ... 73 5 73.0 72.7 76 6 73.4

RIg31 nonfarm 22.4 22 6 "22.7 " 20 6 f. 22.7

Rural farm 4.1 4.5 4.6 2 7 3 9
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TABLE 2 -PERSONS OF ALL AGES AND 65 PLUS, BY RESICENCE, BY AGE, ANO SEX RATIO, 1970

(Numbers in thousands(

Ate

Total Urban Rural nonfarm Rural farm-
Per- Per- Per- Per-

Fe- cent Fe. cent Fe- cent Fe- cent
males Ms- males dos- . males dos- males din -

per tri- . per In- per tn- per Ur-
100 bu- 100 bu- 100 bu- 100 bu-

Number males bon Number males lion Number males bon Number males bon

All ages 203, 210 106 149. 332 108 45, 591 101 3, 287 95
65 plus. .. . 20,101 138 100 0 14.663 149 100 0 4.533 118 100 0 899 89 100 065-69..... 6, 983 125 34 7 5.041 833 34.4 1, 586 110 35 0 356 84 39.670-74 ..... 5,449 135 27.1 3.990 146 27.2 I,213 115 26 7 246 85 27.375- 79..... 3, 870 144 19.3 2, 842 156 19: 4 870 120 19.2 158 90 17 680-34 ..... 2.284 160 11.4 1, 683 174 .. 11.5 516 134 11.4 86 100 9. 585 plus....

-.\--.......=-......\
1, 515 178 7 5 1,113 192 7 6 349 150 7.7 53 118 5.9

TABLE 3- PERSONS AGED 65 PLUS, BY RESIDENCE ANO MARITAL STATUS, 1970

[Numbers in thousands(

Category Total , Single Married Widowed Divorced

Male-numbers.
Total 3, 433 632 6, 103 1, 442 256

Urban 5, 901 441 4, 240 1, 029 191
Rural nonfarm 2, 059 152 1, 500 350 57
Rural farm 474 39 364 63 8

___

Percent distribution:
_ _

Total 100.0 7.5 72.4 17.1 3.0

Urban 100 0 7.5 71.8 17.4 3.2
Rural nonfarm 100.0 7.4 72 8 17.0 2.8
Rural farm 100.0 8 2 76 8 13.4 1.6

Female-numbers.
Total. 11, 658 948 4, 251 6, 088 372

3. 795
.--

764 2, 997 4, 715 319Urban
Rural nonfarm 2, 445 159 I, 018 1, 219 50
Rural farm 419- 25 236 154 4-

Percent distribution
Total 100.0 8 1 36 5 52.2 3.2

Urban 100.0 8.7 34 1 1 53.6 3.6
Rural nonfarm 100.0 6.5 41.6 49. 3 2.0
Rural farm 100.0 6.0 56.4 36.8 1.0

TABLE 4 -MEDIAN YEARS OF SCHOOLING FOR PERSONS AGED 14 PLUS AND 65 PLUS, BY RESIDENCE ANO SEX, 1970

Male Female

Residence 14 plus 65-69 70-74 75 plus 14 plus 65-69 70-74 75 plus

Total 11.9 8.8 8 6 8.3 12.0 - 9.1 8.8 t.6
Urban 12.1 8.9 t 7 8.4 12.0 9. 4 8.9 8.7 '
Rural nonfarm 10.7 8 5 8.3 8. 1 11.2 8 8 8 5 3.4
Rural farm 10.0 8. 5 8. 8.2 11. 1 8.9 8. 7 3.4
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TABLE 5.PERSONS ,AGED 65 PLUS LIVINCIN "POOR' HOUSEHOLDS, BY RESIDENCE, 1970

ihumberism thousands,

Family members Untelated individuals

Residence

Poor Poor

Total Number Percent Total Number Percent

Total 13, 447 2, 342 17 4 5, 686 2,890 50.8

Urban 9, 532 1, 259 13.2 4, 395 2 087 47. 5

Rural nonfarm 3, 147 923 29.3 1, 160 7.748 64. 1

Rural farm 768 159 20.E 74 ,3r 38 50.9

TABLE 6.MOBILITY LIMITATION DUE TO CHRONIC CONDITIONS, PERSONS OF ALL AGES AND 65 PLUS,

- BY RESIDENCE IN STANDARD METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREAS, 1972

Plumbers in thousands/ 4

Residence Total

-

With no
limitation

of mobility

Has
trouble
getting
around
alone;

Needs
help in
getting

around 2
Confined to

the house

Hum bers
All ages , 204, 148 197, 690 2, 609 2, 074 1, 775

65 Plus- 19, 924 16, 418 1,151 1, :27 1, 027

Inside SMSA 12, 207 10204 605 748 650

Outside SMSA, nonfarm 6, 813 5, 483 492 508 330

Outside SMSA, farm 903 732 54 71 47

Percent distribution.
All ages 100.0 96 8 1. 3 1.0 0.9

65 plus....,. 100 0 82.4 5 8 6.7 5 2

Inside SMSA 100 0 83.6 5 0 6.1 5 3

Outside SMSA, nonfarm 100.0 80 5 7 2 7. 5 4.8

Outside SMSA, farm 100 0 81.1 6 0 7.9 I' 5.2

I Does not need the help of another person or a special aid but has trouble ingetting around freely
2 Able to go outside but needs the help of another person or of a special aid such as a cane or wheelchair in getting

around.

Senator CLARK. I know some of you have planes to catch. I thought
we might close with Mary Ellen Lloyd. She has some film slides for
us to view. They are not home movies, but they are on Virginia.
Please proceed.

Ms. LLOYD. If you have any questions as I show them, please ask.
This is one of our Head Start kitchens. It shows the CAP agency

components working together.
We have five transportation aids and one of them is a cab driver.

We use one agency vehicle; otherwise, they use their own cars.
Mr. SCOTT. What is that btue object?
Ms. LLOYD. Oh, that is a waste basket made out of
Ms. MYERS. No, the box that--
Ms. LLOYD. It is a waste basket made out of egg cartons. Is that

what you mean?
Dr. MORRIS. We could not make it out.
Ms. LLOYD. That is one of their craft projects.

Aft
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About 67 percent of our karticipants are female. However, this
particular site is about evenly divided.

Volunteers help at the site. We have a site supervisor for each site,
but she-could not do it, alone.

Next one.
FELLOWSHIP AT PROGRAM SITES

The most important aspect, of our program is the fellowship. They
are really having a good time.

We can go rapidly through thee. They show some of our activities
at the site. That is an old game called fox and geese that has been
revived.

This is a bgame that is called Dutch shuffleboard. We brought °lie
unassembled to each site, and the participants sanded and sealed it
and put it together. It is popular with both the men and thewomen.

This is a fancy scrabble game. It has a revolving base. This site
has three or four scrabble games going at once.

At "this to they use as many household items as possible for their
crafts. They use all kinds of plastic bottles and tops. Like that little
vase with the flowers. The vase is a bottle top. These can be done
very cheaply.

The women love to make quilts. They do them to give away or to
sell. These were for Head Start children.

Here are the ditty bags they made for the Veterans' hospital.
Representatives from. the Virginia Commission for the Visually

Handicapped gave this program. They are demonstrtiting talking
books to a lady who is legally blind, and here they are showing a
gentleman how to use a letter guide.

From time to time ministers come to preach.
These two gentlemen and this lady are participants at the site and

they take about 15 meals to the homebound every day. Here they are
visiting with the people to whom they have taken a meal. Sometimes
the homebound become involved in the crafts being done at the sites;
for instance, they might make a square for a quilt.

They often have to drive, way out into the country and walk through
the mud to get to some of the homes.

This was Senior Citizen Day at Dublin Community College and
some portraits of happy senior citizens. They had box lunches for
everyone. They all really dressed up. They had up to 200 people that
came to the Senior Citizens Day-140 of them were from the nutrition
sites.

She won the prize for being the oldest; she is 95. She is very active.
These were just a couple of happy people I took pictures of.
Senator CLARK. Very good.
We appreciate all of you coming. We look forward in working with

you. Thank you for coming.
Mr. BRYAN. Thank you Senator, We appreciate the opportunity.
[Whereupon at 2:55 p.m. the hearing was adjourned.]



APPENDIXES

Appendix 1

MATERIAL SUBMITTED BY INDIVIDUALS AND
ORGANIZATIONS

ITEM 1. STATEMENT OF JACK OSSOFSKY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON THE AGING

The National Council on the Aging (NCOA) is a private, nonprofit organization
w hose membership consists of individuals and organizations throughout the coun-
try ii who -erne the Nation's older citizens. In 1975, NCOA will mark its 25th year
of providing leaderskip in ,the field of aging to public and private agencies at the
national, state, and focal lev els. We continue to be a national resource for planning,
mformatorn, and service in those areas affecting the lives of the Nation's elderly
population. -

NCOA welconins this opportunity to express its views on the problems and
potentials of the rural elderly ii ith emphasis on the programs and services provided
under the Older Americans Act to this significant segment of theelderly population.

Throughout its history, NCOA has n especially concerned with the unique
problems of older Americans resicjkfg in rural areas. In the-late 1960's, NCOA
conducted Project FIND for the Office of Economic Opportunity. This program
of research and seri ice a as carried out in communies in 12 different parts of the
country. The project sought to locate the elderly poor, tolearn something of the
source and amouteof their income, their state of health, housing, needs for
assistance of whatever kind and to help them secure the benefits of such services
and resources as might be available in the community. When there were no such
s vice, and resources, it sought to stimulate their development. The research
co acted as part of this program discovered a sparcity of services and of facilities
in ru 1 areas. In comparison to their urban counterparts, the rural elderly were
found o have lower incomes, to be less likely to be employed, more likely to.sown
their,own homes, although the dwellings were more likely to be substandard, and
to be much inure likely to have transportation problems.

In 1968, NCOA published for the Office of Economic Opportunity-la manual
which described a comprehensive program for the elderly in rural areas. Revised
and updated in 1972, the pamphlet succinctly summarizes the evolution of the
problem facing older people in rural areas:

"The problems of aging we are facing today have emerged comparatively
recently in rural parts of the country where three-generational family life pre-
vailed up to and into World War II. The post-war boom, which brought with it
mass migratmi4 from the country into 11 -city, left many rural areas m a period
of transition and upheaval without tl financial capital or the manpower re-
sources required to develop economic nd social institutions that-could balance,
or at least complement, the growthof urbanized areas. The job rush to urban
areas has left behind numbers of older people, many of whom have been poor all
their hi es, and whi5se traditional sources of economic and social supportthe
family, neighboring friends and even the country doctorarc no longer available.
Few organized community resources exist to fill these gaps and the possibility
for developing new resources is severely hampered by the limit, l funds available
to economically depressed or stagnant areas for communitywide services and
programs."

Tim RURAL AOLD POPULATION

The data are clear. The elderly in general do not enjoy an acceptable standard
of living and are discriminated against in raanyFederal programs designed to aid
all Ann ricans. Many rural Americans, regardless of age, also face a low standard

(GU
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of living and similar Federal discrimination in social programs. Thus, to be old
in rural America is, more Often than not, a double burden.

Consider: One:third of all the elderly in rural itre;o:and 41 percent of leelderly reside outside metropolitan e iii pot erty. compared to 25
in the central city and 17 percent in the suburbs. Yet, Department of He, 1, Edth
Cation, and Welfare statistics show that 75 percent of the SG Vica ed to
income maintenanee program, in 1973 went to metropolitan areas .'or ample, 67
percent of the 82 billion in the food,stanip program h spent in ui

NLcities. While It is true that 75 percent of our total population rest ui metro-
politan areas, only a0 percent of the poor reside there

In housing the story is much the same. Sixty percent of the substandard housing
reported in the Nation', comities is in rural areas, one-fo :rth of those do elling,
:ire ()helloed by the elderly. Yet few rural count' le iblic housing program.In the health field, 140 rural counties have no p 43- percent increasein the number of medically deficient counties since 1963. Yet, in 1973 DIJEW
,peat only ,7 million out of $175 million on health services debt ry in non-metropolitan areas At the smile time, or perhaps as a result, the rut al elderly
suffer metre chronic conditions and limitations than their urlian liver,. Not only
do they suffer fr. lin years of neglect III the health field, but they ere inereasingly
faced with few doctors and no transportation to medical facilitiesw inch chi exist.

Transportation remains the noniber one problem for rural older Americans be-
cause it mereas...s the distance between people sand, mint importantly, betweenpeople and critical services. Ytt, since 1960, 146 bus conqinnie, have ceased
operations in America and nearly all of them were in vibes of less than 21,000
people. Why then does the National Mass Transportation Act of 1974 prim ide
not more than $500 million out of 811 billion in total authorizations for ruralareas' Once again, rural Americans have been short-changed by the Federal

, Government and those who suffer the most w ill be the rural aged. A, usual, the
elderly, be they rural or urban, find theniselx es at the bottom of tilt, bonp

t*.

NCOA PROGRAM:, ANO 'MK RURAL ELLIFRLY

Over the years, NCOA has attempted to make appropriate deeisionmakers
aware of these existing program gaps, as well as to work with all levels of govern-
ment to develop new resources. Service delivery to the rural aged is an integralpart of all NCOA programs

The National Institute of Senior Centers provides piug1.uu materials, training,
and,assistance to a nationwide network of senior centers and to others whit work
with older people. The Institute conducts ieseach, conferences, mid seminiars and
establish(' criteria for the construction, operation, and planning of senior tenter,
NISC. has discovered that many Senior Centers in rural areas hate great dfffieult v
in 'coping with the special and tongue problems of their local communities beeause
of limited funds, few organized community resources, and, most importantly,
inadequate transportation, To overcome these obsttiele, requires ,great ,cleativItv
and innovativeness. Those programs w uch hat e been successful 1pive been skill-
fully coordinated by actively seeking caTt the elderly's need, and dealing o ttlt them
in ways compatible to the local table structure. Successful programing is also more
likely when individuals aggressively Nevi; out and utilize those few local resources
which do exist Through its monthly newsletter, NISC has at oanpted to imike Meal
grollps aware of PX,i,titkg itit !Utilized resources such as the Extension
Service and Farmers Home Administration of the Department of Agriculture.

NCOA has just completed a major research study for the Administration onAging on the s,t at us of senior centers and club, throughout the country. Frin:unary
data reveal the following disltvbutioi of senior centers 'clubs

RUTCOMall
too (pace ( parr itt)

25.5 74..i
17.2 82. 8
44.6 55.4

Senior centers
Club, (part of larger organizfition)
Independent clubs

Despite fh (act that over 40 o mem of older people are found in nomnetro-
politan areas, tla re is a concentration of et nters,elubs in urban, sit tines. Alt hough
the independent elubs seem morewquitably distributed, it must be pointed out
that these organizations hat e limited resources and, its a result, pr 'tide few; ifant:. services,

s. The ,',National Institute of Industrial Gerontology provides services fir and
assistance to business, labor, public and pH. ate agencies, and unix ersitie, on the
problems and potentials of workers, both men and women, over 40 years old. Otte

6
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of the main fultetiop, of the institute is the pro\ ision of training and technical
assistance to the U.S. Employ meld Seri lee to increase sensiti it y to the needs of
middle-aged and older torker. The field stalioni this polject has had extensvie
experience in the problem, faced by older Marker. in rural areas ho need emplo -
nit lit. For example, 1\ erking the local State employ [tient office ut
Mont., placement of tatter Work rs has doubled etalipared ti the sante tuuc penod
in the pie\ 4t,11, t tat SIIIIllar iwkit ;we( itiph.Ltd ut Furt itni

here the emploj ma lit office has di elopen an "adopt the older Walker" plait as
/EMU\ anon, in contacting applicant, for seri ICC llrainatic increase, in placement
lime resulted. Titt,t, ,ttect,t, deluuu,ttute t -% a-t putt !dials vi Inch t the
employment area In rural area, \\toil det1,1k)11111.tk1 r, art made ass are of the 'weds
and capacities of older \\ ork'ert.t.

Senior Cuimmmuty Ser.\ ice Project ISCSP) pro ides part -tune employ meat
to people 55 and vier under title IX of the Older Americans Act, :hid ()plat ion
Minstreant of tht Dipartinent of Elt-t, en of N('O.As 26 SCSI' programs
ale either completel located in rural areas n r rititg rural components. For
example, ill Iltintington, 11", Vat, the subctatti acting agelicj, With assistance
from N( OA, cleclopt d a senior personal aide pr.( twain orint( d tots main-
taining older pi rsoit, the coninolimy and preventim, pro mature institutitm-
ohzation. During De& ("alter 1974, the sena tr persomal seri ice aides helped their
peers relnaul in their home, by pro\ cling the ft nitving seri ices. (i 54 home
225 plaute call-, 155 transport anon assistance seriwts, 352 referral., and 465
direct assistancl. ".er ices. -

fil another predominately rural program in Vermont during the smite month,
Piirallec-, pro\ ided the folltni log services. 23 mental lit alth aide, ed 425
ietardecl and nuatiliandicapped children, nine extension seri Wt. wales ,cr% ed
3111) elderly pour, CI lordinat mg st'l \ t+) till III, pro\ululg t raii,puctat ion to
doctors and drugstore, as I\ 1'11 a, C1.1111).M1 )11-hip .old outreach to iiii it elderly
puma.. eight senior center aide, assisted With the title 1,11 AtIA nutrition program
by preparing meal-, dell\ (Ting weals to the homebound, and :imaging for
supportive services.

\\ hat Nel/A s experiences III those project, dermtatrate is the costuming
seri letyprt W inotrant gaps Which exist rural areas a. as the poteinnils that
alder People themseh es have fit filliug the,i( gaps Whou gieit the chance. Un-
fort tinatel:,,,, fund, fur these programs are limited and the number of older ptl.tple
employed, compared to existing litqa-1.-, for ser\ices and jobs, is minuscule indeed.

The National Voluntary Organizations for Independent nig for the Aged
t N \ OI LA), A nth a membership of 161 organizatitais, tri er,,tes the imploniaitatit
if Operation Indelpeudt net', a demonstration project funded by the Adminitstra-
lion OIL Aging. Di signed to stimulate the voluntary sector ui clevitlopitts,,-cinn-
flaunty alternatii es to institutionalization, this progitoti has a strong rural
emphasis. It hic, become clear that the area agencies on aging ha\ e been estab-
lihed predominately in luta\ Ily populated areas, In Ni' ,]'irk State, fttc,,etxt.tanplit,
the 65 counties vitro authorized to set tip (diet, tai aging autl act as AAA's. To
date, only three-fourths of t host c ttintis ha\ c set tip those oflice --the one-
folic th of the countil, loch ha not are pinuarily rtlitd. As a result. indR Anal,
in these art a. cannot take ad\ antagt of title III and title VII program.. I'\ en
those rural areas m here AAA', tut\t icon they tend ti) _r huge

ograplue areal 1 here etrceti\C programing 1.econa.,.
Tin refore, Operation Indepedt lice, geared to the stimulation and cool (filiation

if progrannii4 for the aging leis taken on a rural ft wus The etalatioration of the
public and tainitary sector Is especially important in rural areas NN here few ..,en

ex ,t timid tIltr,t that do arc not s ii enfically designed to ,.cr-% C it. altcrtiatie,
to institutionalization. As a result, the rural elderly are more vultiexaltle to
premature inst ifutionalizat ion than their urban livers. After 1 year t f activity,
)peiatit tit 1111'1 piqu.h. uco con\ iii es N("0A of the need and potential a Inch exJ.-tt-

for eiwouragang the oluntarj, teetor-- church groups, seri ice clubs, the Grange,
and it her oluntary organization, to create nett sot fur the aging it to
expand those that already exist. And A\ t' .11a1 C 1/CCOnle Con \ illeed that it .3 in
rural areas that such a program is the most vitally needed.

THE 01.1M.R AMERICANS ACT AND ittRAL AMERICANS

The Congress has an upport unttt to extend and strt ngthen the Older Ann ricau,
Act during this session. Ottr experiences soma to indicate that in the past 3, ears
the rural clderl, e not meek ed adequate attention in the program, authorized
ti n& r the (MA. One reason for that natfortunate neglect is no doubt the inadequate
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resources which the AdminlIktration on Aging hat available ti fiiliill Its mandated
role. Coupetijion fur Federal money, at the State and local It %els is very keen
and the status of the rural elderly often result_ in their being shortchanged.
Adequate funding level- 'under all titles of the OAA would less.sen this competition
and make it more 'likely that the rural areas nuuld obtain their fair share.

Iiuw ev er, further, more aggressiv6 steps are also required: N COA has called
for a more systerriatic *-valuation of the operations 14 the area agencies on aging
AAAs, before a tmal v rdict can be.tenderecd on their future.. The extent to which

AAA's have been developed in rural areas and a comparison of rurld, urban
AAA's operations should be a mayor component of that'investigation.

The nen title VIII special Krvice program which n as included in the recently
hill 111.11. 3922) extending the OAA has potential promise for the

rural elderly. While NCPA has questioned the process by which the pnority
areas Were chosen, ne support the concept of setting national pronues. The rural
elderly would particularly benefit from the emphasis that this proposed title
could place un transportation services and housing renovation. Yet, we must
lie careful not to V7.elticle other equally impurtant concerns such as health care
delivery and multipurpe senior centers.

The multipurpose senior center must be recognized and utilized as an effective
service delivery mechanism in all parts of the country. Tide V must be extended
and strengthened to provide for operating costs and staffing as well at.; faeihty
renovation. To date, nut a penny has been appropnated for this title, and, as a
result, thoui.ands of -enior centers struggle to provide essential servicete in dan-
gerous facilities nhich are understaffed and inadequately programed.

Particularly in rural are and small conies, the senior center has the potential
to provide the most effective and efficient method of service delivery. By con-
centrating mailable serviices in one locale, transportation services can more
easily be pro-Aided. Knowledge about the availability of service- is also enhanced
in rural areas whey. rvic .-?z are grouped together in one or more facffities.

Further, in these time-, of economic region and increased unemployment,
title IX: Community Semee Employment for Older Americans, needs; to be

xte nded and expanded. The need fur employment among older iv orkers is great
and continues to grow. Our research and experiences demonstrate that middle-aged
and older workers are neglected by existing I)epartment of Labor manpower
services arid programs. As usual, the rural elderly are e en more overlooked than
their urban counterparts. Yet, we find that in those fen cases n here attempts
have been made to develop rural manpower programs for the elderly, the results
have Veels very promising. unfortunately, the fi d mailable fur the title IX
program an or the a...tstance provided bey NCOA to the Employ-
ment Sen e cannot begin to meet the ceiatinuing and grow ing need.

In gene . I. ne recommend that the Congress mandate that the rural elderly
be given t stir fir hare of programs and services authorized under the OAA.
Because o deplore any Federal program which discruturiates again?;t people
because if n re they live, we must make especially .ure that the OAA is a model.
of equitable 1 tment of all older people.

Let us nmem r that one out of five. persons in rural Anil-nca is elderly and
that they account for 41 percent of all older Anincans. The OAA truest be designed
to meet their needs and utilize their potentials.

ITEM 2. RESEARCH PERTAINLNG TO THE ELDERLY: REPORT DF
PROGRESS; SUBMITTED BY J. PATRICK MADDEN TO OFFICE ON
AGING, PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE

PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF REPORT

During the past 2 year., the office on aging iformerly the burau fur the aging)
has provided three separate grants to support research eff.rts on their behalf.
ii) a $32,000 contract for evaluation of the eongn-gate meals program a. It a..;
operating in 1973 in Luzcme County, i2) $50,000 for produciton of a sene; of
social indicator data books on aging persons, and i3) $75,000 to do a multi-
county replication and exten,sion of the Luzern County study.

The primary purrakse of this report is to indicate the Nork completed up to
this point in time, and the direction to be taken in completing the nurk under the,
third of these grants. This report includes materials prepared, by Sam Corde-5

See statement, p. 38.
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Bill Sauer. Jane Goodman, Mary llosterman, Mary Margaret Pignone, Agnes
Shawn Scanlan, and uteself

The funds provided by the office on aging have been augmented substantially
by two project, of the Pennsyl% ama State Uni% er-ity Agricultural Experiment
Station )17S-1 and 1s)44) including funds from Coop erati% e.State Research Service.
USDA, through the Northeast Regional Project NE-6N, "Paths Out of Poverty."

ComAti.civri k'., 1;% IX4TION'

An evaluaten of the coagr.-gate meal, program in Luzern(' County, Pa_. has
bet n concluded. A similar study is row underway in fit other countits In the
Luzerne Cl,intv stud% , two key feature, Of program c frectr.taiess %%ere a xamined:

I. Participation To hat extent is the lir-gram si ming the p.aential target
population? Are there significant segment- of the elderly bat -income population
that do nut participate' If ,u, what type- of persons .residing in isolated areas,
Physically handicapped. etc.) are being missed, and how can the program be modi-
fied to facilitate, their participation?

2 Dietary Effectiveness Does the pr.) gram lead to impro% ed dietary intake
of those who participate? Do some typ,-, per,ons g., %cry low gain
more than others?

FA ItTICIPATION FINDINGS

A sample of program participant, and nonparticiyaut ui Luzerne County
were interviewed during the spring of 1973- a total of ...76 elderly per a- Results
of the participation analysis are reported in a report by Pignone and Se11111.IIi 171.
1 hrs report contains the methodological results developed by Scanlan as a com-
panion study using the same data. The purposes of the research were:

. 1. To de terrnme to a hat extent the centers were reaching the p. ,r and or
iseilated elder!) persons;

2. To devOop a typology of participant, and nonparticipant, based on degree
of a conomie, ,RhYsical, social and psychological independence; and

3. To de%elop instruments fur measuring independence among elderly- prnons.
ParticwIts acre found to be more se cialh int oh-.(.1 than nonparticipants

by ,%ery measure of social isolation explored Further longitudinal research is
r.quired to determine a hether this greater social contact is a result of the meals
program itself, or whether the-program attracts more socially in%olved !arsons,
which would imply that the program merely substitute, fur other means of social
contact. There is some indication that the participants :ire not the pre dominantly
socially is slated persons that sonic had anticipated. Rather, they appear to be
highly socialized with a desire to increase their involvement.

fhe congN,.gate center,. were not succeNsful in attracting a high proportion of
the elderly poor. A number of persons below the poverty line for both participants
and nonparticipants roughly paralleled the proportion of elderly poor for the
county population as a a hole. More interim% e taftritach effort, gill be required if a
greater proportion of the poor are to be strved by this program.

Participants exercised moderate to high independenek on c ery measure
taisen. Nonparticipants exhibited a bimodal watt r,n o. both extreme independence
and extreme dependence, particularly with regard to economic and physical
rip eets of independence.

Feunoznic and physical independence scales: were succ(ss-fu4 constricted.
lloa ever, the social and psychological items proved to unscaleable. Some
correlation existed between economic and physical independcgice. The ration-hip,
howeer. was weak

The analysis of data re% caled an important methodological iproblem. An
acquiiskeent re.ponse set wows operame among persons intnenieiied in this study.
That is.. respondents tended to agree with both a statement and its coneNc It
is suspected that the acquiescent response) patters: a ill bes preltent in research with
elderly person, to a degree not normally expected. The, implication of this
finding for gerontological research efforts are immense

No simple pattern of independenee-dependence was evident among the older
pers'Ir) interviewed. These data confirm the belief that older persons cannot be
easily classified. There is a tremendous %ariety of needs, desire,. and life-styles
present among them.

Further research concerning independence among elderly pel-sons is needed, as e

part of an overall effort to develop a clearer understanding of the total scial-
psychological environment in which the elderly must)and do live,.
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Die T1BY I3IP1( T 1ND VALIDITY :-TUDIt...

Nulntion intent ',Pon pp /tram- /b11.4 lit t alnated te, detennil heir effectii o-ne-- III reaching their it improied nutninin in the target popul n. Amcdtial
tiarratis es of benefit- to tip intended n-k group are no longer adequate. In in ttto( the ne(d for accoulitahilit3 in -t(end program- imied at nutrition intc riention,this study ws di-tinned to

Test mqed 1. gs- 1( r ne ,1-1:it f 1. or,(n.11 intik( itrge grollits
persons (a( r age to I

ompire nutritional intake- of par' it utartts And nonpirticipants In a eon-
gregat( in( als pntgrini. espectills in the more iiiterabh povelation groups. those
with k w income and those hi tag alone.

NILTIDA301..001( tL TUDILS--% %LINT] of 5ILT11013, Vbf.D

Intl rnal validity ha- been de fined as "how far a test measure:. w hat. is intended.-nut y- hate wade test- t, the n liability of their measetp-
nient-t, fewer bait attempted the task of de...eloping methods of a sting for internal

v.
In conjunction uith theNLuurne County study in the -pnng of 1973, a validity

study uns done to CX2,11.11Il tilt pr.' inlets of using the 24-hour dietary recall a-the t,a-i- fir group clinpan-ons dietary Intake. The paradigm underlying du-
validity study L that them should be a close corre-pondence between, two alter-fla-
n% e measure-. of dietary intake- (I) repented data, based on 24-hour dietar re-call, and (2) obseried data. obtained oh-crying the respondent during the meal
reported in the 24-hour dietary recall. The method found to be suitable for theNalidity -t(.dy in the present -ituation was as follows.

el t The intake- of hit item- i of the congregate( menu by the participant- Were
ob-rried unobtrusisely by hie intersieu Representatlie serving:. were
weighed. Appointment- Were made with these :ubject- for interviews, ostensibly
for information as to health -tat u- of the respondent. Use of the health and disa-
bility questions with the 24-hour dietary recall seemed to ma-k the fact that the
real purpose of the interview was to test the ability of the elderly subject- t
remember foods eat en

.21 Subject:. were -elected from three congregate meals -RP, included in the
larger impact studs-. Two of the sites are typical Luzerne County mining touns,
with populations similar to that of the larger impact study in such demographic
characteristics as previous occupation. income housing, ethnic background, and

ears. of -chooling The third -lie is an urban city.
(3) F r. each of the 76 - ubjeet-, the nutrient intake of eight nutrients way

computed, based on obet(ried and reported dietary intake data. For subsequent
-tan-tteal aualyq-, nutrient adequacy ratio- i NAit's) were also computed from
each if the iatakc value,. As expected. statistical of the .N A R data yielded
the same rysults a the based on the intake data. The SAIL data were
arbitrarily -elected for purpose- of the -tanstical anal -I. of the Nalichty study:
data as presented here. the MAR alu. wore also computed, based on obverted
and reported NAIL 'saint...,

14) Tests of the N.didlly of the recalled-intake were done b.s statistically com-
paring obsersed with reported intake for eight nutrient- le tested by
using paired-t test.. an.d regression analy-is. In the paired-t test, a significant
difference was shown in the %atm( for kilocilocc-.. but not for the' means for the
other nutrient.. 1--mg more pouerfulitests in the regression analysts, a strong,
statistical rel.:tom-hip is.t. found. the R2 .w a- statistically iignificant for allnutrient- The regression result- indaated that for kilocalories, protein and
vitinizu A, -mall inta'ke-, tend to he as erre ported and large intakes underreported

This effect may has e elements of the phenomenon of "talking a good diet,-
with those who eat -mall amounts thinking that they should eat more, and thosewho eat large amounts well lware that they pmo should cat le-s In general,
however, the validity -cud confirm- the use e:f the 24-hour dietary recall for
making group compan-ons of dietary adequacy.

2 Cold !tern.1 were erred in paper containers in paper bags. .t few of these are eaten atthe (-ewer., but most re,pondents carry home the major portion of (turn Thus, think( ofthese item,. could not be ob.erred.
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Further P-ting of recallf d intake data !an aging population- is needed, with
demogr iphie and -aoieconoimc characteristic- different from those
papulaiiiin. Further study should al-ti be considered in relation to type 431717"

ieN%, r be used. training methods, and into-slew techniques, and characteristics
of the re-pendent such a- heating, mental actut, and fanalianty with foocL-
Ito (e.iizuag do- need. another me thodologwal study has been initiated with

pribe.tigator This stud* et, to compare 24-hour recall
ws +h 7i1a n P. rci.itice ne Ovid- Imola data for gr+111, compan-on-
if ta: rcall The data for this -tudv hae boon cllected is now
und rw.r. will be cmplettiid by February 1975

ka T -11.1)1' IN IXZI. \T1"
Ti. Luzern- Count , impact study NNW- de'.1g11(1:1 tU test whether lower dietary-

d %Nati iiiiiiparticipation in a ctngrcgate meals program, low
income. or In mg alone.

The population sampled in the impact -Andy included persons er age 60 who
were- e rthe r I participating in the Luzerne County Oingregate meals program
(ailed Moors ( lub ur '2, residing in location- near the participant popula-
tion 'Phu, *he ..impfil is not considered reprc-entan'.e of the entire elderly
population of tht count The sample is designed to pro% idt. a companson group
a- -molar a- possibl to the participants. to facilitate the impact analysis.

ranee par ioipat ion w.l a variable under consideration, the participant sample
for ;his stud, was deNe loped from attendance lists from the congregate meals
e e tine r- All p..rticipants were contacted in three small sites, plus a random selection
if half e the participant- front t n larger sites. Approviniately two of

tho-i vont acted g.e%e complete data The sites included were chosen a example- of
the combinations of size and location pos.ible,bemung the 12 centers in
operation ill the count..4t the time.

A sample of per-i'ins eiaer 60 were inter% iewed Of the -c, 323 were participants
in a congregate meals program and 245 were nonparticipants front the --ante areas.
Dietary intake data as reported by 24-hour recalls of these subjects were anal zed
by multiple regression, controlling for iait.eral relevant factors.

Figure 1 contain- a gompari-on of two participant categories (Diners v. non-
participant., in regard to the proportion of the sample reporting inadequate

1,7 percent of RDA). The solid bar represents Diners. the cross-
hatched bar represent. nonparticipants For each nutrient, the upper pair of bar-
represents males. while the slower pair represent- female- Among females, the
Dine r- reported inadequate diets le s. often the ti did nonparticipant., for seven
of the eight nutrients t the exception being \ it :MOH Alllong the male subject-,
the result- were inure' nearly equal. The cit.unin A intake of Diners is le, often
inadequate a- compared with nonparticipants Tho: difference could be due to
increas d consumption among the Diners. The regression analysis
-how eel this pi be signifie ant only in the lower income group., however

For the impact -Pat, the independent %ariable- Include d size (i e
incIn alone. nit iiine, congregate meal- participation, site of program, ,ex and

,ig of the subject, self-t-se-um nt of lutiilth and inter% iewer. Differences were
examiiiiid to determine the impact or the prograin on the dependent Nanablez",
who n include the intake. of eight nutrient-, and the MAR (tbe arithna tic mean
of the d of the ti(itrielits to their It 1).1 %alues) Analysis of the data
lead- to the f lletn mg conclusion:

I Congregate 'NI, al, Program Participatioregard to the hypothesis
that troop- rtieipants in the program -how higher a eir.ige nutritional intake
than do ie partil 'paw., the oil piasiti%e results we re for itarnin A. Liin-inconie
subject- who at a program meal eDinersi re ported greater intakes of vitamin A
than did low- income group- without the program meal ,nonparncipant and
non-Dinersp irticipant- who did nut eat a priigrani meal during he 24 hour -
c.,tered by Pie inter% tow). The pro MD impact was not significant for higher
incon suIqt et- No significant ha nfi due, to prograni participation was found for
tic of *no other -.PA a'n nutrients, or far the MAR.

Ascorbic arid int doss for participants are lower than for nonparticipants in t hi-
staid* This result a- -molar tie. that reported by Joe ring fur a congregate meal-
program 191 and Ia1 other worker- for institutionalized piipulations 110, 111.

In the title IV.operation reported I.* Joenng. addition of noire fresh produce and
fruit pikes corrected tin* situation.
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FicuttF. 1Percentage of Person- with Dietary Intakes Less than 67 Percent of
the Reciunnicnded Daily Allowances by Nutrient, Sex. and Participation Category.

2. Income Income as an independent % ariable proved to be significant for
vitamin A, in that, among the elderly with loss income-. those with a program
meal ha% e significantly higher intakes. This sugge-ts that the %egetable in the
program menu does make a difference. Income is also a significant %amble with
regard to Iron intake,, which show gradual increments with increasing income
level... Nonparticipant low-income females without a CMP meal reported the
lowest values

For % itamin A then t ere i- a 4gnificant difference between Diners and the
other twin participation ateguries at the lower income leaved,. Therefore, for the
low-income subjects, we can reject the null hypothesis that there 1s no difference in
vitamin A intake associated with program participation, those with the Diner,
club meal had significantly higher intakes than the otht r subjects. For the other
nutrient., any difference in intake associated with income is nonsignificant.

3. Household size (Living Alone). For this population of elderly subject, those
living alone did not have significantly different intakes from those Laving with
others Therefore. for this population we cannot reject the null hypothesis that
there is no difference be tween tho,c who live alone and th,t,e oho have with ethers
in relation ,to nutritional intake Thee results hace elements similar to those
found in the Jerusalem study 1121, in which household size was usually non-mnifi-
cant, and at time. reversed in its effect, from the pre ailing %iews about the defi-
eiencie. of those who li% e alone. These results also tend to suppet tho-e of the
Black study (131 in Bedford, County Pa

Perhaps this variable interact- with ethnicity, since %ery different effect- haw e
been aeon in different oupulations. These effect, could be related to ethnic views of
living alone, effects of participants' le% el of socialization, and to ethnic pattims
of the extended family, acting e% en when the aged person is not having in the same
house.

4. Home-Produced Food. Elderl subjects who had home-produced food re-
ported qignificantly higher intakes of energy (kilocalorie-). iron and protein than
did thce4e without this source of food. This result mac be a reflection of a surrogat
effect, those with home-produced food may he different from other subjects in
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...et era! aspect. tudtrectly related to nutrition. For cx.tritple, those with g..rdens
may be healthier, more act u, and more interes.tt-d in obtaining adequate food in
general. This re-tilt underlin the analytic importance of controlling for home-
produced food in doing impact anal) -i. of the pe undo rtaken here. oth,rm ii this
factor could obscure the true effect of the program.

5. Other Variable- --Site, self-a .e..ed health, and the utti ri it %ter N.iriable-
proved to be non.ignificant in t hi- .tud'. with the. laipul.inion

lather re.* areli -hould iii ikdk , if pi . longitudinal -bull, .A.(01111/114
data for -nutritional change before r-u. aft, r .i resiotildi nes partieniotii ii in a
congregate meal- prograin. It w as hoped that this type of -tudy could to done
here but with tithe con.tra int. and uuuuticipati d program ch. - this not
pti .ible. Howe. er, de.piteithk. inherent 1% eakrie,.- of ertist en( 1 data a
related to food intake changes, it is felt that the }rocedurt. of making c
between Diners -nd non-Diners. a, well a lit twi en 1)hzier..klid !Lamm .cip..at in
a multiple refire nni nitidi I. has i,,1_11 effectiie tt thilitiut for t, 4.1tiat

Thu. stud} should be replicated in a di. tr-ity of cultural leer i. di iiititu-i.phi.c
context.. Risoilts of tin. roe Count. impact -tudi should not tie intet,,letud
a. an indication of the dietary imp.ket of the nth \ 11 congregate mc.11 program
currently operating rhroughtilit the -United mate-. The -tidy r rtk d Le re i.
f.tr tit() !Milted in -cope to perniit national or et ui stab 1% Id(' pe Ucy imft i net-.
Other istudie now under.. are de-ignd for t hat ;umiak .

I- !Mil it P.F.SE caeii NOW UND1.1n1.1Y

The et :dilation of the l.uzc me Ctuint) program i. be ing replicated in fi st more
counties in Penn.1..1nm Allt ghi-ny, Cameron, CI( arfield. Ihintingd. 4, and
Dauphin CIlliltle, 'mine 644 interIen. of elderly pi rise int:lading 200 nitilti-
pha-ic screening examination. and 153 dietary ref all-, hat o be. n compl. ted.
The data are be zed. A follow up urt ey of the --a1111. pi Ni n- i- scheduled
for May Cminge. in health, nutrition, social participation. te`, be
antilvzd in relation to program participation.

The an .1. in the additional counties. goes well. be. and the -.cope 44 the tlizt rue
County .tudy .kdtrit Ilinal ma.ures of social-p-t ehtilogic..1 indicator. --itch a-
-elf-c-st social participation, morale, life ,att-foclo nu, and ga it! nil lei ling Al

ell-bc mg are being nieusaired Wiirland and Sauer hat t had the major a
fur this, aspeet of the .1 ud . The anal -i- also intludt a di termination of,

ph hcalth and nutrition.k1 -tato., under the direction of Dr Cortle.: The
autritional impact of the program al-0 bung anal% ci, based on dictate` recall
data obtained at two points in tune ilJ spring of 1974, the .objk-.,ct. Lid }u-zt
ret.entl- pint d the coy igregatt tite.0 psi r,un, and 1 y ar later. during our
spring 1975 surges of the s one - =abject. 1)r.. Madden and \\ right have.; primary
re.porusitillity for the -du tar., Impact anal} .1. The conceptii.d and method ,h incaI
ba.e for the dietar:. impact anal; 1. will be the -samt,...1.. LILA undtrly ing
the Luzern! Citunty impact -tudt therefore no additional di-e!..-ion of that
part of the will be gi en here. Both thi social -p -} etiological Worland
and Sauer) and the 11*,1 cal health anab (Ctirde-± fort tar di.st,--,Ion-
here

I. Social-p.ychologleal altiation of the .ociikl-psy chologleal
componentponent of the congregate meal- program bstoot ated l,t t'N eral cone( rn.

a) To what extent doe. participation in the CMP hat e an impact ao the
p.y chological well-being and attitude- of the participant., such life -..0140( (ion,
morale, .ocil part pa tion..ocial isolation,in, at I it tide tiew.erd the pr-grain, t tc

in) What are the social and p., eliar.fen ri-tic. which difft
participants from nonparticipant-9

te! IVIlat are the social and le,ichailogical char:act< ri -tic- which differentiate
4 between those inch% idual. what. Illitntional need. are tidekplatk .1 4)1)1)0.i d to

those whose need. are not?
id) Ti, what extent to the nutritional aspects of the C:\ IP lia%e tin impact on

the .ocial-p. chological U(.11-beinz of this participant?
le) To what extent are ecological factor. to g ighluirhood char.ieteri.tie.)

associated with both ping nutrition in and social -pr) chtlhigical we ll- being'
if) flow can these data be utilized to generate an outreach program which will

aid in identifying those elderly w hose need,, both nut nt itinalb and psycht
can be served by the CN1P?

The analytic model b which the social-ps chological evaluation guided,
suggests. for example. that both macro and micro charactcristics along with
household charm:act-is-Ales could ha. e an effect on the degree of social i.kilation .11
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individual experience. Further these characteristics might influence the degree
of independence of elderly persons. These two faeturs, social isolation and in-
dependence, may in time affect the individual's awareness of or decision to par-
ticipate in the CMP. On the other hand, participation in the program may act as a
feedback mechanism and reduce social isolation, elevate ones morale, etc. This
is, of course, an oversimplification but itillustrates the direction of one aspect ofthe analysis. --

The design for di( social-psychulogioal comporu rut of this e%aluation cults for
data to be collected in three waxes. The first wax e includes only those data which
dealt with the respondents' life satisfaction, morale, and degree of societal inter
gration. This took place during the spring of 1974. The second nave, it was de-
cided. -would be collected telephone interview. This procedure allowed us to
maximize the information gathered for the social-psychological component,
while at the same time allowing for more intensi% e data collection with regard
to other components of the project in which direct interviews were both necessary
and advantageous. Since the data collected in this stage was demographic in
nature and respondents were previously alerted to our calling, it was felt that
such factors as lack of report, which are sometimes problematic in this type of
inter% sew, would he minimal. The telephone survey is now being done by three
interviewers. We expect this will be completed by December 1.

The final step in the data collection deals with gathering data on various eco-
logical factors relevant to where participants and nonparticipant.. live. This data
'-ill provide an indirect indication of the degree of isolation individuals experience,
options with regard to friends, organizations, and other eating facilities and
services avairable in these areas. This data has been acquired through the we
of 1970 census data (by enumeration district). We are currently putting tht
data on tape and ne expect to have it ready for analysis by December 1.

The data analysis is intended to be directed towards ansnerioig the previously.
posited questions. While we feel we can address all of these concerns to some
degree at this point, it is quite obvious that in the final analsis answers-to some
of these questions will be dependent on the second wave of the study (spring
1975). The data now available will provide a benchmark against which to measure
changes over time.

The final presentation of this data in report form will be 'done in two compo-
nents. We will first present our findings relative to the evaluative concerns of
this project and discuss their implications for participants and policy makers.
Second, we will provide technical reports containing the statistical analysis upon
which our conclusions c-ere drawn. The intended audience for these technical
reports will be other researchers. The statistical techniques to be used in this
analysis will primarily be regression analysis and logic analysis.

2 Physical health analysis.-The original objectives of the health aspect of
the congregate meals program (CMP) evaluation were to describe and analyze
(1) health problems as a barrier to participation, and t2) health status as modified
by program partieiphtion.

To date, the steps completed in tf eeting these Objectives include t 1) conceptual-
ization and measurement of health, and (2) collection of data. Analysis of the
data is now underway. under the direction of Sam Cordes. With respect to the
conceptualization and measurement of health, a thorough review of the literature
was 'undertaken. On the basis of this review, health was conceptualized to include
three dimensions: general health status, behavioral aspects, and incidence of

Most of the data on these three dimensions were gathered by inter-
viewing approximately 650 persons age 60 and over. General health status was
measured by ap..king respondents to make a self-assessment or subjective evalua-
tion of 'their 'present state of health. Measuring behavioral aspects of health
necessitated asking question.. on days of physical dsfunetion, functional mobil-
ity. and utilization of medical s .rices. Measuring incidence of morbidity .required
the respcmdents to indicates ether or not they currently -or previously experi-
enced specific diseases, i ries, and impairments. The questionnaire or subjeetix e
data r-as stir r.leinented y clinical data from a multiphasie health screening exam.
Approximately 150 persons in Dauphin County received cinch an exam.

One of the ancillary products of conceptualizing and dev eloping health meas-
ures v-as a report entitled. "Measures fur Evaluating the Relationship Between
the Congregate Meals Program and the Physical Health of the Elderly."

The aboye-mentioned data were collected during March, April, May, and June
1974 and edited during July, August, and September. These data will be instru-
mental in meeting the objective of "describing and analyzing health problems
as- a barrier to participation." Work on this objective will begin immediately

t.
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toniparing w -ing anal, sit of ariance and multiple regression) participants
to ion poitiemants with respe ct to the k,riuus measures uf health. Simultaneously,
work will commence on two additional themes. explaining %ariations in health
and 4-Nainiiiitig the relationship aniung general health status, behavioral aspects
of health and incidence of morbidity.

The task of explaining %amnions in health requires a multivariate model in
which general health status and beha% ioral respects uf health will be regressed
against such N ariablus age., sex, incidence of morbidity, and paiticipa-
tout In the CMP. Because- one of the eplantitory factors is participation in the
CM P, a preliminary asse -slue nt uf the relation between participation and health
can be, made. How et r, estimate of health impact must wait until the second
ruined of data is gathered early in 1975 so health changes c)%er time can be meas-
ured, and comparisons can be made between participants and nonparticipants.

It is anticipated that this <could round f data collection will be a replication
of the first with respect to both question irt and inultiphasie health screening
data. Howe% e r, the gut stionnaire will be modified on the bash uf our analysis of
the spring 11c e7-1 surd'. . One of Our priniar, reasons fur examining the relationship
among general health status, bchalural correlates of health, and incidence of
morbidity k to .issess the potential fur greater parsimony in data collection. That
is, if it is determined that one measure or net uf measures is an adequate prosy
for other measures, certain questions in the questionnaire may be deleted in the
second round of data gathe ring. This result will hike methodological implications
for further CN.LItiationa of the CHIP, both in Penthy ania and elsewhere,

SOCIAL INDICATORS FOR ELDERLY PERSONS

Bt -Kit-, the congregate meals program e%tiluation, our research has produced
a series uf social indicator books tune for each of the 67 counties in Pennsykania,
phis a state summary ). Indicators of pcnerty, minorities, liking alone, lend in-
adeetuate housing were deke loped from the 1970 census fur total population and
the elderly, ponnItition. Data were presented by the minor coil division and (in
Philadelphi) by census tract, using computer- generated neaps and tables, The ,
data books are being used by State and local officials to locate congregate meals
site- .end other social ser% ices for aging persons. This work was funded by a pant
from the PenrueNkania Office on Aging, Department of Public Welfare. A
similar series tef books, also funded by department of public welfare, now being
produced is related to children. a series on adult. will aLso be produced.

Thirty copies of each of the county data Imola, acre delkered to the Office
on Aging, to be distributed through the four regional °filets teethe counties One
hundred cow of the State summary were also d6li% ered A small inventory of
additional copies are a%,eilable for ale (at cost) through the department of
agricultural economies and rural sociology. Approximately 300 of the books
hake been sold up to the pre-sent time, primarily to public service agencies in the

ariAsets counties.
LOOKING ARE AD

Ilk septi-mber 1975, all the work discussed here should be completed. We will
submit redditional reports of our research findings, as the %anions components
of the work are completed

The, methodological - tidies by Goodman and Geraa%itz seems particularly
rele%ant to Federal officials in Office of Management :Ind Budget and elsewhere-.
The impact estimates related to dietary intake, physical health, and social-
ps% chological well -being will be of interest to program officials in Pentis I% ani a
and ukew here. The o%erall re-se-arch methodology being de% eloped in this series
of studies has definite nit along fur further research no3,, being planned, especially
the national evaluation effort

The social indicator data books project has be( n considered quite useful from
the standpoint of program officials set king factual data on which to base program
plans and proposals foriundeng, .1dditional uses can be made of these books and
the data files and programs created during their production. Other States hake
expressed an interest in repheatung the data books, And in Pennsylvania, further
analysis and presentation of the data are underway, to provide even clearer
geiidance to program officals at the State, regional and local

For the department of agricultural economics and rural sociology, this series
of grants from the Office on Aging has pro% ided a welcome opportunity to make
a significant social contribution.
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ITEM 3. IN DI STItI1I. DEVELOPMENT AND THE ELDERLY: A
LONGITUDINAL AN. LYSIS '

By Frank Clemente. Ph.D..- and Gene F. Summers. Ph.D.3

The impact of industrial development in noronciropoixten regions upon the oconomie status f the
&god is analyzed n.11-.11 nhturel field experiment with "two group, before and after" design. Data

from 5yoer study 0964.1571J of the construction of a largo manufacturing facility in total Illinois

at. compared' to parallel data item a control region acres All state. The findings suggest that in.
iustnal development accelerates the decline in the econornie status of the oldorly--espocially retirees,

These waifs augur d1 for the financial emllboing of the aged residents of the many small communi

ties actively seeking large industry,

THE tendency for small towns and villages
in the United States to serve as retirement

'havens .for` the elderly has long been recog-
nized. As early-as-1933; --Stunner and Kolb
labeled the small town "America's old folks'
home" More recently. Fuguitt (1965) has de-.
scribed an estcess of older pent+ as the most
outstanding characteristic of small towns 111 the
United Slates. Other researchers who have
noted the surplus of aged individuals in small
towns include Covgill (1965), Smith and Mar-
shall (P63). and Youmans (1967).

This concen tration of older people in small
towns is the consiounnce of two demographic
processes F.rst, the nut - migration of young
people -ark Fc....corid, the in- migration of both re-
tired firmer-, (Taeuber, 1970) and retired ur-
banite, ,Bat.der & Ducrflinger, 1957) Al-
though no ore satiable can he isolated as the
sole &tern:plant of mgrat7on (c)'Roake. 1972).

torciderations a-e nerally viewed
a imp-rtaii' t..pl.,na tory factor; (Purcell,

21 In regard to the floss of retired 1:idl-
y! tali to sq all :Is, for cx,Ami..1c. Bauder

t
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and Doetlinger (1967) have noted that the
lower cost of living in small towns compared
to larger cities (Kreps; 1967; Orshansky, 1966)
is attractive to people who have limited re-
sources and fixed incomes That the elderly
population of the United States is dispropor-
tionately represented at the lower income lev-
els (and hence must take advantage of such
cost of living differentials) has been well docu-
mented (Riley & Foner, 1968; US Senate Hear-
ings. 1969).

Given (1) that older people are concen-
trated in small towns and (2) that many' of
them are there to take advantage of the lower
cost of living, the question arises as to the con-
sequences of a drastic alteration of the economic
structure for the Mot residents of the com-
munity. For example, if a service ("enter for
an agricultural h.ntcriand ,tiddenly develops a
large industrial complex. what is the effect on
the retirees who have sought economic sanc-
tuary in the atea7 U.,like the younger resi-
dents of the communits. older people cannot
compete in the lal)ei market and arc unable to
take advantage of the nev economic opportu-
nities generated by indasirial development
(Taylor & Jones, 196-11. In short, of all the
groups in the community, the elderly is one of
the most sulnemble segments of the-population
and one likely to be adscrsely affected by the
construction of an industrial complex.
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

The practical importance of research_in this
area can hardly be ewer:stated. One of the
major trends in industrial development in the
United States is the construction and relocanim
of large plants in nonmetropolitan areas (cf
Crecink, 1970; McEheen, 1970, Weitzel',

x

1969). These areas a:r.atria.tnive to Industry
because of lower ta reased land and
and water costs, etc Similarly, small corn:num-
ties anticipating increased revenues, expanded
employment, and a stable economic base are in
ever increasing competition to attract industries
(Marshall, 1965). In fact, thq US Dept. of
Agriculture's Year/too:,, 1971 included a chap-
ter entitled "How a Town Can Attract Indus,
try."

Yet, beyond the genera( assumption that
these new plants will benefit bath Industry
and community, large manufacturing complexes
are built with only a minimum of social plan-
ning (Smith, Hogg, & Reagan, 197?). And
certainly, the little planning winch dcne
does not focus on the effect of the mew Indus,
try upon the economic status of the elderly
residents of the area. This is unfortunate be-
cause, as Merton (1949) has pointed out, phe-
nomena which are functional for a social sys-
tem at large !may be dysfunctional for some
segments of the system. Hence, even if indus-
trial development is beneficial to the commu-
nity as a whole, it may be detrimental to groups
within the populatie.". e.g., the elderly resi-
dents of the area.

Recently, Palmore and Whittington (1971)
presented data ivhich suggest that the relative
economic status of the aged declines as indus-
trialization proceeds. Given the argument pre-
sented above, it is reasonable to assume that
rapid industrial developmcnt accelerates this
deterioration of status. Accordingly, we propose
the following conceptual hypothesis Indus-
trial development of small communities is di-
rectly associated with a decline in the. relative
economic status of 't'he elderly residents of the
communities, We believe our unique data set.
developed from 5 years of intensive monitoring
of the construction of a large industrial instal-
lation in a small community, provide: an ex-
cellent opportunity to test this hypothesis.

RESEARCH PROCEDURES

Background In April, 1965, Jones and
Laughlin Steel Corporation (J&I,4.0unced

plans for the timeluprrent of a citator-pioduc-
lion c6mplex at the village of 11..nnepin 11960
population 391) m Putnam Cowry. III. Put-
nam Courty, which had a f74.1-:auk,n of 4,750
in 1960, is a primarily a.;ricultural region in
north central Illinois Co:isiractim began in
the spring of 1966 and operat. .i at the "Hen-
nepin Works" began in December, 1967. This
facility is a heavily capitalized, -1,1-a-model*
cold rolling mill v.1,h p,,; roll of appr.Annatel),
1,050.

DI:a Two study areas were identified.
F:rsi, as alt "caperimental" re con, we utilized'
all of Putnam County and
of the three convgnous cow:tics- Segments of
surrounding counties care mcludea on the
basis of previous findings (e g Wadsworth &
Conrad., 196) that a considerable amount of
"leakaete" occus when a large industry locates
in a small c. innutait, t..e selected a 41
comparable rc,,ion across the staleIroquois
CountyIx t "contra(" region Both regions
(1) are both eq,:?thstant from Chicago, (2)
had sinul it highway, and rail %a% s%stems in
1966, (3) were rural agricaltural regions set-
tled around a courtly ,eat, and (4) e.ere simi-
lar in democ.raphie ccrrip-usition. Extensive dis-
cussion of the selection of the cm.,rol region
as well as de.aded comp-isous cf. qm regions
on social, dcmog.anhic, and Ct5310MIC variables
can be (third in Summers, Hotigh. and Folse
(1969). Let it suffice to Pat,: that the research.
was planned L. apprwmate a "..attire! experi-
ment" ana the:Ay allow us to take advantage
of the many virtues associated with classical
experimental design

In June, 1966, when constraeam of Henne-
phi Works was still in the earth moving stage,
we interviewed 1,128 had of households in
the experimental and 411 heads in the control
regions The samples were selected on a prob-
ability basis by means of a nailu-state duster
format flee O'Meara, 1966) Fwe years later,
in the summer of 1971. after fiermepin Works
had been in full operation for ow; 3 years, we
selected and intervieued different probability
samples of household heads :n 'ooth s-udy areas.
The number of rexpordents in 1371 was L029
in the experirnel.tal region and 377 in,thyon-
trol region.

Economic status was oper7oionalizeki as total
income of the respondent in the year preceding
each survey. Change in per eix:a income has
traditionally been regarded as one of the major
economic consequences of indusinal develop-
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spondent had reached age 65 Table 2' pre-
sents the median income of both age groups by!
region and year. In all instances, the income
of the aged groups is markedly inferior to that
of non-aged groups. These findings parallel
previous research on the economic status of the
aged te.g., Palmore & Whittington, 1971)

More importantly, the data in Table 2 pro-
vide strong empirical support for the hypoth-
esized decline in the relative economic status
of the aged. First, the non-aged residents of
the experimental region experienced substantial
increases in income over the study period.
Wilde they were 5100 behind a comparable
control group in 1966 by 1471 they were S355
ahead. The aged residents of the experimental
region. however, did not fare nearly well
%;s-,k-s Is their counterparts in the control area.
Although they mere 8582 ahead cf the control
group in 1966 this figure had deerct,sed to S80
in 1971 This finding suggests extremely lim-
ited leakage of direct economic benefits to aged,
residents of industrializing erinnunities and
has profound practical Implica,fons.

;bent (Kuznets, 1963, Moore, 1963). Due to
the skewed nature of the income distributions,
median, rather than mean. ialues are presented
(see Blalock, 19T2 t We also calculated median
per dependent income (total income divided
by household sleet, but because the trends in
these data acre virtually identical to those of
total income, they arc not reported. All sta-
tistics, however, including means, standard de-
viations, and cuciatents of skewness are avail-
able from the authors

RESULTS AND Disctissiors

Before turnm,r, to the changes in the reliic
economic status of age groups, it is useful to
examine the charactenstics, of the sinples on
variables precious research has demonstrated
to effect income Table 1 presents compeTisons
by age, education, sex, labor force partication
and race by region and year

The data in Table 1 indicate a close corre-
spondence between the samples on these key
variables The comparability of the 1966 sam-
ples lends credence to our assumption that the
socioeconomic composition of the control group
closely approvirn ited that of the experimental
group. This finding allows us to place reason-
able confidence in our research clesio as sie
turn to the test of the Hypothesis

The samples from both regions v,cie dichot-
omized on the basis of ivhether or not the re-

Table 1. Charactensocs of Head, of liou.oholds
by Reston and Year.

. _
%. u,..14.- 1-r<,-...,.1 Ream' Contre) R,I, 7

'....
1,1.6 MI 106, 1,1

Mean ace 14 1 41 n 44 o 4,- c

Mean fcloezetor. 1' 2 11 5 11 0 11 2

1 males 0'2) It 5 Z) 0 I4 0 22 1-

'Sot as la1re
force 9'1 -f, 3 24 2 17 o 21 *

black. ^,) 0 :A 50 50 00
1 i20 1 020 4.1 17;--na

Since iie are interested in the relatlie eco-
nomm status of the aged rather than absolute
axon c, 11 is #itAl to examine changes in the
proportion th it income comprises of the in-
come of the nor) -aged. These proportions are
presented iii Table 2 and also sup.poit the hy-
pAhcsis In 1966 the median income of the
aged residents of the experimental region con-
stituted a proportion of .396 that of the non-
aged residents of the same region By 1971,
tb's propoition had dropped to .339 ,Offer the
same time spar), proportions in the control re-
g:on increased front 319 in 1966 to 339 in
1971. More specifically, while the aged 'resi-
dents of the experimental region %sere falling
behind their younger counterparts, the aged
residen-ts of the control region is ere slightly im-
proving their position.

Tabki 2 Media's income of Heads of Households be Age, R.zion. and Year.

1971
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Table 3. Median Income of And Heads of Households by Region, Labor Force Status, and Year.
-41-7816 loll

.feed's Aged's
Cotter Propoettegal -,_ Dear Prepoetonal

N Newe Scan ____T___ :4 lisems Sews

ktkos
La' cr For.

SUtus

Esterments: r,z a
Lao, lei
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In an attempt to shed some light upon which
segments of the aged population are most neg-
atively affected by industrial development, we
dichotomized the aged groups on the basis of
labor. force status (see Table 3). Taylor and
Jones (1364) hate suggested that retirees are
one of the most economically vulnerable seg-
ments of the population. On the b,,is of this
line of reasoning, we would expect that the
economic status of retirees would deteriorate
more rapidly than the econontici.11y active
aged since the latter are able to take at least
some advantage of the economic opportunities
generated by industrial development.

The data in Table 3 demonstrate several im-
portant factors. Firsts in all cases the income
of the economically active aged is sop.orior to
that of retirees. Second, in both regions the
gap between these two groups increased over
the study period In the exper :mc,ital region,
the difference between the aged in and those
out of the labor force increased froin $747 to
$2131. In the, control region, the thilerence in-
creased from S97 to $2429 Thus, in both re-
gionsespecially the controlthe economically
*active aged clearly outpaced their retired neigh-
bors.,

Third, and most import int for the presei.t
analysis, the data In Table 3 highlight the
limited extent to' which the aged residents of
the experimental region even the economically
active benefited from industrial development
By focusing cn the proportion the income of
the aged groups comprises that of the non-
aged groups, the relative decline of the aged
residents of the experimental group is apparent
For example, proportions for the ecorromicalli,
active aged In ,he experimental region increased
from .422 to 503 over the study period. At
the same time proportions for the rec.:tom-ally
active aged in the control region increased from
.297 to 569 In other words, while the work-
ing aged in the experimental region increased
their proportion of the income of the younger

Vs

.349
333

residents by .086, the proportion increased by
.272 for the working aged in the control re-
gion. Finally, while similar proportions for re-
tirees in the experimental region decreased
from .305 to .268, they increased from .288' to
.353 in the control region.

These findings strongly suggest that neither
the economically active nor the retired aged
residents of the experimental region benefited
from industrial development. In regard to the
economically active group it was found that,
while the proportion their income comprised
that of the younger residents increased over
the study period, this increase was less than
one-third of a similar increase in the.control
region. And for retirees in the experimental
region, It wr.s discovered that the proportion
their income con.stittned that of younger resi-
dents actually decreased over the study period
while retirees in the control region experienced
an increase.

CONCLUSION

The analysis suggests that industrial develop-
ment of small communities is associated with a
decline in the relative economic status of the
aged residents of the area. A hypothesis to this
effect was subjected to empirical test and re-
ceived strong support. Given the large number
of communities actively seeking to attract in-
dustry, this finding has considerable pragmatic
import As was previously po:nted out, a sur-
plus of c7e 1 individuals has been described as
the most outstanding demograptc character-
istic of small communities in the United States.

As one reader has cautioned, however, in-
dustrial development has many other effects
en the elderly. For example, what impact does
such development have upon the cost of living,
the men.al lioalth of the elderly, the emergence
of community facilities and services for the
aged, and the local tax structure) Unfortu-
natdly, our data are not amenable to these
problems. Hopefully, however, the results of

8i
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the present research will serve as useful points
of departure for further research upon the im-
pact of industrial development upon the aged
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ITEM 4. LETTER AND POSITION PAPER FROM AARON E. HENRY.
NATIONAL CENTER ON BLACK AGED, WASHINGTON, D.C.; TO
SENATOR DICK CLARK, DATED MAY 9, 1975

DE AR SENATOR CL I understand thr;t you have presided over a hearing
on ' The Older Amencan4 Act rind the Rural Elderly, The National Center on
Black aged is particularly com7irned with the employ nient problems of aging
rural blacks and has prepared a position paper entitled, "Manpower Needs of the
IVral Black Elderly."

Since the extension of the Older Americans Act will almost certainly include
an expanded title IX employment program, we hope that the paper may be of
help to you and the Committee un Aging as you consider the problems of rural
Atnericans.

Sincerely :

AARON E. HENRY,

(EnclOSUrtt

ABSTRACT

The Congress is now considering major changes in the Older Americans Act:
Title IX,

Congress
Service Employment for Older Americans." This title

promotes work opportunities in cumin-unity service activities for unemployed
low- income persons who are 53 years old and older, and who have poor employ-
ment prospects. V

This manpower program for the elderly indeed all manpower programsare
of special interest to all aged, but particularly black aged who suffer from higher
unemployment and pove rty ratts-than their white brothers and se5ters. Further-
more, title IX is of crucial importance to black elderly living in rural areas, be-
cause they suffer from the same hazards facing urban blacks and face the addi-
tional hazard of living in rural areas.

The National Center on Black Aged discusses below the special manpower
needs of rural black elderly, the lack of manpower services en rural :tress, and some
suggestions for impro% ing the deli% ery of manpower services in rural areas.

Ismont-c.rroN

The Manpower Development and Training Act passed in 1962 established ea
national program to train and retrain America's unemployed and underemployed
population. From the beginning, the Labor Department, which had prime respon-
sibility in administering this act, recognized the special needs of rural Americans
for manpower services, The Labor Department reported frequently on the high
levels of unemployment and underemploy-ment in rural America and the dis-
proportionate number of poor peopid living there. Furthermore, the Labor De-
partment pointed to the educational level of rural Americans, the lack of non-
agricultural work experiences, the Iiirdted number of jobs and job opportunities
in rural America, and the ?horteges of schools, training i,nstitutions, health,
transportation and related services, and facilities to critical fur supporting, or-
ganizing, lad c perating manpower programs. Beciuse of these special problems
facing rural persons, the Department periodically discussed the need for special
manpower prc grains for rural area For example, the 1965 manpower report of
the PreAdcnt, prepared by.the C.S. Department of Labor,' discussed some of the
problems facing one of the most de "e ed rural groupsfarinweirkers:

"The final chapter, on farthwetM.rs, deals with the adjustments farm people
hae ha.d, to make because of tht lung-term drop in farm manpowerzequirements,
with the low wages, irregular work, and substandard living conditions which
have peen the lot of most lured farmworktrs and with the major progit made
in 1965 in increasing job opportunities fur American harm% orkers, as sharp
restrictions were imposed on the use of farrnw orkers from other countries."

By 1971, the manpower report of the President included a critical evaluation
of the needs of the rural areas forananpocetr progfams, discussed analytical dilem-
mas facing tht development of stach programs, and stated that:

"So far, rural re-adt nt- haee not shared equitably in such services educational
and manpower largely le cau.i. of the ditLculties ed in serving a eatterd
population.'

Despite 13 years of experience under MDTA and the awareness on the part of
public manpower administrators of the special needs of ruq. Americans,. not
enough has been done to pro% kit manpower SE n. ices fur rural America, and today,

.
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the rat} , unemployed, and underemployed, are in greater need of man-
power'" services an their urban brother,

SPECIAL NEEDS or Ri.itAL BLACKS, ESPLC VLL RURAL BLA( K ELY

While the rural poor as a group are in desperate need of manpower services, the
greatest need exists among the rural 14.o k p polation. particularly our rural

black elderly Although substantial 4.1-nogration has taken place froM rural
areas by the black population, Census Bureau Cgures show that one of the
black population sull reside in nonmetrtpolitan areas Forthermor, the majority
of the black elderly continue to reside in the 4outhern part of the United States,
and largely in rural areas.

Elderly blacks are poorer The black elderly' are among the most disadvantaged
group in America. The Census Bureau reported that in 1973, 37 percent of all
blacks 65 years of age and older were in po% ert y, which was times greater thap
the proportion of elderly whites in poverty. The relathe poverty situation is
even more serious for blacks approaching age 63 For example, there were pro-
portionately four times as many blacks in po% erty in 1973 among the 55 to 5g
age group 125.3 percent), than among their white brother, and sisters aged 55 to
59 (6.1 percents, and three times as many bliicks in poverty among the 60 to 64
age group 129.6 percents, than among whites 19.7 per(iept).

Elderly blacks suffir mere from uoenplo7mer,t. Unemplo tnent levels are also
higher for elerly blacks than for elderly white-. In I ebniary 197.3, the U.S.
Department of Labor rep Irted that the unemployment rate for Negro and other
raced aged 65 and older was 6 2 percent compare d with S percent for whites
aged 65 and older. Bow eve,r, the employment s-tu-ation wa, mush more ,enous
for those approaching age 65. During the critical preretiremnt year when most
workers Are budding up their savings And social security and other private pension
benefits, black, exp.ience more serious employment problems than whites,- For
example. the umniplovrient rates for male Negroes and other races aged 45 to
54 was 10.2 percent in February 1975, or more than double the rate for white
snake aged 43 to 54 ,4.7 percent and 8.3 percent for mule Negroes and other
races for the 5.5 to 63 year old,, compared with 4.9 percent for their white counter-
partsFurthermore, the 1974-73 depression e- hurting the elderly blacks- more Ai.et
elderly whites, not only in terms of unemployment levels, but also in terms of
looking for work. A greater number of elderly *blacks have decided to drop out of
the labor force, perhaps because they have no hope of finding a job. From Febru-
ary 1974 to February 1973. the propert,on of Negro males aged 43 to 54 in the
labor force dropped sharply from 88 percent to 53.1 percent compared with a
slight reduction in the comparable white rate I from 9.1.3 percent to 92.6 percent
Furthermore, for the 33- to 64-year-old male., only 60 S percent of the Negroes
and other races are in the labor force compared`wah 77.4 percent for their white
brother,.

Elderly blacks hare lee, education Elderly blacks seeking work face the dual
burden of race Aid lower le% el, of education. At a time when a high school diplc,ina
1, often a mirumuru qualification for a decent job or training opportunity, the
C(nsu, Bureau report, that proportmnat(ly there art at 10..,t three times a, many
whites aged 6.5 and older with a high .ehool edtrtion than black aged See

table 2.) Indeed, 9 out of 10 aged black male, :nd 7, can of S aged black femakts
ha% e not completed high school. What is even more diffic,ilt to deal with is tin&
more than 5 out of 10 black males aged 63 and older and three out of four black
females aged 65 and older have oni% it grade school education or less.

Black, appro.tehing .age 63 also have serious educational defielenele, Aboqt
two out of three blacks aged 45 to 54 lace not completed high school. compar&I
with one out of three of their wh.te et.tmterpart,. For the .55 to 64 age groups,
three out of four black females and more than four out of five black male, nevRr1
completed high school.

Elderly blacks Kart the greatest raced for manpower'serrieet.Beeause of ,their
higher levels of unemployment, substantially great -r levels of po% erty, and their
significantly lower level, of education, black elderly are in greater need for man-
power services than their white brothers and sister,. Furthermore. the significantly
lower levels of education of black elderly suggests that manpower program,
designed for black elderly should int-lde more tune for adult 1,8,1c education and
remedial education Thi, mean,. on the a% erage, longer and more expensive man-
power services for black elderly than for white elderly or for younger age groups.
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outlay- for manp.4wer training and de tent, were only .4n. -third a- large a-
in rapidly declining metropolitan tint e).

The annual -pectal analy.e. pr art by tht ffIct Of Manage ntent and Budget
ha% e reflected a .intilar pattern. S.- perce t or more of It deral a.- -1,tanee
for 111..npoaer and . laploment unty program- n ported a- going to metro-

. politan ff. .1-. In fl-«;,l v. ir 1(1116:1.-e 41 in luns car 1911. and alme-t
sil pert'. nt e-ton tted f. r yt.tr lo7.) -

And. althin at( Labor I), partnictit .t -. If. rural .nrolintent in program- 1- Con -
cede d to he loa The figure- fur fl-. al year 1972 are pre,. nted the folloatng
table 3

ESTIMATED -RURAL ENROLLMENT l't SELECTED MANPOWER PROGRAMS, FISCAL YEAR 1972

Instdubonal
Nabonal contracts (OJT)
Neightortiood Youth Corps

New enrol)
merit, fiscal

year 1972

Estimated rural enrollment

Number Percent

150,600
..... . 24,800

186, 000
. ..... 65,000

29,200
6,500

28 950
20 400

19 4
26.2

15 5
31 4

753.900 174.600 23.0
. 31,400 17,400 55.4

81, 760 18.800 22.2
82,800 10,350 12.5

120, 600 14,350 11.9

10, 500 550 5.1
11,200 400 8.1

.... ..... 5,300 1,700 32.0

1,532.800 323,600 21.1,

Out ol scaool. . ... . . .
Summer. .

. Operation Mainstream.._ .. .. ........
Concentrated employment program
108S
Work incentive program.
Public serrate careers

Plan A
Plan 8

...,...

Total..

Source Office of Dnanc.ai management Information Systems, DRA, Manpower Administralgon, Department of Labor.
Jan 8,1973

An earhar am ly-t- of ft.-cal ;%enr 1'164S enrollment had -innlarly found that
441i1;% 24 percent of enr41Inient in a t.rk exile nence and training prt:ram, was
aec.anttd for hl rural unroll). -., It al-i report( d that "the a'. rage- ...pent on
(Itch rural enrollee u.e, only fut.-fourth 1 the a% riage -pent 1.11 ach urban en-
rollee. ' A mai. r n ason for thy 1- th fact that -uninier employment in the
Neighborhood Youth Corp., a program alai a It acrage (.4-t, account- fur
abtoit half of all rural Looki g at it in a -lightly duff rent mama r,
the Department np.trteri that an fiscal .%).,r 1970. manpower programs synod
a little 4 er 1(1 peretnt 4d the triad, n-idt nt- at he-td but 1.1113 N tat mem of the
rural r(-AidentA in need 5

CAL SI.S OF 1111s1:. 1:1:1; 11. NB 11.AM. 1. 1:1.0/11A1. M1:s1,4k%%},It \UITe RES

There are many rt a-un- a ty% rural art a.- ha% e not recen ed tie ir proportionate
-hart of nouipua r pregrant), Ip -only case-. the rete-on- can Pt traced directly
to the le ge4latedit. Lt 4 r ezt f 4(1mila-train( actioit- eate.t. the 411-ermunatory
prat ticr agair rnral

:some program- are de-,grit d liy It 41-lation t4, operate exelti-i% t 1:% in - urban
area-. Fire xaniplt, the node I eitit. niatipnwer program was dt-igrad basically
a a big -City pr,,gratin w it attering of.projeets in small tote it, of ititder 25,000
people. In thi: tin kit g* -tit net d for nice pntgratil, rat urban area:,
particularly taz reduce o titut-ins that might ea-e riot -. o.ot-. 4 t ouragt d the
Congre-s to pets, the legi-lation.

I Tbe Economic and Social Conditions of Rural Anic rica in the 1070 s part 3. ' The Dis-
tribution of Federal Outlays ..itfttig the 1.:.S Counti a tCotainittee Print. Senate Uoct rn-
raent Operations Committee). pp 40. 42. and 51---52:---

S see "-pedal Analysts N. Special Analyses, Budget of the United States Government.
various years . - , ,....

3 ReproOuced from Schmitt-op cit.. p 10. -,-,-- ---,

. Janet 1,err. Rural Social Prot,lems. Homan Services. and ocial Policies. Worl.ing Paper
4 . Emptwintrit-and Manpower i Social Welfare Reseal., h Ins Buie. Unicersit.t of Denver).
pp 7,-7. eitittif Department of Labor. Rural Manpotaer ' aft Issue Paper No. 3. May
1970

3 1971 Ifignpower Report of the President. p 130. cited ibid , p. 7.
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In some cases, legilatise requirements introduce discrimination against rural
areas. The "reasonable expectation of employment" naquirement in the IIDTA
law is a ease in point. In orier to avoid training unemployed people fur the cake
of training, the Congress spt cified that thcre must be a "reasonable expectation
of -employment" in an occupation before a training project operates. Unfor-
toriately, many rural 2' re-as. haws had rising h wtl. of unemployment due to mech-
altirttll I/ and othe r techntiogical ads an ts in agriculture, forestry, and reining.
aad hence thew lack shortage occupations which -.11w ai "reasonable, expectation
of employment." Subsequent amendments to the NIDTA act added mobility
allowance-, which enabled one rural areas to train people, locally and then
IrlioNC them to jobs in other communities, er to mow(' unemployed rural persons
immediately-to such other communities for both trainingand employment.

There are other subtle reasons why manpower officals hate not developed
and funded an equitable proportion of manpower programs in rural areas. One
reason has to do v nth money. Rural programs are far more expervise than urban
programs. Becairsi of the distances ins olsed in a per/sting ntral programs, niral
programs require more staff members. outreach. t ounseling, je.b development, and
other actin ales require more tray el time in rural areas than in urban areas. Further-
more, transportation costs are also higher on rural projects. The lower educational
levels of the rural population, the number c f non-English-speaking persons that

.1ise in rural areas, and the ,-mailer proportion of the rural unemployed with \cca-
tions3 c xpenences, greatly increases the length of any manpower training program
and hence, grtatly increases the per capita costs of rural manpower programs.
Manpower officials interested in developing arid operating rural programs have
to fight fur and explain thc ta_i_d for higher per capita expenditures for rural man-
power programs than for urban programs. Consequently, officials with the option
of financing programs in either urban or rural are are more likely to finance the
"cheaper" urban projects.

To those who have.The bureaucratic problems involved in designing, de-
s eloping, and operating coral manpower programs also contribute to the un-

illuigness or inability of manpower officials to spend an equitable share of funds
in rural areas. For example, succes4o1 manpower programs often require coun-
seling 5 rl ices, eth.cation and seicational training services, health and child care
services, transportation sere ices, and-other manpower related services. In urban
areas, manpower planners can depend on the existence of such services within the
existing city structure. In rural areas, how EN (r, such assumptions cannot be made.
Consequently, many rural manpower officials are hesitant to spend any time or
funds developing and planning manpower programs until they coordinate with
other agencies of government to des elop and finance other vital services.

Related to thislis the factor cited by a Congressional Research Service study.
Much cif the atit.cation of current manpower programs in favor of urban areas is
said to be due to the sheer inability of certain rural areas, lacking trained and ex-
perirneed personnel, to submit organized plans and projects -which qualify for
Federal assistance. Moreover, there is sometimes a COmplete lack of knowledge on.
the part of some rural gos eminent officials a s t o n hat assistance is available. These
problems could be further complicated under manpower revenue sharing.
, The establ,shrrient of a separate organizational unit to provide manpower
services in rural arc-asthe Farm Labor Servicealso contributed to propor-
tionately fewer manpower programs in rural areas. Since the Farm Labor Service
wan concerned primarily with the employment needs of farm rs, they concen-
trated their activities on recruiting farm workers for unskilled or semiskilled farm
jobs. Limited effort was placed by the Farm Labor Service on prodding overall
manpower s.r1 icesespecially manpower trainingto the rural population.

SUMNLA.EY

Rural people, especially thc rural black elderly, haze a greater per capita need
for manpower sea ices than the urban population, and this need is recognized by
Federal maniniwer officials. Ilucv es t-r, rural areas has c nc N er rec.& IN ed an equitable
share of manpower funds. The lack of jobs in rural areas, the dispersion of the
rural population, the greater cost of operating rural programs, the lack of resources,
faeihtn s and per - cannel, and the complex problems facing niral manpower (,banners,
are only some of the reasons-explaining why rural areas have not received their
equitable share of manpower funds.

The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 197:3 (ETTA) places
decisionmaking, puss er caw er manpower programs in the hands of State and kcal
officials, and allocates funds for all communities rural and urbanon the basis
of a formula in the law. Administrative actions can no longer deprive rural corn-
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munitiess of needed manpower funds. \\ filly the ('I.TA alloCat11.11 formula guaran-
tees sonie manpower fund, for all rural coninoputie. the formula it-elf doe- not
provide an equitable share of fund- for rural areas. One-half of the formula for
allocating CETA funds is based on the manpower allotire lit- of the preceding
year. Rural area" that wt re underfunded last par will IA -titularly underfunded
next y.,e,r and the uride rfuiding et ill co.,titrie a- low: a- the pr sent CET A
formula P- in effect 'I Isree-t With" of ;I:- CI,T \ fl. I:- will b allot. d on. the b:.,i,
of unemployment. Pre-era method, of Inca-m.111g ol.. uiplo:t an Pt do not accurately
measure "real" unemployment les el- in rural area-. as alial zed abuse Con-
.-equently, seen- eighth, 4 the formula used f. r :allocating fund- discriminates
against rural areas.

\
IttcommilsaisTios. s

Recommendations for unpros lag the fiaancing of !lumpy v.er sersiees in rural
areas, or for that matter, any other sersiee to rural area-, mu-t begin with the
Congress. Past experience has dearly demon-trated that admira-trators of public
programs cannot be expected to pros ide, equitable sere ices at rural art a- compared
with urban areas when decisionmaking user the location of programs is left en-
tirely or primarily at the-discretion of administrator.

Congressional action is required to make certain that law, make it mandatory
for administrators to provide equitable services in'rtiral area This wilt require
the following: ,

(1) Special rural programs The design of programs that by definition hate to
ens e rural communities or rural people. The, includes such programs as those

designed for,small farmers, migrant and seasonal farina orkers and for American
Indians on Indian rery .

(2) Financial formula guarante ig rural funds. Other programs of a national
scope should include a financial for ula for allocatmg funds betweta urban and
rural areas aeecTrdirig to criteria u hich will provide equity t. rural ores,. Poverty
data are recommended A,'he type of data that will unsure equity of funding for
rural areas. It is recommended, therefore, tha- legislative formula for allocating
funds between rural and urban communities rel.- a- much as po--dile on poverty
data, Official unemployment data under,iate ;fie true les el of unemployment in
rural area,. Consequently, unemployment less Is should not be used as a factor
allocating funds between urban and rural areas, until there is a change in the
method of counting unemployment to accurately measure unemployment among
self-ernploied per. and unpaid famil3, member,. Prior expenditure, should also
be avoided a- a factor in allocating fund- bet a cell rural-and urban areas, since
there i" ample es idenee of past discrimination against rural areas. and an expendi-
ture allocation factor would perm rtiate such discrimination. Indeed, the CETA
allocation formula needs to be es ablated and res i -ed to give greater importance
to poverty data.

Ad) Conurmiona/ mitre/. If allocation formuhi, are not included in the law a- a
means of sharing program fund, between rural arid urban area-. the Congress,
should inelude,,pecial requirement- in the law to tucouragr admau"trator, to
provide equitable services in rural areas, such as:

1a) Mmilnum percentage- of program funds that must be -pent in rural
areas;

el.) Speenil technical ass.e.tance funds for rural anus fur program planning
and development;

to A statement of eongre-4-mnal awarents- that rural programs may cost
more per capita than urban programs.

id) Directing that funds be allocated equitably among all group- to be
served, particularly minority groups;

tei Directing that funds he allocated equitably among geographic areas to
insure that all rural person--ss mid be eligible to participate, re ordles, of the
interest and willingness of State and local officiak to opt rate such program',
and in those ease, where lockd interest is opptr-e..d, administrators should be
directed to finance services through experienced nonprofit organizations.

t4) Appropriate operating agencie R. Ageencii- fimded to pros ide seysices. for rural
people, especially the rural black elderly uitI lime .experanced personnel,
knowledge and concern regarding the need, and aspi hons of the people to be
skived, commitment to effectisely and eetnaunically me rural people, and the
knowledge andlpersegence to tart reome any- and all OL chi in d-live g services.
In view of the limited human and physical resource-. asallabh in rural arta-, a
Monopoly on the delivery of services should nes er be.plaeed in the hand, f public
agenelm particularly agencies which have not had the proper experience in
dealing with the problems of the rural poor, ,pecially the rural pier black elderly.
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Both public and nonprofit agencies and organizations should be eligible to receive
rural mrippower funds, with priority being given to organizations chartered towork with the target population.

TABLE 1 -PERSONS IN THE uttitto STATES BY LOW-INCOME STATUS IN 1973, SEX ANO RACE

'Numbers in thousands'

White Black

Age and-sex of persons Total

Below low income level

Total

Below low-income level

Number Pert it Number Percent

Both sexes:
55 to 59 years 9, 217 563 6.1 842 213 25.360 to 64 years , 8, 180 797 9.7 807 238 29.665 years and over 18,754 2, 698 14.4 I, 672 620 37.1

Female:
55 to 59 years 4, 817 347 7.2 456 141 30.9
60 to 64 years 4,368 527 12.1 442 140 31.7
65 years and over 11,027 I, 896 17.2 957 388 40.5Male:
55 to 59 years 4, 400 217 4.9 386 72 18.7
60 to 64 years 3, 812 270 7.1 '364 98 26.965 years and over 7,727 801 10.4 716 232 32.4

Source' Current Population Reports, Consumer Income, series P-60, No. 98, U S. Bureau of the Census.

TABLE 2_- PERCENT OF PERSONS IN THE UNITED STATES WHO COMPLETED HIGH SCHOOL BY AGE, SEX, AND RACE
IN 1973

White Black

rTotal

Below low.
income

level Total

Below low.
income

level

Females.
45 to 54 years. 66.7 42.7 36.3 19.5

. 55 to 64 years. 54.2 .33.3 25.7 12.5
65 years and over 39.1 22. 6 12.6 9.0

Males:
45 to 54 years 65.1 38.5 33.3 23. t
55 to 64 years 51.0 30.2 17.9 11.7
65 years and over 33.2 18.5 10.1 6.5

Source Current Population Reports. Consumer Income. series P-60, No.18, U.S. Bureau of the Census.

ITEM" 5.. LETTER AND STATEMENT FROM TONY T._ DECHANT, PRESI-
DENT, NATIONAL FARMERS UNION; TO SENATOR DICK CLARK,
DATED MAY 6, 1975

DEAR SENATOR CLARK. We appreciate the opportunity to present our views on
the Older Americans Act and Vic special prubleins faced by our older citizens in
rural America. Our statement ickenclosed.

I want to thank you for taking the leadership in chairing this hearing on the
challenge presened to those administering the Older Americans Act and other
programs which should provide desperately needed services to our rural elderly.
As.yriti know,- many of those living in -rural areas face the special problems of
meaninglegs leisure and ekiforeed- idleness, of lino income, depressed economic
conditions, poor transportation, inadequate health care, and substandard housing.

I feel we must constantly rem'' id those administering such programs of the-need
for special innovative approaches to delivering these services to our elderly
citizens in rural America.

Thank you for your continuing work in this area.
Sincerely,

[Enclosure.)

8 o
>

To T. DECHANT. .
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STATEMENT OF NATIONAL. FARMERS UNION ost "Tub: OLDER AMERICANS ACT
AND THE RURAL ELDERLY"

Respect and concern fur the elderly should be one of the basic values of any
civilized society.

The effectiveness of the Older Americans Act in ser% ine those elderly who
reside in rural areas is of paramount imp rtanee t this. Nation'. doniestic welfare.

National Farmers Cnu,n weleumr.. the opportunity to continent on sonie of
the problems laced by older rural persons.

Today rural older 4rriericans make up 41 percent of the total elderly population.
Thirty -three percent of all rural elderly persons lire in poverty. Further, 60
percent of all substandard housing units in this Nation are in rural areas and 25
percent of these Milostatudard housts are occupied Ity rural elderly persons. Even
after a decade of official concern about rural health netd-, 138 rural counties do
nut hase a single doctoi. Rural areas in general have only one doctor for every
500 persons while urban areas hat e one doctor fur eery 200 persons. These
statistics establish that tile rural elderly are :t victimized population.

If the obvious need fur higher income were mit, many of the income related
problems would bepartia113 resoled. Nes ertheless, otht r critical problems would
persist. deficiencies in nutrition, transportation, health care, and safe, sanitary,
independent housing will always plague the rural elderly unit, we develop pro-
grams designed to specifically cure these ills. According to a Bureau of Labor
81 ttistics survey older persons set the following priorities in thtir expenditures:
food, housing, and transportation. In essence, we must design programs for older
persons which meet their specific needs.

Spine part of the rural elderly's plight can be attributed to the broad social and
economic problems of rural America.

Les.- th:tq,10 percent of the 1972 Rural Development Act has been implemented
in the 2 years since it passed Congress.

Rural posert3 has no boundaries our age preference. However, rural poverty
strikes hardest at the %%tak. And as many studies have substantiated, the aged are
socintv's most sulnerable person- Rural America faces a special challenge in
providing social setvices to a scattered population on a hunted tax base. Federal
outlays for some purposes may need to be substantially higher in. (1) low- income
areas where. the ability to provide sere ices from-State and local sources is lower
than in high-income areas, (2) are-aS of Ion population density which has e a more
difficult time in achieving economies of scale in providing -ervicts, and (3) areas
where the existing infrastructures (schools, hospitals) arc inadequate.

National Farmers Union supports the Older Americans Act. We recognise its
enactment a- an atttinpt to bring equity- ter the Older American. Moreover, e
believe that older people need A ell-.1rInghOtibe to define their needs, design pro-
gram- to meet the dt file d needs itnd provide technical assistance to the designed
programs. 1\ e befit e older persons need an ads ocate, somrone or an organization
which will be an aggro -si%e arm aiirl mice for all Okler Americans Tin creation of
the Adininistration on Aging pro% ides the framework for du% eloping an adsoimy
prograin for older American-.

A real concern which the National Farniers Union has regarding the Oldt r
Americans Act and it- unplementation is that set.% ice- are not being proidid in
sufficient`qualitiles. Each da% 4,000 'Americalis turn 65. Unfortunately , st r% ices

expendiffiros and quality set.% ices) are not increasing at this same rate.
8erices ti the elderly continue to lag far behind the rated. Older persons du not
have the ability to wait 10 or 20 year- fur solutions fu their problems. The true
fact is that olderIpersons will nut be :1111.e to benefit from the solutions we slowly
deliberate if we ccrntinue to move at our present pnee.

At this point in our testimony we want to turn your attention to the people e
know bestrural people The Natnnial Farm( r- Union has sponsored an older
rural workers public employment program for the past 9 yearsGreen Thumb.
\le are pleased to state that part of. Green Thuinb's funds come from the Older
Americans Act, title IX.

(-an Thumb pros Ides work opportunities and income supplement to !hose
whose income is below the povrty lest 1 las erage niplo3ment animal income
for (;reefs Thumbers is about 5I,500). The outreach sei%ees pro% ided as part of
the Green Thumb program sere the older rural poor and remind us that the
pockets of pu% erty which were exposed 10 3% acs ago have nut disappeared.
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Older rural Americans, for all practical purposes, have no choice. A majority of
them must accept life on a low, fixed income resulting in an inadequate standardof living.

Growing old in rural America is fraught with difficulties; hard-nosed solutions
are needed. While the aged are a higher percentage of the total population in rural
areas than they are in suburbs, they have fewer public services available to them.Specific services needed by the rural elderly are. nutrition; health; homemaker
assistance; home repair, and employment. To meet these needs for increased
service-4, programs must be expanded and tailored to fit the endemic rural way oflife.

Rural America is different from urban America. If for no other reason than the
lower population density in rural areas as compared to urban areas, problems of
the rural aged cannot he solved in the same fashion as those of urban older persons.
The distance between people and services command us to think of the problems ,
of older rural persons in different parameters. Of what benefit are services if they
are not accessible to the users? In limited terms this is the real problem older rural
persons encounter; the few services which do exist are located in places inaccessible
to many older rural persons simply because these persons lack transportation.

The needs of older persons, older rural persons are known. We encourage the
Administration on Aging to make use of previous analyses of needs studies and
the emperical data which surrounds them to develop bold new recommendations
of programs to meet these problems. We do not have the luxury of time to solve
these problems. Actions must be immediately undertaken to alleviate the distressof many older people in rural America.

National Farmers Union believes the following issues to be some Of the most
critical faced by the rural elderly. We further believe that the Older Americans Act
must be fully-implemented to address these issues.

(1) Income Older rural Americans must be insured of income at a level which
permits them to make-choices in the marketplace. Whether this increased income
is in the form of direct transfer payments or is made available through employment
programs such as title IX, the older Americans community service employment
program, higher incomes must he made available to the older person.

Often forgotten is the family farmwife who works hard all her life at home and
on the farm, only to be denied the right to her own social security accoun6mless
she and her spouse form a farm partnership. Thus, these family farmwives have
no income of their own, because during their working years their time was needed
at home. They then endure their later Years with token social security payments
accruing to them from their husband's social security accounts.

Further, rural older people have lower fixed income:v*1nm do older urban per-
sons. Rural older persons, specifically the family farmer, for many years wasdenied social security coverage, sub.selluently he/she receives smaller monthly
payments Part of this is explained by the fact that family farmers incomes,
from which social security payments are calculated, have fluctuated widely, re-flecting the instability of our farm economy.

Regardless of the reason for the rural elderly's low income, action must be taken
to supplement it. Money enables people to participate in life and dictates to alarge extent the quality of life they shall enjoy.

(2) One need not travel dciwn rural road4 very far before becoming cognizant
of the rural elderly's housing situation. Many rural elderly persons live in homes
far below acceptable housing standards. National Farmers Union believes the
Older Americans Act must do three things to improve the housing of rural elderly.
First, programs must he designed and implemented to provide home repair serv- ,ices to existing homes of the rural elderly. Second; new housing must be made
available to the rural elderly, who desire and can afford it.. We support efforts togenerate new housing for the elderly. Besides providing improved housing for theelderly, such a program would have a positive economic stimulus on rural econ-
omies. Third, homemaker services must he made available to the rural elderly topermit these persons to live independently as long as is humanly possible. Studies
have established that it is much cheaper to the public to allow persons to live Mtheir own homes than it is to institutionalize them. When institutional care be-
comes necessary, it should be available as close to family and home ties as is eco-nomically feasible.

We need to develop new and innovative approaches to providing services to
rural communities. For instance, a community service center might include a
retirement apartment complex, sortie nursing home facilities, a health clinic to
serve the whole community, with "visiting doctor" and paratnedical services whereno full-time doctor or hospital can be supported. Other community services could
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be included, such as dormitory facilities for high school students living so far
away that they must board ate ay from their family. The local library and com-
munity_ meeting rooms could be included. Such an approach could extend the
slender resources available for such services to rural communities and continue to
include our senior citizens in cunimunity life rattier than "warehouse" them far
from home and out of sight.

National -Fanners Union has had experienci in both home repair and home-
, maker services to the rural elderly through its (;reen Thumb program. The result.,
have,.been significant and directed our attention to the need for h plitionuide
effort in these two areas. The majority of rural elderly are physically unable to
make minor home repairs, e.g., repair porch fluor, replace windows, repair roof ;
these persons also lack the financial resources to contract with pm ate labor to
perform these repairs. The situation is simply these homes further deteriorate
and contribute to their inhabitants' declining health. Also, studies of the aged
have concluded that the older one becomes' the more important in the home;
hence the rundown, unsafe home lowers the person's morale.

Green Thumb workers 'have, and 6ontinue to provide, homemaker services to
the rural, elderly. They make periodic visits to the elderly's homes and assist
them with house cleaning, marketing, and other related home needs.

The need for these two services, home repair and homemaker, is dramatic.
.Many rural older persons lifestyles and tlic quality of life in general iii rural
America can be improved if resources are focused in this direction. Pilot projects
are not enough, they have proven successful. What is needed is a nationwide
effort to improve older rural persons homes and to increase their opportunities to
live independently in their own homes.

(3) As mentioned earlier, transportation is a real, pressing problem of the rural
aged. Public transportation services do not exist in rural America. In urban

- America, at least, the older person has bus services and/or tam services at his,'her
disposal. Whether they can afford these services is still yet another issue. 'How-
ever, some transportation services do exist. Older rural Americans have no public
transportation, they are entirely dependent upon their neighbors for mobility.
Renee they lead live, of IP close- ea some respeeqs. tut able util:, the 1:inited
services available -to them. In some rur4i areik, pilot programs are being started
to provide ptiblic transportation to the rural elderly. These programs are proving
successful as older rural persons are being provided the capability to gain access
to existing services.

The basic problems of transportation relate directly to the economic and social
survival of rural Amenca and are being treated through other legislative channels
We urge the Administration on Aging to provide leadership in developing special
approaches to the unique needs for mobility felt by older people in rural areas.
This should include such homecare and outreach servic d nonstrated by our
Green Thumb program.

If incomes of older rural persons can 'be increased, their homes improved and
transportation made available, then one pressing problem still remainshealth
services. Not only must programs be designed to transport the rural elderly to
existing health services, but programs must be immediately enacted to mereaSe
the number of doctors and health service clinics in rural America. Not every doctor
should, nor can, practice medicine in urban America. National Farmer.; union
believes certain incentives should be instituted to encourage doctors to establish
practices where their services are neededrural America. Examples might be:
amortization of student loans if the doctor establishes a practice in rural America;
complete scholarships for medical students who agree to practice in rural America;
assistance with the costs of equipping an office to doctors who establish a practice
in rural America; subsidies for post medical school studies to doctors practicing
in rural America W.hu wish to obtain specialized skills. These same types of incen-
tives could also, be applied to nurses and paramedics. We must urgently act to
increase health services in rural America.

We have discussed areas where we believe the Older Americans Aet should be
strengthened to better serve older rural persons. We reiterate our point that
while the needs of older people are similar, wherever they live, the problem.: of

elivering services to those in urban America and rural America are different,
t erefore different programs in varying dollar amounts must be used to solve the
p ohlems of older Americans.

analogy might better explain our position. Cancer and heart pioblems 'are
fatal i isea.ses, just as growing old is to many older persons. You treat cancer and'
heart roblems with different drugs and different medical skills to cure the
diseas o t you treat the urban elderly and the rural.elderly." While the
ultimate goa is the same, you approach the problems differently.
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National Fanners. Union believes that a "war" on the problems of the aged
must be launched, it must be conducted in an orderly fashion and it must reach
out to elderly persons. The aged are: not a faceless mass.

Lastly, we believe that expenditures for aging programs must be increased to
meet the needs of the growing elderly population. Philosophical discussions do
not solve live problems.

Sceond, moneys appropriated for aging programs must be distributed where
the lvek d exists Retirenwnt communities may not need the same amount or kind
of sery ices as do rural areas. In 1971 there were 9 million older Americana living
out-ide metropolitan areas. Did these 9 million older nonmetropolitan Americans
receive their fair share of problem - solving money? National Farmers Union
firmly believes that older rural Americans are not receiving their proportionate
share of aging funds.

We believe that an income factor must be incorporated into the formula for
di- tribution of funds to insure and protect the rural aged. Older Americans with
incomes below the poverty- level must receive first preference in the distribution
of mune ys. Facts support our position that rural America has a higher proportion
of low-income elderly than dues urban America. Therefore, increased aging funds
must be directed to rural America. There is no legitimate way to circumvent the
issue. money must be alloted to areas w here the greatest need exists.

In closing, a thought to ponder as we assess the Older Americans Act and the
rural elderly. People are burn, age, and die, civilizations are judged as-to how
they provide fur their citizens. How will our civilization be judged on, the care
of our senior citizens who, themselves, have contributed a lifetime of service to
their family, their community, and their country?

ITEM 6. STATEMENT AND ENCLOSURE FROM REV. THOMAS C. COOK,
JR., PROJECT DIRECTOR, RESEARCH AND DEMONSTRATION PROJ-
ECT, NATIONAL INTERFAITH COALITION OR AGING, INC.

A, we review the provisions outlined in the amendments to the Older Americans
At of 1975, we continue to have a nagging concern for the unmet needs of millions
of older Americans. Speaking from the religious sector, we would certainly praise
any and all efforts to alleviate suffering and to provicje for a more abundant and
meaningful life for our elderly. The effort that has gone into the creating of the
Olde r Americans Act,of 190.5 and subsequent amendments n fleet:, that concern 8Y

/ it has emerged from lk gislation. There are many well-documented success stories
which would never have been possible had it not been Rh^ the legeslation and the
appropriations made for title III and other titles of the Older Americans Act. In
many instances w we are discovering that there has been a kind of silent partnership
between the churches, the community and various agencies which have been
funded through the Older Americans Act. The use of facilities, the prov ision of
leadership and volunteers is well known.

It is, nevertheless, an undeniable fact that statistically the older American re-
ceives little benefit when we spread the effort and appropriations across the board.
Recent census estimates indicate that the re are in exce.,.., of 21,800,000 persons
of or the age of 6.5. Of this nutula r, we are told that by commonly acceptedstand-
ards of poverty, 16.3 percent of them live at or below the poverty level of the Na-
tion as a whole. Vie are all aware that a set amount can not really reduce the
poverty-. A given situation may create medical or other economic disasters and a
kind of indigency- which unfortunately has no remedy by our standards of eligi-
bility. Without going beyond this borderline group, if we spread ev cry dollar put
Into programs under the Older Americans Act it would be quite thin indeed,
hart111 enough per capita to make much impact on those ho hhe not even reached
the minimum to be above the poVerty level.

Many older Americans w ho might be otherwise able to participate in, or benefit
from these nom lot. Most of the sem, ices and eery ice prov niers are located in
the larger orbs or ski urban areas of our Nation. In a number of cases, there have
been 'pertain& 11 sat Hite outreach efforts but these.are few and far between,
taking the Nation as . w hole. The a d saying "Those w ho have, get' seems true,
at least in terms of th ability to du -clop proposals, to establish fiscal accouQt-
ability, and to move sw tly into the c eation of fundable programs. Thus it is that
the larger urban or estal ishk d agenci w here the original into nt or purpose may
or mAy not have been to serve the el erly , are at least able to meet the standards
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for funding and receive most of the program dollars. These organizations ail
located in the cities, by and large. It follows almost naturally, then, that many\
rural elderly or nonmettoptanan-frulge area elderly experience a dropoff in the
availability of needed sery ices, quite apart from.the growing need of these older
citizens.

NN hat is needed, then, is a ne 01111'4 We laid to develop new ways to inure
that rural older merwans let\ e acct.-, to at least -one of the sc rvices that are
provided in highly organized in ban centers. New us KM, can build on sonic re-

_ sourer, whieh ha \ heVn available thi Nation from its beginning.
We are preparing to celebrate next y ear the bieentemnal of this Nation. Two

hundred year- ago, and largely since, thi- Nation could be accurately de-scribed as
a rural Nation. Little by little, mechanization'and other faetairs brought people to
the inthistred and urban center-. As fewer people Isere needed on the farm-, more
people were needed in inastry. But as cell-us figures have told us, our elderly do
mitnrtive as fast as other gnaw-. In terms of the density of population, a much
higher percentage'd those 65 and older live in rural cliksitied areas than in the
more populous cities and towns. This is not to say that those whoqi ye in rural
areas have greater needs than those elderly living in cities. Indeed the reV(.1,C.may
be true. The problem- of living in highly populated areas are.much different from
those found in rural areas. By the same token, the availability of certoin kinds of
services is lunch les- in this less densely populated area than in the cities as we
have seen. The cost of services in terms of distance and tune requirement- often
makes them cost much more for the rural elderly person than for his city dwelling
counterpart The sy stem used for people clustered near available services in urban
areas does not suit itself to the needs of persons in the rural areas. We must devise
solution,: to their very real problems and needs.

The-National Interfaith Coalition on Aging is a nonprofit corporation of national
Its (4 repre,intativos from Roman Catholic, Protestant, Jewish, andgOrthodox
faith and Si'.' end, associate organizations and agencies concerned Intl older
Americans. Now 111 its fourth y ear of service, NICA grew out of a conference held
in 1972 to make a vital response to the 1071 White House Conference tki...,2;ing.

Primary objectives of the coalition are:
It To identify and give priority to those programs and services for the aging

which best may be implemented through the resources of the Nation's ielignais
sector.

12i To vitalize and develop the rule of the chtirch and synagogue with respect to
their responsil es in improvIng,the quality of life WI- the aging.

(3) To stun ate cooperative and coordinated action between the !Cations reli-
gious sector at national, secular, private, and public organizations anti agencies
whose program und services relate to the welfare And dignity of aging people.

(4) To encoura the aging to Continue giving+) society from the wealth of their
experiences hid (a (main active participants in cohnhunity life.

Membership in N CA..is open' to delegated representatives of Major religious
Noshes, agench s, divisions, or Organizations who carry national or organization-
wide portfolios.

In 1973 we began a research and demonstration project designed to take a first
looli at what the various religious bodies are doing.for older people. It is hoped that
at the conclusion of this project, now in its third and final funding period, we will
have developed a dt'scriptive base, coninion terminology, a colleetive assessment

, and will have accumulated in our information bad, knowledge that will help us
develop new ways of meeting the needs wherever there arc churches and syna-
gogues in this country.

Over the past 3 years NICA has stimulated leaders from the Major and some
smaller denominabons'to examine together our role and responsibility' toward the
older Americans in our parishes.

Ciantcnizs AND SYNAGOCIIMS INIZURAL Ancas

Church historysn the United States reveals much about the cohesive nature of
our early communities. ft -oh some' exceptions, of course, basically most of our
'national religious bodies Iii .111 as and until the early p.rrt of this century ecatld be
described as "rural" churches, i.e., the strength and most of the numerical con-
stituency of these groups would be distributed across what We define as rural com-
munities or at least nonmetrtipulitan-urban with rural fringe. Many of these
communities retain their church faetlitics and still operate, though some with
dwindling congregations an intermittent services of professional clergy. Charac-
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'teristically, these rural churches and synagogues are largely made up of older
members. The rural church is a highly personal and important source of not only
spiritual strength but also a focal point for social interajtion. Its buildings are
usually able to accommodate more people than are now on the roll and are idle
much of the week.

While an established 23 to 30 percent of congregations in the United States
could be classified as independent, II lost of these are found in cities and large urban
areas. The ,majority of churches in the United States and especially in rural
America are organized on a connectional or associated basis, thereby piusitling a
network wherein communication, shared services, assistance from State, regional,
and national judicaterries sun es as a lifeline and a means of maintaining solidarity
in values and beliefs and in basic mission. This is a most important factor in the
ability to rally support for programs and in establishment of missions beyond the
capability of the single congregation. Trained leadership is thus,avajkable in most
cases to pros ide assistance to the smallest, and weakest church & synagogue
belonging to its eosin association or judicatory.

In short, the rural church and synagogue in America is a largely untapped
resouree,which with the proper catalytic assistance could open its facilities and
utilize its volunteer manpower ,to cooperatively set up sqme satellite service
delivery elements to nearly any rural elderly having such needs. What must not
take place, however, is a kind of "traffic on commitment". There must be.involve-
ment, but ins olvenient sshich includes the leadership as well as the resources, the
planning-and decisionmaking to assure that values are not bypassed or trampled
upon. This has occurred in some eases, s idly, when a headstart or other program
wanted to use a church building but only us landlord and for matching purposes,
Unless there is cooperritive planning and involvement in the program goals indig-
enotis to the community, misunderstanding and failure will occur.

The religious community is Commi ed to a diaconie (serving) ministry. This
commitment can produce many effec services at little or no cost to elderly in
rural America.

But. our guidelines for administering the Older Americans Act and other ri"ro-
gram, must be amended to accommodate the need and peculiar resources available
in rural areas. Au oleic/. person lis g in a rural area should nut have a loss of
basic rights and publicly funded vices now available to his cousin mho lives
in a title. 4

What is needed is a recognition that what applies in one situation may not
apply in another. Some money should be appropriated to design and develop a
cooperative partnership between the churches and the gos eminent in assurance
that tile well-being and needs of older citizens are effectively met. The separation
of church. and state argument is not applicable here. The is hole purpose of that
doctrine was to protect the free exercise of religion from the strictures of govern-
ment Guidelines can and must continue to honor that rule.

INTEIWAITIi CONSIDERATION

Since the organization of the National Interfaith Coalition on Aging, Inc., a
nund.er of State, regional, and lucid interfaith bodies has e been organized as
affiliates. These subscribe to the foregoing objectises cited abase. It is my belief
that these groups isorking coop., alms( ly with NICA and is ith the area agencies
on luaus; in each State can Pros an-excellent sehiele for training and involve-
ment of church and synitggue enders. Many of these organizations received-

. startup funds,through title III or project p" funds and :loss face termination
for lack of refunding. The work they-has e done is ontstanding, but they operate,
a-, does NICA, outside of the internal budgvt, of eouperating member churches.
I e, odd encourage more flexibility in funding. and the all 'cation of earmarlied
fuleVio assure that these bodies centuo.e tv serve older Americans' need, through
trill I Lung, h adcrship, pros iding technical assistance and becoming a joint partner
milli State agencies on aging in planning, coordinating, implementing, and
e, ablating the kind, of program that can and should interface with the resources
of the religious sector. MCA has developed a number of program helps to con-
gri gat ions in this area. Voluutary,progranis need professional counsel and evalua-
tion if they arc not going to die after being organized. Funds for organizing and
for pros iding continuing help to local groups are needed us er and above, that
provided by public agencies and programs related to the States`: The private
sector cannot finance enough staff fur this kind of service and consequently-are
not moving into this void in community organization for the elderly.
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EDUCATIONAL NEEDS AND THE REmoiqus SECTOR .

The NICA research and demonstration project has, just finished preliminary
studies of s manes and. schools of religious education with regard, to their
offerings in he area of gerontology. Though, many of these schools have little
identifiable it the way of course offerings for training in aging,- there is good
evidence lat other seminarws are inserting eourse4 and aging content into
the regular curriculums We 'will be looking soon at church related colleges also.
It would be most important that funds be made aA ailable to private s'eetaritm as
well as public schools of higher education in order that these may also train
personnel for services to the elderly. 11e are,aw are of several special consortia
and other efforts now underway to deA plop centers for studies in aging under
religious auspices. There must bd both Federal and private rcsourcing if these
are to succeed.

SPIRITUAL WELL-BEING

The sector represented by NICA is, of course, concerned AA ith the value system
Of our Nation. The coalition came into being out of a conviction that there is a 4
need for the religious sector to assume a prophetic as.w cll as a practical role in the
area of aging both in public and \ uluutaFy domains. NICA inherited the term
"spiritual ,w en-being" and found itself identified with the post-White House
Conference on Aging recommendations le.Ilrilg with that section. In February of
1975 a significant consultation with rt prpsentatkes of major religious traditions
and tie ergl disciplines gathered in Chicago to wrestle with the term "spiritual
well- being "- and,to develop a definition and commentary as an accepted common
definition. The definition in its short forin is arfollovN s: "Spiritual Well-Bein
Is the Affirmation of Life in, a Relationship' With God, Self, Community, an
Enviromnent That Nurtures and Celebrates Wholeness." ,A copy 'of the ful
report is attached, iNoteiNthe report and its recomrilendrctions were adopted on
April 29, 1975, by the board of directors and thebiembership at its annual meeting
held at the Twin Bridges Marriott in WiAingtolt;--DX1,) There is a new sense
of solidarity abott the range and qitality of NICA's common task.

It is urgent that, as we look at the older persons we serAQ and whom some day
r shall herniae, that we provide nut pi-4 for things: units of service, meals,

transportation, etc., however important these arc, r)itt that we make provision
to provide these things with compassion, dignity, and a grace that moves in the
direction of wholeness and the affirmation of life as important fo the served as
to the provider. These qualities are mailable and are ready to be involved with
the proper enablement. It is urgent ttatrvie make use of our churches and syna-
gogues in every town and haslet as a MO.UP3whereby e%ery older person eon find-
services within reach of familiar4tands working with the same resources that have,
been used in large cities and urban areas.

[tnCIOSUrell
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SPIRITUAL WI,LL-BEING: E.F.P011T Till. SPECIAL ST1TDY VON-sIrLTATION TO
DEVELOP A DEFINITION AND INTERPELTATION OF SPIRITUAL WELI,BEING
AS IT MAY BE APPLICABLE TO AGING AND TILE 1.Zur.!ctiovs SEerOR

it.ve.antiou:0

The education and research committee working in conjunction with the NICA
project director established a special ,tibe,iminittee in-July of 1974 to develop a
nitwit-needed clarification and inter iretttion of the term "spiritual well-being?"
inherited from the White Ilom.e4Cii fort nee oil Aging Numerous enquiries have
been received during the past 2 yea s regarding the definition sand application Of
this term bY the It. & T). project a 1 NICA. Both the education and research
committee and the be have long c -idqred the, need tit redueet this rtitlier,
amorphp;is to in to a 4sie definition since ev( in the post-White 'Louse Confereii&

repot it,m.tv he *.na.s a catch-all to m for anything religious, ethereal,
ot, elusive ill nature. It is tspeciallc encinnben. upon NICA, to work out this
definition irkthe light of the ojeeted'upeoming m'd-decade cont.( rerice on spiritual
well-being to he held either ii 1976 or 1977. Thus, the spectal subcommittee, after
some preliminary work, nit t i NlAniwber of 197 and planned, ,41.t1L.the project
director for a small rePrestrirra e study cOnstiltat on to wrestle with the term
and derive a working definition. The a.ssignment o the spiritual well -Bing

0
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subcommittee wa, to hold the corerultation and pre-era the deOnition thus
°Mauled-, together with any nconinikciation hack t. the MICA board, and
suhr-equently to the 1975 annual' meeting for it roes le 'and appros al

Accordingly, a preliminary draft statement V.a. pre_pared together with bible.
ogfraphy and re,co,nina-nd.tnons for the coonultata/n Thi. ssa approsed by the
education and re- -with couiniittee at its meeting in December of 1974. Sui

minittee Chairpeton Jack Ahle rs and Yr.9( et Din et 4- Tom Cook. Jr',
ceedd with and preparation- f ,r the eoli-u'itati,,n The meeting a
corveried on Fe 14-iiiiry 1; and conclude d on Fet.ruary 7. 1971. at the Chicag
Holiday- Inn. O'Hare R( kesentatise. front Roman Catholic, La-terri.Orthouox.

. Je n i-h, and Protestant re ligiou. haodie. al ,rig tt ith -to-cull consultants h..0. 1:1g
backgr.,,ind. to tnol,,g-y avid otiologs- of re Dior: were present. A completell-a of
Par letPa111-- tr.av be- found at the. end', of this report )

Working in plt,nary hell a. in .111,-e ction-, the group, convened hr
Chairper.on Ahlr- and Project Director Cook. der( I.,ped the definition and
recommendations touted be-loss Dr Pv g( r N. Car-te r.en. director of the .ecrt-
tarit. was Appointed 1w Mr. Ahler. to -inc. ne.deratvr and to permit Mr
Ahlers to fully and free -lye pre-. rit the ubtoniniettetY pro liniinars study and
position to the total group. Rabbi Albk rt Loose. tits z.ppoilited to .corse as reporter
for thtl group.

At the close of the stilly. ci,mensus vo ache.% ed an the definition as pr.ented
he -r, an. A number of recorenndatio whichn. hich art found at the (nd of the definition
eetion were, drafted hs the group. Pnlininiars draft cogn-- were mailed o it
for editorial ctommtnt t each participant and where psible these suggestions
has e been incorporated for clarity and .moot hne...

OVERVIEW

The dc-finition.behas.i.: intentionally short. The choice and assembly of words
has la-en made after much &lila ration The sole a tin,. nt ColiIRI( nuar added to
qualify, expand, and place bouridane. on definition itself. The problem of &fail-
ti,si. alssax. de nanding of mental and serbal msuort-e, NNW. e.peciully crrical
because of tht wide-, ogge.tise niearim popularly attached to the term '
qa1,- and the r lign,u. an tigp niarticipaig faith- Nora theless, no, one
member the drafting committee attached less than major importance to vitiat-
es er domain the term `'spiritual- represented.

While the definition mar be and should lg. in a general sense, it i here
preented at a working definition for the prk,f(o--iional clergy or las person with a
portfolio in aging. It is, thertfore. ; reference point. a -tandard. from uhich and
back to which w< may go in making stpplicat ion of it in our re.pectise traditins.
While the dtfirtition was vrked knit lb tot rm.. of our concern for and understanding
of the needs, characten.tir slid right. of older adult-, it is Ditrgenerational in its
ss,rkirik and .hviild be equally useful at lisrly stage of the-aging proct.--, trout left s
beginning to its end.

DelZhition Sptertnal -Trill tEktng h The Affrma,ton Of Life In A Reihen...hp
11 7th God, &If, Commumt9, And Etaironment That i'Vartures And Celetiraks

. Wholeno3

Comintontar Spredual welt -Ming i lhe.affirmalion of life. . . .
The -piritual is not one dimen-non among niany. in life. rather it permeate- and,

gist's meaning to all life The term -pintual 'St vil-ht ing- therefore indicates
wholeness in contrast to fragmentation and I:sok/wan. "Spiritual" connotes, our
dependence on the source of life, God the Creator.

What, then. is .pintual well - being' We cannot regard well-beirig as equated
solely with physical, pychi logical. or social good health. Rather, it is an affirma-
tion of life. It 1- to ...as Ye.- to life in spite of negatise circum-tances Thi' I. not
men optimism which denies some of lift', rather,-it is the acknowledg-
ment of the destiny of life. In the light of that destiny- It i the love of one'. own
life- and of the lit es of others, together with concern for one's community, sot nty
and the wlfole f creation, which is the dy-namic of spiritual well-being.

A per.un's affirmation of life i rooted in participating in a community of faith.
In such a community one grow.. to licocept the past, to be assure and alive in the
pre-ent, and to live in hope offifitillment.

A relattorolup with God, sell, commutaly,. and ens iron/erd. . . .
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4frIrin.lti"11 of lib ithin the context f ont latitai-hip ttith teiod,
st ;111(1 ,prw,f en .t. -:-Itpregue lit Creator"
f de. the ate and pot.er that toll ti .11 -be ing All peopie art called upon to

rsp-rel to l_i.c1 in ha, ind t.A di.nc Realideng we art Co(1., children, we grow
r. tiara M. 11, lent ..1- aryl we are lid t.t affirm our kin -hip with others
in the CInInunit) of f out a- M, it a- the human faitalt iidt r God and as
nn r, of the cot/II-mat ; f f .tolu we .r. n-p n-ible for relating the resouret-,
I f en% tronnicnt to Th t11-1. tug of all hun.amt3.

That ant ck,!rcl, u b n. ,
!Liman mhol!,:t1.--- 11._%cr fulls attain, d Throughout life, it is a pa.ilality

in trt cit... of bectming In the Judtsi-Chn-t Ian di n a its .anif calico
' through its relation-hip 'null coti Thy. relation-hip :make-h. and noun-be- the
',rect.-. of growth btu and %%t-dents.. i n s elf. trot% moment..- of life with meaning,
and extols the pintual fulfillment and unity of the person.

BIF.LIOGR tPHY ,t 1st, srfri it, REEF RI NeE, :kf kTf-ftl AL Us1D BY TUE STEM'
CoMMITTEE. l

1 Moberg. Da\ id 0 . luncheon round table de;cit.b.ton No 71, "Spiritual Well-
Ben.g. Arncari soca, logtcal A..oc,atin. Aligti-t 27, 1972

2. liesehel. Abraham. the Oldi r Pt r-oil and the Faitiilo ip the Per-peette
of the Jett IA Traditivn," an address delis red at. the 1961 White 'louse Conference
on kging

.1 Moberg, David U "spintual Well-acing Backgrolind and Issues," back-
ground paper for the section on spiritual %tell-being of the 1971 White House
( eat rence on Aging -

4. Deie.pe-:-.e, MaA, "The thurch Community, Leaven and Lifestyle," Ave
NI,,ri.i Press, HMS. - .

5 Reports of the 1971 W oWhite House Conference on Aging, section on spiri4
111-being

n Recommendations of the 11 hate House Conference on Aging, 1971, section
on -pintual well-being

7 Initial working drift on the de f.flitton of'spintual %.(11-bettig prepared by
the .-ibcommittre of the (duration and raearch committee, Jack Ahlers;chair-
p r- .n

s. .1.-npublished notes and bibliography prepared by Dr. Leslie G. Ingiston.
Non.. A number of additional item. were itn eight forth Bunn¢ the ettnuRation

t % %anon? participating nu tuber- A complete 1.1e on the consultation with all
wt rung materials is in the project office.

Rucoatmg,xn kTross

The study c-aninittt r make- ;In follow ing rt commendatien- in the light of the
gii..i., e di :ant 1, II 111(1 c Tillie' lit.in

I That tin- dennit ion be rt %itmed and adoptt.d to the National Interfaith
(' limo, on Aging, Inc . :it its annual meeting, April 2'i, 1975. ii. a "%% orking-

,.- it (b,Cntent
2 That it be ptitIi.lied in the program bulletin or other pamphlet form anti be

,del% di-t minated for -t tidy, ti.t.. nd (-titan, nt
i That tib-unt lit td) con.tilt.1 len. or work-hop. be held to Include members

of 'h' draffins consult ttata and edue_mtrs, rio'rg% , pi-og.1..71(7.s and service delivery
pt opt*. to det(Iriiitne hots tin di ',Iiiti.,11 ap;t1i. - in e..ch domain

4 Th it the mid-decade confer, nee on pintual well - being, :1,4 outlined in the
11 .1 to Ifou.t. Conference ii Aging ree.itnti ati,.n, la -et for 1977, to meet withAl...

lea:1.r. in church and ,y11.1g,,gac t. i...,--i. a pruect their role indit idually and
collect,. t iv in meeting the need- of old, r per-on- in and through the resource. of

I lit church and .ynag.tglit .
. That a call f-'r pap, r, for the mid-decade conference on pintiial well-being be

ni itic at the 197-, notiaz to (1, al tt u'h % iriu de.iplint s, ,I r% ice- and religious
traditions a- tact len or apply the spirit %%A-Ming definition The above
mentioned piper. to be received in time to be pined and selected at the annual
tne-ting of :1(' 1 1976, as it plans fur the mid-decade conference in 1977.

Respectfully shInnit ted,
Rt.v J4.CK AUGERS,

. Chairperson.
REV. TI1011 is C. COOK; JR.,

ProjccL Director.

(
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Appendix 2

LETTERS FROM INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS

ITEM 1. LETTER FROM DAN P. KELLY, CHIEF, AGING SERVICES BU-
REAU, SOCIAL AND REHABILITATION SERVICES, STATE OF MON-
TANA; TO SENATOR FRANK CHURCH, DATED APRIL 23, 1575
DE SFS kTOR CHET( If In reference to eur communique, I Alpril I I, 1975.

regarding the impact of the Olde r Aniei leans Act and the rural elchily, I ha% e been
in contact with Montana', congressional delegation and others regarding the
differenrformulas used for title III and title VII moneys.

As you know, Montana, is the fofirth largest State in the Union as to square
miles; however, one of the smaller States in the Union as relating to population.
It has been our c,,ntention that, a workable formulafor allocation of moneys should
be devised so that it allow, St ites such as ),Iontan.-A, Idaho, Wyoming, North
and.South Dakota, and h the right to de Iii et servicea to the more remoteareasof the State. -

Our senior population in the State is a little ocr 100,000 people. We fully
- realize that such a popttation could be easily matched in cities such :6 Chicago,

Los Angeles, Washington P.C., etc., but we also realize that the administrative
cost and the coat of service* in these cfmgested area- has to be much less than those
costs in states such I ha% e mentioned. We also feel that each and every one of
our elderly citizens should ha. these sTvices made ...ailable to thinp. hot trans-
portation and distance preclude the possibility of real good service delmetv.

In addition to the expanse that we ore expected to cover under minimalformula,
we are also responsible_ for and responding to the needs of seven Indian reservations
where remoteness really becomes a factor in the delivery of service s. What we are
asking is that Congre,-, iu its good pidgenic ut, consider the problem of service
deliveries in remote and isolated areas as compared to serve deliveries in highly
concentrated population ',.

I appreciate your kind invitation to respond to this problem and feel.certain
that I am not only speaking for myself, but for aging sen ices d;recto4 in other
States with like problems.

Sincerely,

.
ITEM 2. LETT ROM ROBERT B. F;OBINSON, DIRECTOR, DIVISION

OF SER FOR THE AGING, DEPARTMENT OF, SOCIAL SERVICES,
STATE OF COLORADO; TO SENATOR FRANK \CHURCH, DATED
APRIL 23, 1975 ,

DE \ 11 SENkTon CHURCH Thank you for the opportunity of oinmenting on the
effectiveness of the Older Americans Actin the provision of ser aces to the elderly
residing in rural areas The major difficulty I have in responding to such a requestis that there is no common ground acrosS-the country to analy e effectively the
delivery of service. Rural at as in the eastern part of,the count y are described
where your next-door neighbc7ir may live as mud) as a half or a ile down theroad, whereas in Colorado it c, be, as we have in many parts of he State, one
older person for every 1.5 or 20 square miles.

The effectiveness of the area agency on aging depends on three ma'or factors
firtt, the number of the staff (usually one professional) . second, the s port given
by the sponsoring agency. and, third, the total amount of funds avai ble in thearea to support service programs.

We have fount much concern in the rural parts of Colorado because there it a
lack of personnel and programs and local services in the area. It is unreasonhlefor us to expect thitit one : r ,n, for example, can cover 30,000 square miles .and

(94)

DC's; P. KELLY.
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serve o'er 2:3,00(1 elderly, %%ith any degree of success.. Unfortunately, admims.
trati% e funds, %%Inch ha% e been made available to the area agencies. do not pro% ide
suffitat,nt support m mo-t ease- to hire more than one profe.sienal :Ind some
supportive clerical staff. To
-ere

.et that indi%idual to coordinate the octi%ides,
-e ice., and program, %%Inch ma be operational lir 16 counties 1- not feasible,

'howeser, if all rural areas had a r -.unable network of sere ice* %%ith con lit ,.ti and
sufficient staff, then the coordinators i ffort might be pu-sffile Cufort mat# ly,
in n ny part. of rur..1 America an. is not true.

e ha% o been told tharpo.sibly title X X of the Social Secant'. Act licit be able
to as-i-t in the de% olopment and pr,%i-uoi, of inan of these services At the -,me
time the reality is that , %e n in title XX there are nut sufficient fund, to meet all
of the needs of our rural elderly, or in fact just the needs of the minority and low
income of all age group. .

I am hope f J that in the reconsideration of the Older Amentan. Act, the Con-
gr ... Hill proud'' more latitude for the do.elopinent of the service .y- tem .-it the
St ite le %el, so that more pi ople will be served and the funds will be more econonn-
e ii.- utnized.

Thank you for the opportunity of contributing an, 1:_ztatenn nt to ,y.ou.

sincerely', ROBERT B. ItoniNsox.

ITEM 3. LETTER FltOM JOHN B. McSWEENEY, ADMINISTRATORDIVI-
SION FOR AGING SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES,

STATE OF NEVADA; TO SENATOR FRANK CHURCH, DATED APRIL 24,

1975

DE SR SEN kTOR CHCRCH . This office is pleased to respo your imitation
to comment on the effeeti% enes, of the Older Americans Act in de N. ery of services
to the Wetly residing in rural arta

We ha e had some sueee.s in initiating -ere ices in al( reirld coo les in Nevada,
pm, ip din, igh senior centers and title 1Ii nutnuon progra is These hate
been u-ed together where%0 r possible so that the%. are mutually .supportirg

The centers are located in small teu%n. Caliente, I %%atonic, Fallon,
Yerington, Lovelock, Elko, Ely, and Winnemileca,.ranging n site from about
600 for Caliente to about S,000 for Elko. These center., s ye as focal points
for the elderly in these ruraj counties. The centers pro% ide re cation, infora anon
and refernA, arts and crafts, and a place for the elderly to m ct 'lumbers of their
peer group without outside interference.

Many of tfie-e centers are located in are:., that ardchron sally deprssPtl,-%% ith
very lode local resources to draw on At the end of the spe Hied Federal f mdmz

/period, .3 year,. these center, will be forced to curtail their ticla%ittes or close
entirely With s; percent of the land in Nevada owned by the Ideral Go% ern-
ment, the tax base ?ery limited.

The State reeen es a tery limited allooatioif of title III funds, based on the
elderly population in the State Much of this allocation must be -pent to support
the area agencies on aging in planning. coordination of emsting service- and
pooling or a'. ailAble, but unt.}pped resources. The remaining funds are barely
sufficient lb maintain e\i.ting programs, leaving nothing to be used in sumul iting
other communities bad!} in need of -time physical oil:knee that the aging programs
are for all elderly. Many rural areas of the State hate no programs that -Cr'. e
the elderly exclusi% ely, and no means e %1st at present of supplying the nece-nary
"seed money" to initiate program- The area agencies have been unable to tap
any local resources t,i support program. that kutild er service--. to the rural
elderly All project, no%% in emstence that Nene the (18erly in rural area- were
started by the State division for aging se r% ices pnott to the scut ation of the
area agencies.

No revenue- sharing funds have been allocated by any local gwernment that
would deliver rviee to the elderly in rural areas

lie aoarecia,.. th. etforts eommitlee K) make -en' at !liable tcr all
older American-, regardles. of where they reside.

Sincerely,

10U

JOHN R: MCSWEENEY.
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ITEM 4. LETTER AND ENCLOSURE FROM RICHARD W. MICHAUD,
DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF MAINE'S ELDERLY; TO SENATOR FRANK
CHURCH, DATED APRIL 28, 1975
Dr kit SN1TOR Agair, it is with pleasure that me have this °prior-v fo respond to your memo regarding change, to the Older America'ns Act.I find it encouraging that you continulls :ed.; for input from the States regarding

services for older Americans It is this kind of eoonerption that we seek from allles il, of government and we welcome your consider:Ition.
A, all of uc know, there is a considerable dIffirrence between urban Americaand rural America Certainty, the urlian area:s have had their problems and agreat deal of effort has been,made to allevnite those problems. In the rpeantime,bosses er, people who live in rural area have been neglected until recently.- Rural p-onle tend to be cut off from society They stay in more often Servicesare ri t readily available to them. They live miles away from doctors, shopping'eenters, and (hreet-serviee agencies Often they do not know oi programs thattin a are elimble for, just beetmse of where they liveWe face this situation in Maine There are elose to 500 mumeipalities..in ourSt.,,e In terms of size, we are almost as I IMP as all the other New England

States put together. Just to go from Kittery to Fort Kertt is a distance of 346mites Maine is a rural State with over 13,000 square nuh:, to cover. It is a difficult1:14 and delivery costs are extremely high.
I would like to propose the following
a1 1 sped pro% ision For additional State allotments for those States' thatare rural in nature. There are many towns in Mame that do nothavi, doctors,&mist-. transportation, or even a "downtown P,ple have to travel 30 to 50soli s to get those services We fee, a dilemma in not having the fiscal capabilitiesto pr.:side services to these people for the simple reason that the state is so largein -cope that it is an extreme hardship to get in'to these areas, even on a periodicbasis
W ith adequate funding, we could provide transportation for older Mainecitizen, to get to these sonar., wo (solid ,et up health sereemng clinics andpros:de murals to shut -ins. That would tic%ju.t the beginning of a whole rangeof a:t:s
hi Somewhere, when eonsidermg amendments to the Older 'inlet-mans Act,st p, t hoeght,,,liould b" g:s :n to outreach.
A'though it is mentioned throughout the act, we believe that a program,v calling at tention to outreach, should be meluded. Special fundingsh..uld set as id or this 1)111),,e.
In Maine, the inf-rmation and referral is done lw outreach personnel.In the norinil mann r of funding States, there simply is not enough money toreernit, train, and p number for ths priority program. We couldeqslv T1'..c 100 outreach war
Thos offiee will do e% t is to meet the reoldrements for information andrr frr..1 by .July I But in pith. J It sa rs ices w ill never reach any proportional

nurei.ors ror'sears to eon v vI i ti.lephone and mall - sot rici. MAIO:- our olderPle do not }Live a lel( phone. In our St :,te we h we found that moro I. et. R.s, r, es are eeoninhshed on a pe,,,n-to-per.on basis Hui. ii pe,ple do not likei., s the Won!: ne f( mqmr1.- th it are personal in nat.ire, friendly visit liva kialsn out h worker prodoees non in I & It. than the telephone ever will.V..iunteers are f oe, but if we lrI)1.- at the f:.ets, consderation must be gisaltse" i t onmensnti,.n. ni 1, ag and traini g There is .1 high perentag of turnoverwoth olm,t4 ers. oplc,\ who receive .., me compensation tend to i..tay much1,4 :or
Vii woild hope that the committee will Rise this serious eons,dernt ion.' I- there a T./O....0,110 to .01 Itp -Milo to it of program whereby men anda'' iii ahi, h11e just graduat(til from dint it school, could, if they wished, workle rural State, foi perhaps a yeAr or two. This could he a program similar to the(0,. Corps, but oriented ti, rural America for senior citizens. Old or people \c( Minn:111v stress the point that they are unable to got dent it work done. :\ filmy(: met afford the son ices of a dentist. St,Il other, are located in institutionsand nursing homes,
The proportion of dentists in Maine to the population is way below standard,I am attaching some statistics doge M 1070 to emphasize that point. I would .,suspect alio the situntiotis es in worse at the present tine'.Oar des ivelild be to hale tt few mobile laboratvrrir. situated in diffeientlocations of the State. Each bus could cover several towns with scheduled stops

4.
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from totrn to bin n. 111141' -chi (hilt d f *sit- could be located at sena(r citizon clubs
and m(41 sites, fur examplt . isit. could he made to our -tug hom -. We Own. the
id( a has to mendiais

In_iJusaig._1_,agaan -tat to think yon_for this opportunity to express our'., -_
points. olds r pt.( plc plaet .t go at deal of euipha-i- on leading a life of
%aloe tt, themzelt, -, their families, th, it Ile alit! country. The proposal- that
we have made ould unch their Itt c- tr Inetidously.

cry
Iicli,tr W. MienAt-o.

(Enclosure)

MAINE.Dentists by countyROO

County

Androscitggin

a Noisier of
dentists

38

Population
per dent

Aroostook - 19 4, 970
CuMberland 104 1. 315
Franklin

73)

. 12632,

Hancock
Kennebec ?i:f

573
i. 4 47

Knox 12 2, 332
Lincoln 7 '2. '34
Oxford , 17 2. 523
Penobscot 39 3.155
Pi-eataquis 6 'e. -2, 772
Sagadahoc _ 8, 2, 3$0'
Somerset 9 4.408
Waldo 3 7, 625 a
Washington t 7 4. 158
York a 33 3. 257

State total 361 2. 699
Vote. Al, counties population pet dentlit exceeds national average of 1.200 persons per dentist.
Source Du isron of Dental Health. Maine Department of Health and A eifitre, Augusta, Maioe.

ITEM 5. LETTER FROM CYRIL F. BRICKFIELD, COUNSEL, NATIONAL
It MIRED TEACHERS ASSOCIATION-AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF'
RETIRED PERSONS; TO SENATOR DICK CLARK. DATED APRIL 29, 1975

National Retired Tea ers Association are cry glad that tau are ne holdg a
Drat; SF,NATOR el, The American Association of Retired Persons and the

hearing of the Senate Special Committee on Aging on "The Older Americans
-Act and the Rural Eldtrly ." We to submit the following stab ment for the
record.

This is a subject which is much in nostril' exploration since the rural cldi fly
constitute a largf proportion or the elderly in this country. Of the 20 nullion,
elderly in 1970, about, 27 percent or fit e and a quarter million persons lit
rural areas, most of them on farm-. Of considerable interest the fact that the
percentage of the population 65 year- old and older is highest in rural place, of
1,000 to 2,500 (when measured .1, a percentage of all age groups) One explanat -ft
offered fur thi- i -'that many farmer- of er 65 can no longer operate, their farms
and migrate to towns closest to ',heir farms

The con-equenet s for the nail ( id( elf are relit-0%ply clear Their isolata
more acute and their lacuna, rendition- tend to be significantly mor-e than Ha it
urban counterparts. They hat e rum- need- st inch are currently unmet in the,
areas of income, health, housing. tran-purtatistn, and nutrition They lark many
of the -tocial sert ices which are at linable to elderly pi r-t n- in urban areas Gent r-
ally speaking, their needs seem to be greater In each of the abut e fields than that
of the urban elderly.

In the area cif income, rural farm, families are phrticularly diadtantaged.
Generally s4gaking, tiu median tricorn( for rural ( lderly person- is 30 per nt 1, ss
than the nfedian income for urb. n elcierly pa rson -. The difference account, for
the difficulty which farm families hate in meeting the jising cost of liNing. This is

1
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especially true Wle n me know that 9 percent of nonfarm families 65 and over
have ineorn. - Lc row the pov t n 1, .1 a, compared v% it h 14 percent of (arm families
6.5 and ov r r who hay c income- ,clues the poverty level. Purchasing power for
such timilles is correspondingly restricted.

The inad. quacie, of tht health care systeminadequate funding, maldistribu:
_tion_uf_scrvites._ in,uflitac_ut_persuon, I. Inappropri..t l deli. ry s_vsterils.,_ inatten
tion to pre entionar irticularly accentuated in rural areas.

Our a,,oeiation, view e availability of health sere ices as one of the primary
concern, in rural setting. Ne would urge the Congress to expedite legislation to
eddre,, the problem, of inadequate lie dical facilitaes and insufficient medical
personnel. Specific pro\ 4,1011 1111-4 be made within our health delivery and health
reinilairst u' nt program- to p oxide linkages to overcome the problems of acces,i-

. bility . For example, while nie lean prov ides fox...emergency medical services as a
reinibursable 'awn, nu prove -ion i, ruade fur secondary medical transportation
sUeli,Li that ne«led by xv heclehair patients mho must be transported for
rehaiiilitation.

Our medic ire program must be broadened to insure the rennlxirsement of
quality hcalth sery ices acres, the complete spectrum of gerittitric health needs in
both urban alai rural .ireas. We suggest that the Comprehensive :Medicare Reform
Act introduced by Seriatur Ribicoff is a Major step in that direction.

We share this committee's concern tint ninny of the issues identified in the 93d
Congress hearing: un the Barri. rs to Health Care for the Elderly' have received
insuflicent , viiiiinatiun_ by -the It gislative-committee, Attention must be given
to eneourage a prt emu-% e strategy within our medical system. Alternatives to
institutionalization must be provided. 3,1edical manpower must Le better trained
and more adequately- di,trilluti d. There should be increased funding for the

1 National Ile iltlt Si rvices Corps in an accelerated effort to provide medical man-
IMANt r fon under.« ry ie. d areas, and inci iikives must be offered for the expanded
use of paraprofessional, in the health sector. .

l'n the arezof transportation, the problems of the rural elderly were well set
out in the transportation background paper of the 1971 White House Conference
on Aging. These needs n main imebangt d. The elderly are not well served by the
transportation facilities available because (1) their incomes are typically toolow
to purchase ...dequate amounts of transportation ,.(2) tlaly Prequently live in areas
that are poorly served by public transportation and in runt' areas by no transpor-
tation, (3) they are confronted by a transportation network with facilities largely
oriented to the private automobile which leaves them dependent on others and
isolated, and (4i the physical designs and seniiee features of the present transpor- .
tatauti system create problems of orientation and maneuv erabilitv that frequently
discourage or prevent many older Americans from making trips. All of these
problems interact and reinforce pne another, further compounding the mobility.
problem of the elderly. As skated in that report, the mobility problem of older
American, is that they can't get to and from the places thl,y need to reach. In
rural an a,, they are sometimes so isolated that they cannot get to a telephone to
call fur transportation that may be available. Even in urban areas, the elderly
generally live in re,ideritial locations poorly served by public transit especially
during the non-peak hotiN.

\t e morst housing fbr elderly-persons in the entire country is rural in character.
Housing N also a ,moos proble6 for fhe elderly living in rural areas. Some of

This arises because of tht fact that various services available ic.....iirban com-
munities are nut av tillable in rural communities $uch as adequAte sewer and
sanitation facilities, a sufficient nater supply and an adequate fuel supply.. r
Although the Farniers Hume AdMinistratiun has done excellent work in some
Tarts of the country, thert is still a Major .shortage of vvell-constructed housing
for the elderly in many parts uf.the country and this shortage threatens to con-
tinue unless the Federal Government devotes mure attention to the needs of
rural elderly-persops.

As is tine with housing construction in urban areas, the cost of housing con-
struction n rural areas has tended to take housing fur the elderly opt of the reach
of many elderly [Arsons mhu A uuld otherwise like to have decent housing. Housing
subsidies are net ded and public housing is needed in many places. iron ever, at
the present timeothe Federal Goverrinienb,dues nut seem interested in gushing
housing fbr the elderly in rural areas adequately to meet the need.

There is need for the use of Federal funds fur nonprofit housing for the elderly
in substantial amounts. Tuday, honey er, the Fcderal Gov ernment is still holding
back on the development of an atlequate housing program in the nonprofit field.

. t
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It is hoped that use of section 202 of the Housing Act combined with section 8
will produce a reasonable amount of elderly housing, but the available funds to
the present date are so small as to provide for not much more than one project
per State. It is necessary that additional borrowing authority be provided if
elderly housing is to go forward in rural' aA well as urban areas.

In one other area the rural elderly suffer from discrimination of an unusual
sortthishaste Supposedly rural families who might have

gardens would have good nutrition and nu problems. ilowevr, man3Tolder families
are not able to garden and find it very difficult to prepare meals which are nutri-

, bonally adequate Presumably, they might share in the Administration . on
Aging nutrition programs throughout the country. Unfortunately, these programs
are still not adequately distributed to enable the entire needy rural population
to be covered. hr addition, there are serious problems arising from the dispersed
character of thelwrticipants in these programs which makes it necessary to
provide transportation. Transportation in such projects can become a very large
part of the comet of meals. The result has been a special regulation permitting the
develo rnent of nutrition pro,grams which provide one hot meal one day a week
in eac of several different locations. This means that the advantages of daily
partici ation in the nutrition program are not afforded. Such dispersed nutrition
programs do provide nutrition, for the dat for which they are planned and provide
some social outlet for the participants, but do not serve the same purpose as
nutrition programs in the urban setting. (nearly, additional funding is necessary
for the efficient handling of nutrition programs in rural areas and this means
additional funding for transportation to prevent the program from being stifled
by the inability of participants to reach the program.

From the aboc, it still be seen that the rural elderly have much farther to go to
reach adequate support for the needs' developed in the areas of income, health,
housing, nutrition, _and transportation. The hearing being held is timely and it
is our hope that the result will he a more adequate program for elderly persons in
rural areas that, is at present the ca..e:

;-inecrel% Ct am F. BRIM:MILD.
/

ITEM 6, LETTER FROM JOHN R. ALLEN, ACTING.DIRECTOR, AREA
AGENCY ON AGING, DISTRICT 7, RIO GRANDE COLLEGE; RIO
GRANDE, OHIO; TO SENATOR FRANK( CHURCH, DATED MAY 1, 1975

DEAR SENATOR CHURCII:°04 area agency is responsible for 10 counties in
rural southeastern Ohio. We have observed several pretrams under title III of
the Older American Act for 2 years as of this date. Four programs are in their
third and final year of title III funds. In our rural area, the policy of 3-years-and-
off is burdensome, at best. The issue in these rural counties is that there are scarce
resources for match.

When a county is,faced with total local funding for a program, the program
developed through title III "seed" money either suffers by loss of effectiveness
or is curtailed.

As title III regulations now exist, these four counties, Gallia, Jacklson, Vinton,
/and Scioto, will have to be totally locally supported next year. Our area agency
is working On several alternati es for them, but all of these involve more 'pressure
on county taxes, Federal revenue sharing, and general revenue. In all cases, these
reserves of funding resources are already tapped to the hilt.

The programs in our area have been of great importance to our elderly. They
have capably demonstrated their usefulness and now are faced with curtailment.
I urge your' committee to act on title III.so that programs can be funded indefi-
nitely in rural areas on a 50 percent Federal and a 50 percent local and State
match. In is necessary for the survival of these programs, which makes it necessary
to the survival of our erderly.

If our agency can be of any further assistance to you or your committee, please
feel free to 'write or call.

Thanip you for your time and consideration in this very important matter,
Sincerely, . JOHN R. ALLEN.

1 04
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ITEM 7. LETTER FROM EDWARD SAGE, DIRECTOR, DISITICT S AREA
AGENCY ON AGING, MEDFORD, OREG.; TO SENATOR FRANK
CHURCH, DATED MAY 2, 1975
Iii R SENATOR Cituar.n: Thank you for your letter of April 22 asking for astatement rely% ant to the pi oblems in pro% iding social set % ices outside of urban
I ter- y of t he-A A.1 approtteh-in-surh-nrerrs-,:md ani suggest-tons

I might have far ehanges in the Older Americans Act that could improve the
agility of tlit AAA to function in rural areas.

Most of the problems we face in providing social ser% ices outside of urban
areas -ire related in some way to one Hire issue we are dealing with small numbersof older persons living in geographically (lisp( red areas, resulting in greatly
increased post, to delis er the needed sirs wes and ha% inn few resources (outside
the Older Americans Act) to help0 imp:1(41'1g on the problem.

The AAA approach oilers a good method for dealing with this core issue becauseit provides for the one thing which most areas outside of urban centers have
never hadone key organization responsible for AN orating for and developing
resources in a comprehensive fashion to aid the o*er-60 population.

However, to further improve the ability of the area agency to make gamy
measurable impact on the problems faced by the elderly living outside of urban
areas, I would like to recomnfend the follo%%ing changes in the Older AmericansAet for your eonsideration.

(1) Pros ide to the greatest degree possible for the integration of title VII
progruns with the AAA's planning efforts:,Because title VII is a separate cate-
gonel program under the Older Americans Act, it 'tends to set up a potential
for friction at the local level between the AAA and the nutrition project. Millethis is not the case in our area, I have heard this repeated time and again aroundthe country how can we coordinate with agencies and programs not related to
AoA when vi find it difficult to deal allinig oursel% es under the Older AmericansAct"

(2) Provide for tiite integration of the retired Zenior xolunteer program and the
foster grandparent. pt r,grain under the Adniffo.tration ni Aging. 'Because of the
limited re.oure( s a% tillable in the rural area. of the 'United State., \ olilDlleer, must
be used'eNten.ayely in our program planning. A real effort should be made tobring
these programs directly under the jurisdiction (at the local level) of the area
agency so tivit improved coordination and implementation of them will occur.

(3) Remove the requirement for a full-time,director for each AAA. While I feel
the -key to the neves, of each AAA is the director, I am also awarn that in rural
counties where there are rehitivelv feu% older per, iins, it is difficult to justify spend-
ing money on a full-time plafming salary. Each area shotild lw,allowed, through
their advisory councils, to establish the need for staffing the arc4i agency withoutthe stipulated requirement of a full-time director.

(4) Remove the over-00 stipulation for ser% mg older Indian,- by the Older Ameri-
cans Act prograilis and reduce it to a more realistic figure, i e., 45 or 50. 1 he lifespanfor Indians I, considerably lc.. While they are !Ring on a re;,ervation than if theyha% e int, ed off It i. inappropriate and dkerinunatory to .et an aO level which
many Indian: on a re-ser% at'on might never attain %% it hout the aid provided
through title III and title 1 II. They Nee, mueh sooner than the general popuhiee
of the T- nit ed States, the problems of aging and should therefore be treated as such.

(5) Stop mandating certain speeial or categorical ser% 1w performed under the
AAA hl in. Nit ii in it objectives often fail to relate as %%ell to the rural experience
they do to the urban. (atetiter local determination is necessary if the advisory coun-
cils and task forees are to ha% e any real say as to %%hat is their own area's priorities.
To continue to mandate catain types of programs or eategorus he developed
%%nthout Congress pas:hig new funding for then; is to take the same pie and simply
eut the pieces smaller and smaller until there arc not enough funds to cover all themandated programs efrectiely.

I hope the above comments have helped. I am solidly behind the concept of the
area agency on aging and wish to see it continue to improve o er the coming years.If I can be'of futther assistance, please let tne know.

Sincerely,

106
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ITEM 8. LETTER FROM DR. FLORENCE S. BRAND, PRESIDENT) YUMA
COUNTY .COUNCIL ON AGING, YUMA, ARIZ.; TO SENATOR FRX.NK
CHURCH, DATED MAY 1, 1975 .

DE NI2 SENATOR CHURCH. The older Americans of Yuma County wish to
express their sincere giatitude for 3 our concern and understanding of thur
problems.

We are earnestly trying to apply the Older Aniencans Act to our rural needs
but in litany insticeS. find difficulties not experienced by urban localities. '

Using censys figures to appropriate funds is geographically unrealistic ti-hen
the people to be served are so far from one another. Population data does net
address needs. The administrative expenses are far greater for transportation
(or lack of it), communication, outreach, recordkeeping, v

To give a specific example, under title VII, our Operation Nuod,and Friends
for the ovvr.-GO's must feed at three sites instead of the usual one congregate
place, therefore, in-- end of one director for this project, one director plus dine'

coordinators are ecessary. Vet the grant is no larger than those servingsite coord
100 at one sat:. Recilt tints must be shortchanged.

Also, the low incomes of the retired elderly, living on small social. security
cheeks, makes the requirement of a 25 percent cash matching of the required
in-kind not only unrealistic but practically impossible,

Many seniors would be willing to %%elk if provided with some part-time em-
plovaent without being penalized for earning more than $2,500.

NN e arc looking to you and your committee to remedy these inequities. and help
us serve these tvorthy citizens at a time of their lives It lien they should be without'
worry.

Sincerely,
DR. FLORENCE S. BRAND.

.ITEM 9. LETTER FROM- DOROtHY HESTER, PLANNER, ATLANTIC
COUNTY OFFICE ON AGING, ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.; TO SENATOR
FRANK CHURCH, DATED MAY 5, 1975

DLAR SENATOR CHURCH. In response to your letter of it:loll 14, 1975, the
Atlantic County Office on Aging IA (dd hke to go on record With the follow ing-
remarks concerning the OWN. Americans Act and thejural elderly.

Since August of 1974, the Atlantic County Office on Aging in New Jersey has
been involved in rural outreach. "Unique in she State, this pregnant ha.. achieved
great success,- considering the obstacles of isolation, distance, and time workers
must overcome in locating rural elderly.

One of the most difficult problems in dsvetoping programs for rural elderly is
the lack of research on the subject: Documentation of programs operating in rural
areass is altruist nonexistent. More title IV moneys should be released !,.o do defini-
tive research on this "group.

Potential grantees in rural areas are often suspicions of goverpmental redtape.
They_ hesitate to accept a grant because, Government may w,,itildraw the funds
Jeav ing them with the ,responsibility for the entire program. -Rome rule is a.big
issue III rural areas, and governmental guidelines may threaten them. Decreasing
grant basis over, a ear period may not appeal to a community which has a
small economic base for all general services and cannot find sufficient room(' to
support new programs.

The biggest problem associated with title III is transportation. All the informl-
referralglanning, and coordinnting,will'be of little avail if rural elderly

cannot reach the services provided. Title III should take" a long hard look at
services in rural communities and him senior citizens without transportation use.
them.

Title III must be made relevant for senior eitiens living in rural America, by
planning according to their needs, and not needs projected on nrhan studies.

Respectfully submitted,

55-714-.--75----8
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ITEM 10. LETTER AND ENCLOSURE FROM ADELINA ORTIZ DE HILL,
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SOCIAL WORK, NEW MEXICO HIGH-
LANDS UNIVERSITY, LAS VEGAS, N. MEX.; TO SENATOR DICK CLARK,
DATED MAY 5, 1975

DI' kR 1r NATOR I appreciate the opportunity to submit testimony on the behalf
of Pro Personas Mayoress a national advocacy group fur the Sminish-speaking
elderly The rural peopre-lfthis poptiEdion predominantly Southwestern
in origin are dispersed in many States, including the Midwest and

The rural and pioneer ethic that so characterized the grow th and development
of this country was significantly enhanced by the exploration and settlement of the
Southwest by the furebearers of this population. The introduction o grapes,
oranges, dates, olives, cattle, the horse, and sheep predates 1750. These hest of
Europe.m settlers left an impression on the map and have claims on the so
firr the most part they have lower incomes and are isolated from ecofionrie growt

Since t Tie hearings are foneerned with amendments to the older Americans an
the rur l -elderly, I will confine my remarks primarily to these concerns. First,
et anivanting on the blight of the migrant, second, rural northern New Mexico, and
third, to the Older Americans Act_Amendments of 1973.

I. MIGRANT AND FARM WORKERS Porz,iaripNs

The nu ant and farm worker population consists largely of persons.from this
ethnic group. They have contributed significantly to the abundant harvest our
country is noted fur. Yet what reward do they reap in old age? Generally, the an-
swer is nonrecognition, neglect, and dubious citizenship status or second class
citizenship.

(a) Nonrecognition results from the fact that migrants and rural people arc
generally under represented in census counts. This is basis for documenting need,

and undilig programs.
h) The neglect of rural populations is largely due to the political clout of urban

area Lacking matching moneys for formula grants, technical assistance, or know-
how on how 44-) design systenis to meet their needs, they are ignored. Information
and ronanunication are barriers -that preent development and help perpetuate-
stagnation.

iel.Curn ntly, we are being told there are 10 million illegal immigrants in this
country and in a recessionary period we ten eh hunt in this population.
Already traumatized by massive repatriat. )ractiees the thirties, anxieties are
building Freely recognizing the possibilit that there ar illegal entrants, a question
comes to mind Do the employers who ex oit their la or impound social security
money s and income tax payments? If so, w t happens to these moneys when the
immigration service returns these people to I lexico?

(d) Minority means one thing to me: second-class citizenship, and all the attend-
ant di nial of basic civil rights. Poor education, low wages, and barriers to up-
ward mobility has e tended t7l" track migrants for several generations into co inued
poverty. Among migrants, there is a 'common ethic of caring for the elder , even
though this may mean trapsporting-them in the migrant stream from State to
State, its was the ease of a 10-year-old that I met in Michigan.

II. NORT/IERN NEW MEXICO

Having expressed my concern about the plight of the migrant, I must comment
on a situation I have experienced nearly all my life. Northern New Mexico has
several counties that are rural in character with, mountainous barriers and far-
flung distanes between small villages and ranchos that dot the landscape (see
item (1)), Peopled for centuries by descendants of the early settlers, they reflect
the ethic and character of the Spanish-speaking. These are the people Robert
Coles wro about in the "Old Ones of New Mexico."

As the, nger people have left the countryside for urban opportunity, those
who rent' c the elderly. There is no retirement for the rural elderly. Subsistence
level into e perpetuates subsistence living. Moneys are allocated for high-risk
categories of elderly and I believe it has been stated that 40 ptreent of the elderly
in the 'United States are rural and I am certain a high percent are high risk. In
this context, what specific issues and recommendations seem to be most relevant?

The problems due to isolation are many as they relate to basic needs:
(a) health care delivery is either nonexistent or practitioners are inundated

with patients, requiring long waiting periods with rushed and unexplained
diagnosis.

la
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lb) Blindness occurs because of lack of early diagnosis, education, and under-
standing of the primary causes:

(c) Lack of some teeth.is a general characteristic.
id) Integrated multiphasic screening for hypertension,. diabetes, and easily

detected problems, is not available. i.

ie) Many have the ehowe of being ill and unattended or being institutionalized.
if) NN Into it is stated that only 3 percent of the elderly are institutionalized,

what percentage are rural elderly ? And is that number constant due to nursing
home capacity and-Thortality rates? I have met manyrural elticrly-in MT's-Owed
there by anxious families. 4111, o

(g) Lack of education and information in health-related areas.
th) For many, transportation is the lifeline of the community, so many things

are dependent on it. The high cost of gasoline in rural communities requires
prudent use of it. Yet I can cite examples of stamp programs where an all-day
wait may be required iti the stamp office. Though certain sections of the county
are designated for certain days at the distribution location, because SSI checks are
all mailed out un the first of the month, lines and all-day waits ensue, because,
on subsistence intorno, waiting for a designated day is impossible. Thus a valuable
trip to town is spent waiting in an officemeaning a return trip to purchase
supplies.

0) Income related to the land question in New Mexico and to SSI is a c,oncern.
This population is agrarian in character and naestra Tierra is a reason for living
and remaining rooted on it. Eligibility for SSI is based on the market value of the
land. The amount of land is finite, specul s and developers, or persons looking
for tax-exempt shelters, have inflated the i rket value. Sitting on their holdings,
absentee owners or corporations can afford o wait while older people unable to
farm in any mass scale due to age and lack of market must salt) qualify for SSI.,

tp Electricity, telephone service, and impassable roads hinder communication
and the development of services. 4

V
V. '

---s,
III. 'AMENDMENTS TO THE OAA

e I am speaking about a State that ranks 49th in i me. These problems require
a systematic approach.

this country has for three decades now been volved in economic development
inLatin America and Asia, American econom' ts,such as Hagan and Hirschman,
have developed theories in third world, concountries where si uations are similarto
the circumstances I mentioned. Tradition-km rural and village people generally
disgust government and outsiders, and in this population tare is good reason.
Bounty is generally contingent on an unpredictable variable, the weather; often
this is responsible for a fatalistic attitude attributed to`rural people.

IntViet Nam we have experienced what massive interventiond advanced
technology can do to a people. It tends t%.create dependency, is disruptive and
inconsistent, leaving people in. disarray, warse off then before.

I I wotild much rather see ottr country build up surplus supplies of food, rather.
than a surplus ot,obsol to weapons. Hunger is oftenAhe cause of war or revolution.

Of what relevance my commentary in regards to theaublic Law 93-29 "The
Older Americans Co ' s hre ensive Services Amendments of 1973?" Little, none, or
a ta. Little, ,13 e, though the Federal Register; for title III mentions "Aeces-
sibffity," "es rclini4ion," "comprehensive," and/'services," nothing specifically
states rural nning. None, because matching funds for formula grants, the dis-
serrunation of nformation and numbers, are not representative of need in rural'
areas. A lot, because the Op exists in the law and the needs I mentioned are not
coordinated into the provision of services. With the exceV....ien of 0E0 programs
with assistance in the development of community contefFin outlying villages and
small outright grants for improvements, there is little or no coordination. Re-
liance for programing or planning seemstto be based on "the senior center tech-
nology of the 1960, with limited resources used;for staffing and far or no multi-
services actaVies. I: s,

County seats of government are seen the planning body for rural areas county4extension agents are.also viable resources if coordinated into a system..
Many of us looked forward to the implement-kiwi pf title XX of the Social

Steurity Act as a viable vehicle for social services on a sliding Beale and the de-
veropment.uf comprellensiveffervices in underdeveloped areas. However, the Federal
Register Apr. 14,1075, Vol. `40, No. 92, as it interprets Public Law 93-647, does
not mandate services and limits participation. To cost benefit this layer upon layer
of ineffectual, limited proems means that we continue t-6, elpend millions with
only a superficial covragelof problems. 4 1.

*
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The Spanish--iileaking rural elderly ,are not reached and unles, we More spe-
cifically demand that the language of the law desagnatessspecial services tai ruralelderly kaCe will be dorie.

Snces could or should include 3.

(1) Chore servic, a-husband and wife team to assist in case's of illnesz: or
disability.

12) Transportat.ion assktanee or assistance with puichases.
(3) Informatcion. translation, and 4:due:moil.
1-112Telephone ai-Lerefe or a eqiimunication system.
t3 Ural devel ,pon nt projects. .

," itii More rural health climes such as CampeAino de Salud would help.
(7) Program development assistance .0;1 A high percentage of substandard housing is often the ease in rural area.:and is a /najor concern.
Thank vou for the opportunity to comment on the problem.: I feel Are so im-

portant. 1." am sure that in referring to previous hearings and witnesses you will
Sod essentially the same proble ins mentioned. I am taking the liberty of forward-

, ing a comment by Mr' llab ?al, director of Sierras y Llanus, a community active
program that is effectively in% oh ed in a tricounty area.

Sincerely,

[Enclosure)

SIERRAS Y LLANOS COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCY,

ADELINk ORTIZ DE HIL4
Las l'egas, N. Mex., May 7, 197.5./ .

Las Vegas, N. Mex.
DEAR Fps. ORTIZ DE HILL: John Haber!, Executive Director of the Sierras y

Llanos Community Action Agency, has been called away for a lew days and asked
he to respond to a request for information regarding elderly persona in aorta-eastern New Mexico.

In serving the rural elderly of San Miguel, Mora, and Colfax countie4 the:
CAA has attempted to direct its efforts to the heart of the problem. Difficulties
in obtaining moneys necessary for tr portatam, coupled with the desire of must
elderly to re main in familiar surroaa a Ig, ie. resulted in a process of establishing
senior centers throughout the rural sections the State.

As 4 direct result of school du. 'et consul, non, abandoned school building,exist in numerous . Cuun ,coriimunity cievelopero, a part of
the CAA ,tuff, meet with local rural resider and offer assistance it unizatuon,
enabling the eld( rl; to be:cultic incorporatea, and thereby a legal entity. The school
board of the particular location then is asked to lease, donate, or sell the building
to the incorporated grotp.

Once in peKses-uon of the .:trueture, the residenls then form an amement withSierra, y Llano-, to maintain the builcung in good condition for a perioII of 10 ; ear-
in exchange for materials to be used in repair and, or reno% anon a the structure.
The CAA also provides, materials such as art and craft items, playing curds,
billiard tables, and other item, that pros ide a basis for companionship, communit%
pride, and the irradication of isolation --one of the most crushing problems of allelderly. While it is by no means an ultimate solution, we have found this method
of assisting elderly rural residents mustyan-factor:1y. The CAA only provides the
necessary materials such as paint, windA,4, and craft items. The people themsel%rs
do all the work, the basis being the detelopment of pride in their own community.
Frequently, the elderly have found that, as a unified community group, their
combined political and social power is greater than, it would have been on an
individual basis. Still, however, the elderh especial') the rural elderly, halve
consistently not received thCassistance needed for 4heir continuance.

The present formula for the distribution of funds is against these senior citizens
because they do not have the necessary political clout to gain the ear of polinciazi.s.
The formula should be amended to take into consideration the great need of these
people. This country has for many ; ears relied upon Americans from the rural

-areas and it simply is not right to permit the continued ignoring of the rural
elderly.

to

ADELINA ORTIZ DE HILL. 4
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It shotild )( plrlt 111 out that thtO indi% Munk who contai(' to bye in small
tit d coinniunitit hate not fytfth, r etimplicated the urban crisis by mot ing

I trg roues. Hon.:ter. the elderl pis tr will hale no choice if -.twilling es not done
t n,trige the forinulo f ridistribution of iron. to rural are pt tot go to
Vi,es ticbari are is hate tradition nick ed the lorge-t funding ain,unts.

(lost Zineortily,
FRPUi ,;Iris S. FRI

P la 7, tier.

ITEM 11. LETTER FROM ELEANOR THOMA EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
MEIGS COUNTY COUNCIL ON AGING, LNC, POJIEROY, OHIO; TO
SEN TOR FRANK CHURCH, DATED MAY 61 1975,

I)F kP. Ss s; kTOP. CHURLii The Ohio Commis-ion on %Aging stiggested we contact
in rte ,rd amenclno nt to t h. Oldtr Americans Act Our primary concern N

t' nr,r2u tti if for the elder in rural area- such as ,Nfeli- County.
Nit az- Cint% located in the Appitlachnin section of -out heastcrn Ohio and

h 1 in st r% ire s for the to nett of the . Id. rly until April 1973, at which time funds
.tppla d for .tnd pro. vied through title. III of the Older Ailieneitn, Act.

rs - tit 1d( a% t AAA.- through .1 multipurp ose seni,u- citizen center include the
"f 11 wing tronspertatifin Count has no public transpottation

art heolth programs. infarrnation and referral, educational and social
pr groin., ho no maintenance, and escort seroce. Attkndance at the center has
tot t .tsed from 105 in April 1973 to 1,1190 in Nbarch 1975.

A- y ill art ,,ware, title III funds are for a maximum period of 3 years on a de-
cri Nuig basis each ear The aforementioned sera ices are count} wide and hoye

lit uttd approximatel ',SOO filch rb per-on, Thcre has been cooperation in
pr tiding fund- through senior t ttizt n_tundraising.actitities and contributions
fn tin indit rganizations. and go% crrinant but
!la rt ,tre not suflicunt local funds to support the pre :tarn in its entire t.%0The

ri. ncial rc sourees of other .igt noes who hate ser% 1C1s w hich con be of ben( rit to
"a t hit rly are also limited. If Federal assistance not continued hi yonti the

. r pi n, pd. it will re -silt in the curtoilrunt or elimination of thtse ...en ice-. The
1 l t f local ricairci nite.t rural arias often prohibits the continuation and
t of much -n, ech d programs n hen Federal funding i do hanger at allable.

In odilit i in to tiq abate funding, a nutritn n program %% os collinit need in
-Mt its Couat% to January 19'74 under title \ II The suppt rtiit -en let si are pro-
: nIi u throl title ill described Ant% e Although this irogr an was into nded to

r. nitol, for 25 Ili r1y persons through the -assisti\nee of volunteers an
.1% t r.,g. of 70 persons are sen ed daily.

A n ton d se nor olunteer prognam no. commenced in 1973, and has hear of
grt at 1n in fit to the ei-ii?11110101. Two hundred -titior citizens h %a tt lunteered

r 411.0th tc nirt the past 2 yer- usmg thin' 4.111.1 and e xperleRee to help others.
t riil rt t (intl.. Rs% P was funded an it decreasing basis with a Iiiear
It, ii e, her 1974 tilt funding mild' laic-. were cliongeci and programs eon now be
filided 50 percent through ACTION witl no time hinitat 'tin.

T'a 41.o%. proltr.,n,.. hate etnrdinated and unit gratod into a comprehen-
-I% k i.r grant, tht-reb% pnit iding Cr. r impact upon the (gni rl% of the area e
f 1 t'i older ric.a- Act should In .tnikrided to, insure that ertices for the

Id/ rl v will be continued in areas such a- our-
In nirol areas the elderly ire not tea, they are gi oanphic ally

tie loted. In Meip County the populaili 45 per .'n is per square Hole, scattered
er 474 -quail mile,. There are lipproNinuttt 1.% 1,600 in norr to cir WI tear- of age

TI t numbt r u6 y -NUJ low compare d to urban an as, but the proportion of elm rly
t. the total county population is IS 5 percent.

The wide rang( of faellitit-, and services alloble for the chicr13 in high popula-
tii n tabon are as should also ollable to the elderl. in rural areas. Theo elderly
-h. 1.1d not be penalized bccatie thelitt in an Nolan d an Inch is not dt nst ly
Ptitilated. Their needs are as great if nut grottrdue to their isolation.

Aim assmance you can Provide s% ill be appreciated.
nue% rely,

.1 u

ELE %NOR THOMAS.
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Ii i 12. LETTER FROM NANCY STIVBR, AAA DIRECTOR, AR 'ZONA
REGION_ III, NORTHERN ARIZONA COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS,
FLAGSTAFF, ARIZ.; TO SENATOR FRANK CHURCH, DATED MAY 6,
1975

DEAR 4SF.NAToR CHURCH: We who` uric in the field of aging realize tha
the Senate Committee on Aging has dune mach to Help, the plight of the,olde
Atherican.

HZ.rwever, those of us in rural areas and area agencies. on aging that try to
function in rural areas, along with our olderArtiencan constituents, feel that the.
criteria and guidelines that are part of the Older American Act are operatic- fur
the most part only in metropolitan areas. The types of programs we as an area
agency on aging must put into effect before offering specific programs to t the
naeds of our uNN-11 N ery special areas dfinitely du not meet the needs of our people.
and the older Americans, along with myself, find it difficult to comprehend chi
title HI money cannot be used fur direct service programing to meet the unique
needs of rural areas.

In an area such as north& rn Arizona, we have great distance` of land to cover
that are almost totally surrounded by federally owned land, plus very little, if any .
industry to give a tax base to be used as match moneys or to "pick up" large
mandated programs such as information and referral services and manpower
employment programs. The cldtrly in my arca are %cry disgruntled that the
regional advisory council has very little option as to how large siuusof title III
moneys could be used to meet the needs of their specific counti. We are con-
stantly- frustrated with "match" problems bec..4tute of lon city and county tax
bases and very fen social service agencies that have any interest or money ft..r
mandated programs. Trying to find social service agencies in northern Arizona
that are not themselves almost in total federally, funded un low budgets is an
impossible task.

What we are asking for in rural areas, such as ours, is that with any Older
American' Act guideline; we be given enough leeway to develop and put into
action thk types of programs and services that are JOrt.ly needed and to
the Alder13\ of the area.

If is very difficult t& understand Low g-iidclines of aging program must siloays
be aimed at large population bases while the elderly in rural areas continue not to
count as human beings with heeds to be fulfilledjust to meet, if thei are
the bare minimums of existenee.

We are asking your committee to seriously consider the types of:pr,blems
before deciding rigid programing and guidelines for all senior citizens.

Sincerely,
NANcrISTIvEn.

ITEM 13. LETTER FROM BIM. Y JOHNSON, PLANNING COORDINATOR,
TRI-COUNTY AREA AGENCY ON AGING, CORVALLIS, *OftEG.; TO
SENATOR FRANK CHURCH, DATED MAY 7, 1975

Senator CHURCH. I appreciate the opportunity to share my observations on the
usefulness of the Older Americans Act to persons in rural or semirural areas. As
you may be aware from Mrs..Hughei of the Oregon State Program on Aging, this
district is rural and semirural in fnany parts. My observations are based on mum
than 2 years of close contact with rural older Americans and the proble in as-
sociatecf with bringing needed .service; to them.

In the interests of dant) and brevity my comments are listed below. I nould
be glad to.provide further explanations and details on any of the following points.

I. Problems in providing social services in areas pther than densely populated
urban centers:

(a) Lack ofprganizational structure and expertise to organize, establish,
and administer social z^rvice .

(b) Lack of local funds to match Federal funds and to finance seces on
a long-term basis.

te) Competition between vivious senior citizen programs fur scarce financial
resource.

(d) Cost/benefit ratio in rural areas.

11i
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Allocation of fund, based on population distribution does not take into
account the special problems and subsequvit costs related to serving persons
who are widely dispesed.

,f) Lack of awareness of socitil services mailable in other areas in the State
and throughout the country.

ILSuitability of area agency on aging approach in such areas.
t a) Area agencies ha% e been able to pro% idt the commUnity organization

and admintratit e 4,1114 which small rural communities and counties require
to organize and establish prionty social. services. In some instances AAA's
he adt ised on reorganizing agency structure and operations to sent rural
areas and in 'other situations AAA's have fouhd it necessary- to orgamzt and
establish new agencies to deliver services.

bb) Through training and technical assistance to service providers, area
agency staff hat e been able to improve and strengthen agency services as
well as establish linkages between appropnate services.

1c) Because of their unique role, AAA's ha% e been ery successful in bring-
ing together Tooling) a' arn ty of cxistingand new resources to delis e r needed
service;.

id) Area agencies, in partnership with rural older Americans, have increased
the awareness of public officials and agencies to the particular needs of
elderly persons.

kt) The area agency approach assures older adults a significant oice in
influencing the development of priority serice^ and encourages older adults
to act as advocates in their 'own interests.

if) The area agency and its advisqry council have served as a vehicle for .
communicating information about N anon. services which has been helpful to
rural residents.

III. Suggestion!: for changes in Older Americans Act:
tai Regulations should he revised to enable local communities to hat c more

freedom to determine their own local pnonties.
,b) Various titles should be administered in a coordinated manner, in

part,e,ilir, titles III and VII. The nutrition program should be administered
as one of.the many social beryl c in the comprihensit service deli% ery sys-
tem for the elderly, not as a separate system. Because tht nutrition program
is defined in a specific title of the act does not tie ce-saril.y mean it should be
administered separately.

(c) Funding for title III functions should be increased considerably in
relation to the scope of the job to be done. (Title III functions appear to
be minimal in importance when a-comparison i> made between the funding
of title III with VII, especially in view of the scope of title III functions.)

Your consideration of these commenter is greatly appreciated by tht older
Americans in Linn, Benton, and Lincoln Counties, Oregon.

Sincerely,
Berri- Jon.xsoN.

ITEM 14. LE'ilk,11 FROM LAWRENCE L MARTIN, CHIEF, BUREAU ON
AGING, ARIZONA STATE DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC SECURITY,
PHOENIX, ARIZ.; TO SENATOR FRANK CHURCH, DATED MAY 8, 1975

DEAR SENATOR CHURCH. Your memorandum requesting input relatit e to the
operation of the Older Americans Act in the rural arts- was welcome as the subject
is quite relevant in Arizona.

rue to the concentration of population in two metropolitan are of the State,
12 of Anzonas 14 counties are rural. The following obsert ations of the are a'ageney
concerning one region composed of Mahe% e and Yuma Counties typify the prob-
lems encountered in dealing with the Older Americans Act in rural Arizona

Arizona Region IV (Yuma and Mohat e Counties), setth its large arid land area
and low- population density of 4.05 persons per square milt ranks among tht, most
rural areas. in the United States. The population gain within the regiou's 23,210
square miles was 132.9 percent between 1960 and 1970. According to the 1970
census, Mohave County had the largest percentage of population gain in the
United States with a 234.2-percent increase. In the 1974 special census, which was
conducted in Mohat e County to officially establish the current population for dis-
tnbution of Federal revenue-sharing funds, the gain between 1970 and 1974 was
38 percent.
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TIP re i- y r ry tittle indl-try and fev, pay roll- t tut-ide the -er% ieP trades. The ,n-
c,11, d population explt11.11 I, due to the imnugratiou of retire-. Mipt td there

,r. y °anger than 65 %%hen t arrt% e, contributing to the:;s, Fs-pereent inerea-e
in the p.tpulation in Yuma ('aunty and 16q htrtitt incr. a-e in Moha% e
Count Y for the -.ape pt tpullt ion group Itur1\een 1960 and 1970.

1, .ildp romoters, ufft rms.? 1.1%% dovilp,1%ment, and easy terms, have-ad% erti-ed
',.1 rinitry 1301% er,,.%% le. e an; ,r land .,%%n r,lup and ...VI k'

the n Pr, it tonal Attraction- and a mart therapt Haw chi ite, are alien not eenn.,1111.
111 apable of ,11-taing thein-elye, in the Statt s m e met ropt,litan center._

Th. oars-time }oft, th'it could n tin went ineo e- an, not available in
r, :zeal IV. 1,1eal go% enunit nt, catint.t keep up v ith the di man& of unforeseen and.
tin larint d grim t h much lc-- meet thk rapidly expanding need of ser% tee, for
n t

The above demographic per,peeti:e demowtrates that %% hile program alloca-
tit .11, 1,..t-ed an populatit.n 111,i v he fea,ible in the mtropulttan area-, rural area,
ut l% gion IV ha% e radically different need, The dt- ignatiun of treat agency on

agnig t iud.. under nth III money with 3-year phin.c in-and-out taut further
e, .In I +In ates a compn heii ne appr. tach to -cry ice- fur the elderly in an area alimpt

lacking in resource,. Additionally, chile the allowance of volunteer time,(,
match r, very helpful, the required 25 percent cash match out many

potential -eryiee provider-
T,tilt VII presilit, problem- regarding the 3-yt ar phase -out. One hundred

e.aiiirt gate meal, canhot he -t raed in -ey.ral location- for the -;inie co-t as deli%er-
iuit r% ice at one site. The lack of population concentrations nece--itate, three
sib , in the existing title VI program in region I.

r the Older Americans Act, in region IV, the van- pressing needs, such as
traii4ort taitrt ach, pact -time employment, home maintenance, and other
supporti.i. zeruct.-.., that allow the elderly- to maintain ,c1f-sufficiency, have nut
I.. a addr.,-t d except to identify such needs. While it recognized that the co-ti.
L. Ii fit ratio n et-,,anly incorpurat - population figure,. It 5s hoped that the fixed
c.-ts it* c.,-.tr% t., pr... 1,1. of ,er% let, in rural area, H ill be recognized and :am ed
for in future Older American.. Act legislation.

sincerely,
1,1.%%nEN('E L. MAnTiN.

ITEM 13. LETTER FROM WARREN G. BILLINGS, DEPUTY DIRECTOR,
NEW YORK STATE OFFICE FOR THE AGING: ALBANY, N.Y.; TO
SENATOR FRANK CHURCH, DATED MAY 9, 1975

1-): Yr. SrNYTOn Clitat ti. Thw will re-pond to your memo of April 14, 1975, in
hich %,..1 requested ..11 olper% ation- 'to hen the Older Americans Act is

r. tin in rural art:,, anti ,tiggt-tion, fur ailienciments to make the act more
(irt ete

\\ t 11,1%(' had con-ideralth (xpt rime. with the chat lopment and opt ration of
or, ag. BM, on aging ni Nf'%% York state, the third largest rural State in the
Nai.,,ii In -itfar a- the Older American, Act i- et tneerned, it I, our opinion that it in
it..< If npr .1% broad enough in .cope to alloy for the flexibility ['c.c.-lay to
pro% r% for the rural dderly [lime% er. the :almini-tration of the act,
tl.r..1iLli myriad regulat ,n, and in,trtiet it tn.., frequently se r% e.. to re-t net program-
iti tr. a-. as Malty rural program, do not ha% e the per-onnel t 1) :IC-

,nutbodat t' the many and ,I.ifting mandate, concomitant to the act', programs.
III of the act r, de-1.s.rned to encourage mid a--e.t in the et tiicentratioi

r -,0.n0..ncl the de, elopito lit of e and courdinati d ser% ice ,ysteins.
Th, .y-t. nt, are to he eh.' loped by entering info nev cooperative arrangement,
vith pr pier, 4.f social -trxnt, with the oral..., that the agt ittie.,,on aging may
pro % id. ne. dad -eta ice, directly only when tht y are nut already ayinlable
and cannot be provided by other public or pH% ate agency.

At this point we run into a significant imp. dim( nt to ffeeti% e deli% cry of
scryiet to the rural elderly. The major need...area, of older people in% 01% e ineuni, .
ht altkand mental lwalth, how-Difg, nutrition, education, employment, retirement,
tran-portation, and 41;iritual

In an as many re,ource, exit which can he coordinated, pooled, and
tappt d to address the needs areas listed ahoy e. For the most part in rural areas,
rt sources are either extremely meager or simply nonexistent.
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This situation, of course, a the act is currently. written, places the orris of
direct pros egon of service squarely on the .huulde rs of the rural area ag,my on
aging.

as mentioned earlier, the act k broad enough in :cope to addre. the
needs of the rural elderly. neverthe les:, green the circumstance' of few if any
available .er% ice. in rural areas and gi% ep the current rate of title. III and
funding. it he difficult tee de elare t%itl-ianv degree of authority that rural area
age nen': em aging can addres. the tweet. area. of the a contitin itt. m an eff, e tire,
comprelien.1%e, and thorough fashion.

We' are sugge-ting that in order ta :diem rural area agencie- on acing t e render
mandated and needed ern ices to their older people in an effective fa.ly, ii. that
consilleratOen be green to amincding the act, a...

That a set lef criteria be estabhthed %% Inch would enable inertIked fgt.cling,
tinder both title. III and VII 'of the act, to be funn6led in thug. rural ..re`as
where .er% ice. are most needed. The criteria -he uld be based on factor- as

a% allabdity of .ere ice:, and population density within a planning and,ernice:,rea.
The re; is a direct relation.hip between population density and set.% ice sta:la-

bility. An int erse rata) factor cymbizatut population denNtit and .,mice
Info y would be the pnmary determinant in computing the aetiflil per-capita de tl.ir
figure for rural area agenelea on aging.

A ehenge or amendment 'such a. the one outlined abuse or the _development of
any other ineehanestic device uhieli would allow the rural agencie. on agog to
carry out their mandate- more effeetitiely, would help redress -eireunteetances
under which our rural elderly are, in effect, being :short changed.

lieur fa% arable consideration of thies.uggestion will be greatly appreciated by
the half-million older New Yorkers who live in rural areas.

Sincerely,
WARREN G. Bimallo..

ITEM 16. LETTER FROM MAURICE DANFEL PLOTNICK, COOfiDINATOR
OFFICE ON AGING, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERV-
ICES, STATE Or ALASKA; TO SENATOR FRANK CHURCH, DATED
MAY 9, 1975 -

l)r \n. Se TOR RUM IL Tln. is a re ply fo your letter addre ...ed to all state
, director on aging dated April 14, 1973, regarding the .ubjeet of the Older-Aim ri-

ean Act and rural elderly esugge...ted by Senatier Dick Clark.
\\ hen an 1.4 concerned with or di.cussing the Kurd "rural,- cert,only

Alaska is the ino-t 'rural- of all the 30 State..
Although there exist- Arioik and health% dig( renee. of opinions regarding

the Manse cost- eel providing for effective deii%erY of (eeinprehen-e%e. cooldiunted
program. for the elderly in urban (. rural communities, there should he no qui,-
non that the unit cost of .ucli deli% err a rural area. Combined with -mane r
concentration- tor elde,:r1 in the rilral area i..ignificantly higher than in urban
areas,

In 'mkt of Alaska there is no .tate%%ide network of highways to pro% ide for
relatn eh- inexprne transportation. Ile 1/.11,1iiv an forced to fin bec,,u there
are no alternatis es. Poorer per on, cannot afford the co. t, of air tran-poitation,
yet there k. no othe; choice

I wrote to Semati'ir Ted Steven. last year .tiggestiug that till. :!fate be funded'
for aging program, to pro%Ade for expanded title 11 program-, and the re 'eyoe-
able and nece..ary mandated slij)portise .ertice., such a. tran.portat ion, out-
reach, fAllowup. 'special eniphai. for the s kually and hearing handle tipped
per-on-. and home health aides.

Allocate training and .re -march funds directly to appropriate univer.::.e.. (and
make allowances for the Mate to &termitic its peed -, hat lug ti v Federal rl'gions
to monitor goal. and objectives accomplished against those ne d:

Under .ection :304 ma 11) of Public haw 93-29 we hae me single planning ail&
service area to cover the entire Mate and its 17,000 per. mu. %%11c) are 60 year. and
over.

It 1: operating *Oh eon:Pry:ay.( ly 93 percegi* effeefivenes. and ace( ptance
considering our small population and large area. W e are appreciative of Com-
nns-noner Flemming's liberal interpretation of the act to allow us to imple ment
that which is provided under the art.
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Under section 308(a)- "Mode/ Projects," it is suggested that a formula agant
,

be, allocated to each political jurisdiction. to determine its needs and priori
In conclusion, it is my opinion that it is the inherent right of the Federal 'Con-

gress to propose the best possible legislation difectly affecting all the citizensboth vonng,and old and all the rest in thq middle.
I fiiive not seen it in writing but I seriously doubt if there would be as manyof .the State units on -aging in existence were it not fur the provisions contained

in title III of Public Law 93-29 providing fur administrative grants for Stateprograms on aging.
Fnr this fact alone each American, regardless of age, should be ani,is thankful

for the aecoinplisIunents matte in behalf of all older, Americans by this, 94th-Congres§ andprevious Congresses.
Sincerely,

NIA.URYCE DANIEL PLOTNICK.

ITEM 17. LETTER FROM DUANE VTILLADSEN; ADMINISTRATOR, DIVI-
SION Or.AGING, DEPARTMENT 01' HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES,
STATE OF WISCONSIN; TO SENATOR FRANK CHURCH, DATED MAY 13
1975.

DEAR SENATOR Cnericn: This is to respond to your memorandum of April 141075, soliciting the State units on aging's viewpoints and knowledge regarding the
effectiveness of the Older Americans Act programs in rural areas. This opportunityis much appreciated.

In the State of Wisconsin, Federal fundg under title III of the Older Alnericans
Act have been distributed throughout the mile-State planning and service areasbased on the proportion of Older persons aged 60 and older in each area. As such,
urban rural distribution of the elderly population has not been considered in the
alli_oh-of Federal resources. However, the State population is concentrated
in.eltrA4staitherrii and eastern areas in the State anti the northern and westernpart of the State are predominantly rural and less populated. As a result, relatively
a smaller proportion of title III of the Older Americans Act Federal funds arechanneled to the rural areas in the State. It appears that more Federal fun/ling
for Older Americans Act programs is needed in order to develop and expand elderlyservice programs in-the-rural areas.

I hope that'the above fact will be brought to the attention of participants atthe hearing.
Sincerely,

DUANE WILLADSEN.

ITEM 18. LETTER FROM HARRY F. WALKER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
STATE OF MARYLAND. COMMISSION ON AGING; TO SENATOR FRANK
CHURCH, DATED MAY 13, 1975

DEAR SENATOR CHURCH: ThfS is in response to your recent request for comments
on the effectiveness of the Older Americans Act in rural areas.In Marylend, two of our six area agencies are basically in rural areas. Theyreceived-their allocation under the Older Americans'Act through us on a formula
based on the proportion of elderly in each planning and service area as a percentageof the total elderly in the State. The formula gives a two-third§ weight to thenumber of elderly poor as a percentage of the total elderly poor. in the State,and one-third to the total elderly population as a percentage of the State's elderly.We do, however, feel that in allocating funds to States or by States down tothe local level, consideration- should be given to the expenses involved in-the
delivery of services. It 4/quite difficult to establish criteria for measuring thosef-.,-,tors that allow a jugt-comparisoy Congress were to establish a formula
which. gave consideration to cost differences in serving rural/urban elderly, itmight make the distribution of Federal funds more equitable. Our staff has, recently completed the first year evaluations of three of Maryland's area agencies,including the area agency in rural western Maryland. This agency serves threecounties. The 15 percent allowed for administration and planhing from theirallotment has provided only one professional staff person and a secretary. Rural
areas often cover large geographic territories with far fewer elderly than urban
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areas with a high concentration. That means they get less administrative money
fewer other agencies to help them, and considerably more difficulty in doing any
real planning.

In some of the urban areas, city aging offices had allocated funds for planning
prior to the area agency funding, thus allowing for additional' planning staff with
the title III funds. This additional commitment IT m the rural area agencies has
not occurred, not becauseit wasn't needed, but b ause there just wasn't enbugh4
money for staff.

We wonder if it would not be possiblk for a dj; to be Itade of the overall
difference in posts per Unit of .serving elderly in e rural areas v. serving those
who live in urban areas. §uch attudy.could then document the need on the part

, of Federal and State governments to develop neiv allocation formulas that would
tptke into consideration these differences.
t As-the evajuittians and reports from the area agencies begin to c8ilte.in,,it may

be that there will be obvious remedies for dealing with the rural elderly.
I appreciate the opportunity to comment oh this issue and am glad toknowthat

you are looking into the special problems:Of the ruralelderly.
Very truly yours,

" HARDT F. WALKER.

ITEM.19. LETTER AND ENCLOSURE 1770M JOSEPH A. GAIDA, EXECU-
TIVE DIRECTOR, STATE OF NEBRASKA COMMISSION OR AGING; TO
SENATOR FRANK CHURCH, DATED MAY 13, 105'

DEAR SENATOR CHURCH:. Thank you for your letter of April 14, 1975, and
your request for information from the Nebraska Commission on Aging relative
to the Older Americans Act and the rural elderly.

The Nebraska Commission on Aging prepared some remarks for presentation to
Senator Dick.Clark of Iowa at his recently scheduled hearing in the Midwest.
These were ;resented to Dr. Woodrow Morris of the University of Iowa for
inclusion in Ill's testimony to Senator Clark.

'Because I havet only recently learned that there is a possibility that our com-
ments were not included in Dr. Morris' testimony, I am herZby furnishing you
with i copy for your review.

Thank you for this opportunityto comment. Best wishes.
Sincerely JOSEPH A, GAIDA.

(Enclosure!
Dr. W: W. Monais,
Chaireinn; College of Medieine, University of Iowa,
3/Ara City, Iowa

DEAR Woonr: Thank you for your memorandum of pril 11, 1975, and the
opportunity to comment' through you before the U.S. Se ate Special Committee
on Aging regarding programs in rural States and areas. will try to specifically
direct my comments to your numbered points for considdra ion.

1. The 5160,000 State administrative level is much IUD small for'e ective ad-
ministration of very sparsely populated areas which contain a large pe centage of
population aged 60 and over. Although it is quite fair to allocate the fun accord-
ing to the number of individnala over a certain age; the impact of the programs on
the State should be of equal consideration. Because Iowa and Nebraska are basi-
cally tied for second place in the countryon population over the age`of 60 per
total populationit contributes to a rather high dependency ratio. Therefore, it is
the impact of the elderly on the State's population which should be of considera-
ton, not only the number of individual heads. Additionally, the mere geography
of a large State requires a rather large outlay in terms of travel expenditures. For
example, it is much faster, easier, and economical for an individual from our cen-
trill office in Lincoln to reach Chicago, Ill. some two States distance than to reach
the. other end of our State. These considerations are of importance when we are
forced to go to the legislature for administrative funds because the Federal Gov-
ernment cannot provide enough administrative, money tAo manage title III, ueh
less title VII program/. -

2. Nebraska is in the process of trying to consolidate its transportation pr rams
in the department of roads and consequently will be in a much better position to
deal with the transportation needs of the elderly citizens through legislated piesign-
off on rules, regulations, and amounts issued by that department.

liG
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3 The Nehrask4 Commission on Agiag has had consi able till ty explaining
to State, officials the nefikisity for using State moneys to . niter the title VIIprogram.) We find that a Dirge share of our eyaluation and management tittle isspept in the administration of title VII activities for which ?ye-receive not onepenny. .

4. Thi, particular problem of service personnel-migrationis not unique to Iowa
or Neliraska Unfortunately, the inipilq which the coinnussions on aging can havein this'regord is rather minimal. I firmly believe, that these must be'dealt with on amultiagetley State level basis, with great help from the national scene. Onlythrough such considered effort can services remain in theanicrocities or be'broughtto them: . .. ..Thank nu for this opportunity ,to comment. Should there be any questions,please do not hesitate to contact me personally, Best wishes.

Sincerely, . , ,

.JOSEPH A. GAIDA.

ITEM 20. LETTER FROM L. E. RARER, DIRECTOR, INSTITUTIONS,
SOCIAL AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICES, PUBLIC WELFARE COM-
MISSION,ATATE OF OKLAHOMA; TO SENATOR FRANK CHURCH,
DATED MAY 16, 1975

DvAR SENATOR Cnuaen: Reference is made to your communicatiinviting
comments nn how the Older Americans Act is operating in rural areas.The services atonable under the act in rural areas is providing very needy
services owa limited basis. There is just not sufficient funding to provide anysignificant impact. The AnA'allotment process used during the past 2 fiscal yearshas direCted funds to larger populated States. The intent of the act is good, how-
ever, designating other agencies as area agencies does provide for many problemsand loss of dedication and interest in the real job to be done.

We would recommend that manpower programs such as Green Thumb should
come through area agencies. Home repair IS desperately needed. The matchingrequirement fortFederal unds is difficult to develop in many instances. We havefound that in admin' ng the program since it began in fiscal year 1966 thatboolakeeping to doe eat the Use of in-kind resourc lb-. iS a very time consuming and
expensivrajoh, It would seem more logical to require cash match on a lower match-percentage ha.sis. Consideration should also be given to remove 3-year limit onfunding individual progranis without approval of AoA.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Very truly yours,

L. E. RADER.

4 FFEM 21. LETTER AND ENCLOSURE FROM DAVID.C. CROWLEY, EXECU-
TIVE DIRECTOR, OHIO COMMISSION ON AGING; TO SENATOR FRANK
CHURCH, DATED MAY 20, 1975

DE Ut SEN &TOR Citurien: We are pleased to respond to your memorandum of
April 14, 1975, and 'we apologize for our late reply.

Since Ohio represents a State which has both large rural and large urban areas,we concur with your committee's concern relating to the special needs of the ruralarea.
Our agency has attempted to respond to the rural areas of Ohio through various

issues. First, the formula utilized by the OCoA in allocating title III funds to area"artenefas has an established minimum of S125,000. While this amount is obviouslyinsufficient for our rural areas with an average of nine counties, it is significantly
abave the amount rural areas would receive if Ohig's funds were allocated solely onthe basis of the 60-plus population. Secondly,,the funding formula in Ohio providesfor a greater weight to areas with higher poverty level 60-phis populations. Againrural areas benefit from this aspect of the allocation formula.

In addition to the title I I funds the OCoA reserves the majority of our Statesubsidy fiends to be utili? d for thfIneal match of our rural area agencies andservices. We arc presently working with our State legislators to increase our Statesubsidy as it is inadequate for our needs for local match.
Thus at the State level our agency is continually seeping resources to assist therural areas match the title III funds, but our success as well as our realistic'predictions for the future, has not beguh to alleviate the problem. We do support

os,
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your committee's investigation into the alder Americans Act's effeCtivenesapia the
rural areas in hypes that alterations may be recommended tu complement our
efforts at the State level.
. The following aspects carefulttthe Older Americans Aid are deserving of your careful
review:

(a) gccieral fundhig sources.Rural areas have been left out of the major.,
Federal grant-in-aid programs that are allocated ft) local jurisdictions un thg basis
df population. General re'Ventie sharing, CETA, and tin; thawing and Curnmunity

, Development Act, are relevant examples. Thus,where urban ifrea.s are able to tap
these funding sources in concert with title tI,I progiams, the sameoprocess is not

- passible in rural.areas. This issue relates.tu the 3-year limit for title III funds in 11

support of.any one program. Title III funcis.du'aucceed in making,eitidelis awarelf
the need for aging programs but the "fourths -year spinoff" a.spect'wnioi result if
only the Awareness exists and not the resouras for continuation. ,

tb) Local match.Agrah, lack of resources to supply the increasing nc for local
matching funds is a enticill issue. Tax base funds are low, with tremenchi, physical'
and social needs ',rasing on a small amount of !veal public funds. Othe sources of '
lucal match are scarce in rural Ohio as there arc fevw, philanthropi or service
agencies who generate so much of the local match in our urban areas. e suggest
that rural areasovlau show conscientious efforts to raise local mate s but are yet
unsuccessful be allowed to waive existing matching regulations.

Pleasemote that we've attached a memo fruin a rural area agency hat responds
further td the above issues.

As the State agency, we are all to aware that the'greatest'ne
nsth're ertrces8senitiaprograms are in our rural areas, and that the inOst difficult and ex nsive

to implement are also in the rural areas. We will continue to.assu major respo
sibilities for.these concerns at the State level and will continue to ncuurage th
at the Federal level to join and assi,s9ls in pur endeavors.

We are anxious to be of further assistance to your cummitt and wish you-
success in your deliberations. ,

Sincerely,
DAVID C. CaoWLET.

(Enclosure"

MEMORANDUM
To: Caddie Riegel
From: John R. Allen, Acting Director
Re: Title III of Older Americans Act
Date: May 3, 1975

In our rural area there are four areas of concern in dealing with title III of
_Older Americans Act. (1) Lack of sufficient resources for local funding of relevant
program fir the elderly, (2) lack of rural niass transportation, (6) lack of services
gea ed to rural area, and (4) oppressiv e Federal regulations that inhibit Federal
pm rains ease in coordination/e'ooperation.

1) Mc lack of sufficient resources fur local funding of Older Americans At
p 'grams is.acute in our rural area. The needs for match have been met through
:sane use,uf general revenue funds in some counties and primarily by fundraising
drive, by the elderly themsel,ms. The elderly in four of our counties have worked
very hard to get local mateivribney for title III. They have held dinners, radio-
thous, auetiuns, sales, and ngrly every imaginable means of getting local funds
has been attempted. 0

In our rural areas, the scarce resources ..re pressured from all sides. Each
Federal pruglani requires local match, therefore each pregrani mtisti beg, burrow,
ur steal from the counties ur general funds. Also there are many problems
of other natures throughout rural areas. These problems, such as water supply,
bl wage, roads, adequate pulice force, etc., are real also. When all of these problems
are cunfrunted, the tax base in our area is nut, sufficient tu attempt tu solve 411 of
them. Federal revenue sharing has been a partial answer but the access tu these
funk by programs for the elderly has be n limited by the use of the n deral
revenue sharing money for "more pressing" problems of u building nature. Fede ral
rev enue cannot match other Federal . programs, this should be changed. Dirt e-
t ear-and-off provision to indefinite funding tu rural,areit under ,Sitle III would
help immensely. I would further urge that funds be available under title III to
guntinue match at a 50-50 ratio for the fourth year through the authorization
of the program. This would enable these rural cuuntits.to continue progri MS for

, to the elderly AS lung as the Older Americans Abet is in force. I urge the et nimittce
to consider this vital issue for the continued success of the programs for the elderly
in rural areas. This concern is of number one priority thtoughout our area.
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several local programs have been' able to alleviate some of the transportation

; .
t (2) The lack of rural mass transportation means that access to- existing social' services for the elderly is severely limited: With Older Americans Act poneys

problems of the elderly,
rural

only a few can be served and only a small amountof the need n be met. The need for ral mass transportation is great in our area.If such sery es could' be developed throughout the entire 10-county area, then
the title in oneys could be spent to put in trlace special ve.hicles to accommodate
the handicappedand severely isolated elderly: This would, enhance the rural mass
transportation system and; give access to transportation the chiefly Who aredenied the-service- because of their isolation or handicaps. .

My suggestion for the Older Americans' Act, title III .would be to allow the
matching of certain amounts of title III dollars and FIiWA or UMTA funds inrural areas: This would enable local programs to secure access to rural mass
transit. This is necessary to guarantee a truly coordinated effort for alleviatingthis problem.

N.(3), The services that have been developed with title .III funds in our area
have been patterned around senior citizen centers- of a multipurpose nature.
This is.a pattert that exists in urban areas where transportation is less a problem.
There is the need to shift e' phasia to a full range of home-based health, nutritional,
outreach, home-aides sy em while maintaining the multiservice centers for thoseelderly who can avail emselves of this service. Home-based services could be
coordinated with loc welfare departments of parts of titla III could' matchtitle XX or vice-vers in our rural area. Again this calls forsthe use of title IIIfunds as incentives attract other Federal dollars. This could be set up as withSRC funding or del cities funding. The rural areas have been suffering fromlack of adequat- :*cial service delivery and this could enhance the use of title XXmoneys in o area by contributing to the match necessary. It would' entail aswitch in cept from seed money to incentive money. I urge the committee ofSenator C rch to investigate this possibility for the adequate provision of home-baed servi es in rural areas.
> (4) The lack of coordination of various Federal programs is due in large part

to Federal regulations which are ludicrous for use in a rural area. Current issuesare in the area of title III regulations on transportation vehicle purchase v.UMTAFHWA regulations on various transportation programs. These regula-tions create gaps in service 'n delivery of transportation and other services in
regard to match and eli.Obliity requirements for service. If any coordinated com-
prehensive service delivery system is to be developed in rural area then restrictive
Federal regulations that only inhibit this goal of cooperation must be taken down.
The role of the area agency itself is to develop, coordinate, pool untapped resources,
and monitor all 'programs for the elderly in a given area. If other Federal, State
regulations are not written with this in mind, then the Older American's Act must
reflect the need for this coordination in all of its programs, i.e., title VII, volunteer
-programs, etc. I urge the committee to look at conflicting rules and regulations
and make the Older Americans Act a fair vehicle of the development of co-
ordinated comprehensive service delivery for the elderly in rural areas.

These problems are those which are vital, to our rural area of Ohio. There must
be input to the committee of these pressing problems to make the Older Americans
Act programs a viable segment of service to the elderly in our area the State, andthe United States.
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